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PREFACE 

This report is part of an ongoing series of publications issued by the Department 

of Hydrology and Water Resources of the University of Arizona, located in Tucson. The 

purpose of this series is to disseminate detailed research findings to a broad audience of 

persons interested in natural resources. 

The content of this report is based on the thesis by Winchell (1997). Quotations 

from this report are allowable without special permission, provided that accurate 

acknowledgment of source is made. 
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ABSTRACT 

Runoff generation has been shown to be very sensitive to precipitation input. 

With the use of precipitation estimates from weather radar, errors are introduced from 

both the transformation from reflectivity to precipitation rate and the spatial and temporal 

aggregation of the radar product. Currently, a significant degree of uncertainty exists in 

the accuracy of radar -based precipitation estimates. When uncalibrated or poorly 

calibrated radar products were used as input to a rainfall -runoff model, the resulting 

predicted runoff varied severely from the runoff generated using well -calibrated radar 

products. Another source of uncertainty, errors in the precipitation system structure due 

to aggregation in time and space, has also been shown to affect runoff generation. This 

study focuses on separating the primary runoff- generating mechanisms -- infiltration 

excess and saturation excess -- to assess their responses to variable precipitation inputs 

individually. For the case of saturation excess runoff, there was minimal sensitivity due to 

temporal aggregation of the precipitation; however, there was considerable sensitivity to 

spatial aggregation. For the case of infiltration excess runoff, temporal and spatial 

aggregation of the precipitation significantly reduced the amount of runoff produced. The 

magnitudes of these runoff reductions varied between storms and showed a high degree 

of dependence on storm characteristics, particularly the maximum precipitation intensity. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Statement 

The past five years has marked a new era in the field of hydrology. This has 

resulted from the establishment of the NEXRAD (Next Generation Weather Radar) 

network across the United States (Klazura and Imy, 1993). This network of WSR -88D 

doppler radars has not only revolutionized modern meteorological forecasting, but has 

changed the face of hydrological forecasting as well. The primary contribution of the 

radar to hydrology is the high resolution and large spatial coverage of the precipitation 

products which are generated. These products provide detailed information on 

precipitation events, previously unattainable with simple networks of ground -based rain 

gauges. However, while the amount and quality of information attainable from the radar 

is far greater than that possible in the past, there remains formidable challenges which 

must be answered before utilization of this type of data in hydrologic applications reaches 

its full potential. 

During the past few decades, a great deal of effort from the meteorological 

community has focused on obtaining precipitation information from weather radar. This 

problem is far from trivial as expressed by the work of numerous authors who have spent 

many years with the problem (Collier, 1986a -b; Tees and Austin, 1991; Kitchen and 

Blackall, 1992; Seo et al., 1995; Smith et al., 1996a). Recently, significant improvements 

in the radar's ability to provide a quantitative estimate of precipitation have created an 
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overwhelming interest by the hydrological community in the use of this new data source 

in hydrologic applications. One of the more obvious and suitable applications is that of 

river forecasting (Mimikou and Baltas, 1996). While the use of radar data in river 

forecasting is being embraced by hydrologists, there are major obstacles which are being 

met along the way. For example, difficulties remain in obtaining an accurate estimate of 

precipitation from the radar. This leads to the question of how these uncertainties in the 

precipitation field affect the quality of the associated hydrological forecast (Collier, 

1986c). In addition, questions remain concerning the adequate resolution necessary for 

representing the precipitation systems responsible for flood -producing rainfall. Recent 

work by Michaud and Sorooshian (1994) has shown that, in certain environments, the 

spatial resolution employed by the NEXRAD systems may not be adequate for flash flood 

forecasting. In this thesis, these issues are addressed and practical recommendations are 

provided for alleviation of their effects on rainfall -runoff modeling. This thesis serves 

both to identify issues important to the implementation of the vast archives of radar data 

now available to the hydrologic community, as well as to address the uncertainty involved 

with this type of precipitation data. 

1.2 Motivation and Objectives 

1.2.1 Motivation 

Several key questions surrounding the use of radar data for rainfall -runoff 

modeling have provided the motivation for this research. These questions include: 
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(1) How may the widely available NEXRAD Level II data be processed and adjusted with 

limited amounts of rain -gauge data to construct a precipitation product suitable for 

hydrologic applications? 

(2) How will errors in the precipitation data, due to the transformation from reflectivity to 

rainfall, affect runoff simulations? 

(3) How will the aggregation of this radar product in time and space affect runoff 

simulations? 

(4) Do differently modeled surface -runoff mechanisms -- infiltration excess and 

saturation excess -- respond differently to these sources of precipitation uncertainty? 

The first motivational question stems from the need for studies which document 

the use of this new radar data for practical applications. Currently, the National Climate 

Data Center has an enormous inventory of NEXRAD Level II data. There is no doubt 

that this data set is now being extensively used in both research -activities, and in 

engineering and hydrologic design applications. Therefore, it is essential that methods 

necessary for proper and careful usage of this new type of data be developed. 

The second motivational question concerns obtaining a critical assessment of the 

quality of hydrologic predictions which can expected from the use of radar -estimated 

precipitation. Past research has sought to examine how errors in precipitation estimation 

for a basin can affect rainfall -runoff simulations (Numec, 1985). Minimal past research 

has focused on the range in hydrologic predictions one can expect, given the uncertainty 

in the accuracy of the radar -estimated precipitation. This is especially true of the specific 
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use of NEXRAD Level H products. It is essential that this uncertainty be quantified so 

that appropriate confidence in the rainfall -runoff simulations can be placed and so that an 

argument can be made for careful development of radar -estimated precipitation products. 

The third motivational question is a result of concern for the loss of information in 

precipitation data due to reductions in temporal and spatial resolution of the product. 

Ideally, when a high -resolution product is available, it can be used in that form. 

Sometimes, data -handling issues or model -structure issues dictate that a certain amount of 

aggregation of the precipitation take place. Past research has suggested that this type of 

procedure can have significant effects on runoff simulations (Milly and Eagleson, 1988; 

Loague, 1988). This must be quantified for the case of radar estimated precipitation, and 

solutions must be proposed for its correction. 

The last question is an important one which distinguishes hydrologic models that 

make different assumptions on how runoff generation occurs. Hydrology textbooks 

frequently recognize two primary means by which surface runoff occurs; infiltration 

excess and saturation excess. Infiltration excess runoff, often termed Hortonian overland 

flow, results from localized regions where the rainfall intensity exceeds the infiltration 

rate of the soil. The occurrence of infiltration excess runoff is dependent on both soil and 

rainfall characteristics. Saturation excess runoff, sometimes referred to as Dunne runoff 

(Dunne and Black, 1970), occurs from rain falling on the variable saturated areas of a 

watershed which expand and contract during storm and inter -storm cycles. Saturation 

excess runoff is less dependent on the rainfall characteristics and more dependent on 

watershed topography and soils characteristics. Physically based distributed rainfall- 
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runoff models often assume one of these two runoff mechanisms to be the dominating 

process. For example, KINEROS (Woolhiser et al., 1990) assumes the occurrence of 

infiltration excess runoff, and TOPMODEL (Beven et al., 1995) assumes that saturation 

excess is the dominant runoff process. The conceptual methods by which these two 

physical processes are modeled are different enough that broad conclusions regarding the 

effects of precipitation inputs on runoff simulations cannot be made. Therefore, it is 

imperative that a careful distinction between the two be drawn with regard to the 

important questions presented above. 

1.2.2 Objectives 

Based on the motivation described above, the following objectives are addressed 

in this thesis: 

(1) Develop a method for constructing accurate precipitation data from NEXRAD Level 

II data through adjustment and calibration with limited rain -gauge data; 

(2) Assess the effects of employing radar data of varying quality on rainfall -runoff 

simulations; 

(3) Determine the magnitude of errors in runoff simulations which occur when using 

precipitation input of various temporal and spatial resolutions; 

(4) Find the distinguishing behaviors of simulated infiltration excess and saturation 

excess runoff generation with regard to their sensitivity to errors in precipitation data 

due to both the transformation from reflectivity to rainfall and aggregation of the 

precipitation; and 
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(5) To provide general insight into the use of radar -estimated precipitation for the 

purpose of rainfall -runoff modeling. 

Certainly, the first four objectives will contribute to the accomplishment of the fifth. 

These objectives are addressed throughout this thesis in the order presented above. 

The conclusions drawn in this study will be especially pertinent to rainfall -runoff 

modeling of mid -sized (50 -500 km2) watersheds with meteorological conditions similar 

to those found in the southern plains of the United States. As such, some conclusions 

might not be applicable to modeling runoff from much larger basins or from different 

climatic regions. Furthermore, many of the aspects of this research pertain specifically to 

radar data derived "in- house" from NEXRAD Level II reflectivity. For example, when 

using radar products that have already received quality control and full processing to 

rainfall rate, calibration and adjustment are not needed. However, the majority of the data 

that are currently available at a resolution suitable for modeling of small and mid -sized 

basins is the type employed in this study. Special recognition will be made of results and 

conclusions with broader applicability. 

1.2 Organization of Thesis 

The content of this thesis consists of both radar estimation of precipitation issues, 

as well as rainfall -runoff modeling and scale issues. The general structure is to begin 

with an introduction to the research and study location, move on to the estimation of 

precipitation with radar, and finish with the rainfall -runoff modeling segment. More 
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specifically, the second chapter is comprised of a literature review focusing on 

publications relevant to radar estimation of precipitation, implementation of radar - 

estimated precipitation in rainfall -runoff modeling, and the scale effects of precipitation 

on runoff simulations. The thesis continues with Chapters 3 and 4 devoted to the relevant 

physical and climatological characteristics of the study site and a description of the 

various sources of data used in the study. Chapters 5 and 6 pertain to the development of 

the radar -estimated precipitation data employed. They focus on both the procedures used 

for transforming the NEXRAD Level II data to a precipitation product, and give an 

evaluation of the merit associated with different possible methods of using both radar and 

rain gauges to obtain the best possible precipitation data set. In Chapters 7 and 8, the 

topic shifts to the development and calibration of the rainfall -runoff model used in the 

study. These chapters provide great detail concerning the model structure and parameter 

estimation techniques used. Chapters 9, 10, and 11 present the most important aspects of 

this research. They focus on an assessment of the errors associated with the use of 

various radar calibration techniques and temporal and spatial aggregations of radar - 

estimated precipitation data on both the infiltration excess and saturation excess runoff - 

generation mechanisms. Specifically, Chapter 11 presents a method for relating the 

sensitivity of runoff generation due to precipitation aggregation to individual storm 

characteristics. The thesis ends with concluding remarks regarding the issues 

surrounding implementation of NEXRAD data in rainfall -runoff simulations and provides 

insights on areas of further research. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents an overview of the material relevant to the understanding of 

this study. It accomplishes this by providing brief background information, then 

reporting on and evaluating the work of previous research studies in the areas of weather 

radar estimates of precipitation, its use in hydrologic applications, and associated scale 

issues in rainfall -runoff modeling. 

2.2 Radar Estimation of Precipitation 

2.2.1 Background Information 

The possibility of using weather radar for the estimation of precipitation has been 

with us since ground -based radar was first used in the detection of military aircraft in the 

1940s. At that time, meteorologists became interested in using this tool for making 

observations of the atmosphere. Early on, radar was used primarily for detecting 

precipitation "echoes" which located regions where rainfall was occurring; however, the 

idea of obtaining a quantitative estimation of the rainfall was very soon to follow. 

Weather radar operates when electromagnetic waves in the microwave region of 

the electromagnetic spectrum are emitted from an antenna in a 1 to 2 degree beam. A 

portion of that energy is returned to the antenna as it is reflected by the hydrometeors 
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(precipitation particles) it encounters. Given the wavelength, amplitude, and propagation 

speed of the emitted electromagnetic waves, the returned energy may be mapped to a 

particular location in space. A receiver then converts the returned energy into a signal 

which can be related to the properties of the hydrometeors. Given radar hardware 

parameters and parameters related to the backscattering properties of the precipitation, the 

radar reflectivity can be determined. It is this radar reflectivity that atmospheric scientists 

have come to relate to rainfall rate though a power law of the form: 

Z = aRb (2.1) 

where Z represents the radar reflectivity measured in decibels (dB), R represents the 

rainfall rate in units of (mm/hr), and a and b are constants related to the drop size 

distribution of hydrometeors in the radar's sample volume. This relationship has come to 

be known as the radar equation. 

One of the first groups of scientists to use this type of power law for relating radar 

reflectivity to rainfall rate was Marshall and Palmer (1948), who empirically determined 

the coefficients a and b in the radar equation to be 200 and 1.4, respectively. These 

values predicted the rainfall rate well for a variety of rainfall conditions. Since the tests 

by Marshall and Palmer, many other scientists have proposed different values of a and b 

to be applied in various types of rainfall. Battan (1973) listed numerous pairs of these 

parameters determined to be appropriate in certain conditions, such as convective rainfall 

or drizzle, and certain geographical locations. Collier (1989) gave the most common 

relationships used for typical types of rainfall as: 
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Z = 140R1*5 for drizzle 

Z = 250R1.5 for widespread rain (2.2) 

Z = 500R' 5 for convective rain 

Because the parameter values are dependent on the precipitation drop size distribution, 

which may not only vary from storm to storm, but temporally and spatially within a 

storm, selection of these parameters can be very difficult. 

Aside from the difficulties in estimating rainfall from radar due to the uncertainty 

in the parameters of the radar equation, there are other obstacles which require special 

attention. These obstacles may be classified into those associated with the characteristics 

of the radar and the radar site and those associated with the precipitation (Collier, 1989). 

One of the more troublesome obstacles associated with the selection of the radar site is 

interference by objects on or close to the ground, or "ground clutter ". Ground clutter 

results in radar echoes that might be called false precipitation echoes because they result 

from objects such as buildings and trees rather than from the hydrometeors which are 

intended. Techniques which filter out echoes created by known undesirable objects are 

employed to suppress ground clutter. A similar problem is that which arises from 

blockage of the radar beam by topography. In mountainous regions, the choice of a radar 

site is very difficult, as it is nearly impossible to provide the radar with a "clear view" of 

the atmosphere at a level close to the ground. Furthermore, the choice of radar 

wavelength has a bearing on the accuracy of the measurements made. While all weather 

radars operate in the microwave region, the difference between a 3 cm and a 10 cm 

wavelength can be great. While a longer wavelength may be less attenuated by the 
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precipitation, the larger wavelength will lead to increased ground clutter. A compromise 

must be made so that errors determined to be most significant are reduced. In addition, 

errors due to the calibration of the radar hardware can be difficult to detect and may 

introduce additional errors into the precipitation estimation. 

Errors in radar estimates of precipitation due to characteristics of the precipitation 

can also be very troublesome to resolve. Already, the issue of selecting appropriate 

parameters for the radar equation has been discussed, which is directly related to the 

precipitation characteristics. In addition, non -uniform precipitation within the sampling 

volume of the radar will lead to incorrect measurements of the reflectivity. This is 

because the equations by which the reflectivity is determined are based on the assumption 

of precipitation uniformly occupying the sample volume. Furthermore, the evaporation 

of precipitation in the low levels of the atmosphere may lead to significant errors. In a 

very dry atmosphere, the radar beam may be sampling at a level in the atmosphere very 

close to the base of a cloud. While rain may be occurring directly beneath the cloud base, 

none may be reaching the ground. This issue emphasizes the importance of obtaining a 

radar sample as close to the surface as possible. A related problem occurs when the radar 

beam is above the level of the precipitation. This may be due to very low -level clouds 

induced by topography or simply that the sampling area of interest is at a far range from 

the location of the radar. These "range effects" are caused because the radar beam 

becomes farther above the Earth's surface as the distance from the radar site increases. 

This is due to the curvature of the Earth, and the angle at which the radar beam is sent. 

Finally, intersection of the radar beam with the "bright band ", or melting layer, results in 
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an anomalously high reflectivity signature due to the change in phase of the 

hydrometeors. This can be a very difficult feature to filter out from the radar image and 

has yet to be fully remedied. 

The information provided above gives a brief introduction to the estimation of 

precipitation from weather radar and some of the issues which make accurate estimates so 

difficult. For more information of these topics, refer to Battan (1973), Collier (1989), or 

Doviak and Zrnic (1993). The following section places special emphasis on use of 

ground- based rain gauges for comparison with and calibration of weather radar. 

2.2.2 Comparison and Calibration of Radar with Rain Gauges 

While weather radar has a distinct advantage over ground -based rain -gauge 

networks as far as the aerial coverage is concerned, the accuracy with which the radar can 

predict quantitative rainfall amounts continues to be poorer than preferred. Several 

studies in the last decade focused on quantifying the errors in radar estimates of 

precipitation, determining the source of those errors, and finding methods for correcting 

them. 

One of the first comprehensive studies concerning the accuracy of radar estimates 

of precipitation was conducted by Collier (1986a), who compared rain gauge and radar 

estimates of rainfall. In the first part of his study, Collier quantified the errors in hourly 

precipitation estimates from radar for the case of a calibrated radar and an uncalibrated 

radar. The calibrated radar used a simple assessment factor defined as: 
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(2.3) 

where radar represents the radar precipitation estimate for that hour, and gauge 

represents the gauge estimate for that hour. For widespread frontal rainfall, the average 

error, regardless of sign, for the uncalibated radar was 60% when the bright band was not 

present and 100% when the bright band was present. For the calibrated radar data, the 

average error was 45% when the bright band was not present and 75% when the bright 

band was present. Collier also studied the effects of range on the radar estimates of 

rainfall. He found that, at close ranges (less than 75 km), the radar tended to over- 

estimate the precipitation, while at far ranges (greater than 100 km), the radar 

underestimated the precipitation. Furthermore, the calibration procedure employed was 

most effective at reducing the errors at close ranges, while at far ranges, it had less of an 

impact. 

Some authors (Tees and Austin, 1991) have criticized the method suggested by 

Collier for real -time calibration of radar with rain gauges, arguing that a large portion of 

the differences seen in the comparisons of point rainfall may be attributed to the 

differences in scale of the sampling techniques. While a rain gauge may do a fair job at 

measuring rainfall at a point, a radar pixel is typically at least 1 km x 1 km in area. Any 

small -scale precipitation structure will cause errors in a gauge radar comparison. 

Furthermore, Tees and Austin (1991) suggested that use of the radar /rain gauge ratio to 

correct a radar field may lead to errors on the order of 150% for convective precipitation 

at ranges beyond 150 km, and went stated that radar estimates beyond that range should 
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be restricted. In addition, Kitchen and Blackall (1992) questioned the use of Collier's 

assessment factor, suggesting that a significant portion of the assessment factor was a 

result of "representativeness error ", which they defined as errors due to differences 

between the sample volumes. Their study employed a very dense rain gauge- network to 

quantify the intra- radar -pixel variation of rainfall. The precipitation conditions they 

studied were intense convective events, meant to represent the case where 

representativeness errors would be most severe. They determined that errors in the 

computation of the assessment factor could reach 150% in these conditions. However, 

they concluded that, in many cases, the representativeness errors would not be as 

significant as those inherent in the transformation from reflectivity to rainfall rate. 

More recently, a comprehensive study by Smith et al. (1996a) reported 

specifically on comparisons between radar and rain gauges for the NEXRAD radar 

network in the United States. They used a database of more than one year's worth of 

hourly precipitation data from several radars and numerous rain gauges to identify 

systematic biases in the radar estimates. The primary conclusions from their work are 

summarized below: 

(1) Systematic underestimation occurs at most sites relative to the rain -gauge 

observations. Underestimation is most significant at close ranges (less than 40 km) 

and far ranges (greater than 100 km in winter and 150 km in summer). Problems at 

far ranges are due to detection of the precipitation. 

(2) Bright band effects in the 50 to 100 km range lead to overestimation of precipitation. 
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(3) Intercomparison between adjacent radars suggests that precipitation estimates over the 

same location can vary by as much as 30% between radars. These errors are 

attributed to calibration of the radar hardware. 

(4) Anomalous propagation of the radar beam due to atmospheric inversion layers 

presents a significant problem during rainfall events. 

(5) The radar is far superior to rain -gauge networks at measuring heavy precipitation 

events due to the radar's ability to locate intense localized precipitation structures 

often missed by gauge networks. 

While this study did not comment on the effects of utilizing the rain -gauge network for 

correction of the radar estimates, some reports have focused on the technique used by the 

NEXRAD system for adjusting radar estimates with rain -gauge data. 

The NEXRAD precipitation processing algorithm utilizes a Kalman filter 

approach to correct for the bias in the radar estimates of precipitation (Seo et al., 1995). 

The algorithm incorporates hourly gauge precipitation measurements in real -time to 

determine a mean field bias to be applied to the entire radar umbrella. It operates by first 

applying quality control criteria to the gauge data by rejecting any gauges that measure 

precipitation greater than two standard deviations beyond the mean of the available 

gauges. Then, a Kalman filter is applied to slowly respond to bias in the radar -estimated 

precipitation. It is for this reason that this technique has been determined to be more 

stable than more simple techniques which compute the field bias at each time step and 

immediately apply that correction, often resulting in wildly fluctuating bias corrections 
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with time. The general conclusions from the studies performed with this precipitation 

adjustment algorithm showed that it was able to successfully bring the radar estimates 

closer to the rain -gauge observations and in no cases did it adversely affect the radar 

estimate. There was not a direct comparison between radar estimates made with the 

Kalman filter technique and a simpler bias correction method. 

2.2.3 The NEXRAD Radar Network 

One of the objectives of this study is to examine the use of a specific product 

(NEXRAD Level II reflectivity data) generated from the now complete NEXRAD radar 

network in the United States. In order to properly assess the usage of this product, a brief 

introduction to the network, the processing of the data, and the products which are 

available is necessary. 

The NEXRAD network consists of approximately 140 WSR -88D doppler radar 

systems providing nearly continuous coverage of the United States (Crum, 1993). The 

first radar was installed operationally in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma in 1990, and over the 

last six years, the remaining radars have been installed. The systems collect, process, and 

display high -resolution reflectivity, mean radial velocity, and spectrum width (variability 

in radial velocities within a sample volume) data. The primary purpose of the radar is to 

provide quick detection of severe weather phenomena, including tornadoes, 

mesocyclones, and downbursts, as well as provide accurate predictions of extreme rainfall 

leading to flash floods and rainfall over large river basins used by National Weather 

Service River Forecast Centers. 
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The data processing by the NEXRAD system begins by taking the signals returned 

to the antenna (Level I data) and converting them into the three basic data sets; 

reflectivity, mean radial velocity, and spectrum width (Level II data). These data are 

collected at multiple elevation angles, representing different heights in the atmosphere. 

This allows a vertical cross -section of the variable of interest to be generated, as well as 

the two -dimensional plan view. The Level II data collected by each NEXRAD unit are 

archived on 8 mm digital media tapes at the National Climate Data Center, which now 

has a very large inventory of data for most of the operating radars. A summary of this 

data is shown in Table 2.1 (Klazura and Imy, 1993). While a large array of products are 

produced from the Level II data sets collected to aid in severe weather detection, the 

precipitation products derived from the base reflectivity data are of primary interest to 

hydrologists. A summary of these Level III precipitation products produced by the 

NEXRAD system may be found in Table 2.2 ( Klazura and Imy, 1993). At the time of 

publication, these products are just beginning to be archived at the National Climate Data 

Center and are available to the public at a cost. This study will focus on application of 

the NEXRAD Level II data for use in rainfall -runoff modeling. The choice to use this 

data as opposed to the already processed Level III data was based on: (1) the extremely 

limited availability of Level III products, and (2) the objective of studying the effects of 

uncertainty in the conversion from reflectivity to rainfall on rainfall -runoff modeling. 
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Table 2.1: NEXRAD Level II data products. 

Data Product Spatial Resolution Data Levels Available Range (km) 
Base Reflectivity 1 km x 1 deg 16 230 

2 km x 1 deg 16 460 
4 km x 1 deg 16 460 

Mean Radial Velocity 0.25 km x 1 deg 16 60 
0.5 km x l deg 16 115 

1 km x l deg 16 230 
Spectrum Width 0.25 km x 1 deg 8 60 

0.5 km x l deg 8 115 
l km x l deg 8 230 

Table 2.2: NEXRAD Level III precipitation products. 

Precipitation Product Spatial Resolution Data Levels Available Range 
(km) 

One Hour Precipitation 2 km x 2 km 16 230 
Three Hour Precipitation 2 km x 2 km 16 230 
Storm Total Precipitation 2 km x 2 km 16 230 
One Hour Digital 
Precipitation Array 

4 km x 4 km 100 230 
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2.3 The Use of Radar -Estimated Precipitation in Rainfall -Runoff Modeling 

A number of studies in the last several years have focused on issues related to the 

use of radar -estimated precipitation in rainfall -runoff modeling. The benefits of having 

quantitative rainfall information over large areas with a high temporal and spatial 

resolution have applications in all aspects of hydrology and water resources management 

and are outlined by Cluckie (1991). In his report, Cluckie emphasized that, in order for 

weather radar to reach its potential in hydrology, high -quality radars capable of producing 

products at a small spatial and temporal scale will be necessary. A summary of some of 

the more recent studies which have focused on using radar -estimated precipitation for the 

primary purpose of rainfall- runoff modeling and flood forecasting is presented next. 

The use of weather radar in rainfall -runoff modeling certainly has been growing in 

popularity over the past several years. Kouwen and Garland (1989) presented a study 

which applies radar -estimated rainfall to a rainfall -runoff model based on hydrologically 

similar regions derived from remotely sensed land classifications. In a study conducted 

by Becchi et al. (1994), simulated radar rainfall maps were employed as input to a 

distributed hydrologic model to show the advantage of having detailed, spatially 

distributed rainfall as opposed to several scattered point measurements. In addition, 

Schell et al. (1992) compared runoff hydrographs computed using precipitation input 

from a single rain gauge and hydrographs computed from radar -estimated precipitation 

with a spatial resolution of 1 km x 0.35 km for a basin with an area of 8.13 km2. The 

types of rainfall events studied ranged from relatively uniform storms to ones with 

significantly variable precipitation over the basin. The study concluded that the 
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hydrographs obtained when using the radar -estimated precipitation were far closer to the 

observed hydrographs than those obtained when using the single rain gauge measurement 

over the entire basin. Furthermore, studies by James et al. (1993) and Mimikou and 

Baltas (1996) also showed that, when using radar -estimated precipitation calibrated with 

an "adequate" number of rain gauges, the resulting hydrograph simulations are superior to 

those obtained from rain -gauge data alone. In general, use of radar -estimated 

precipitation in rainfall -runoff modeling produced better results than a typical rain -gauge 

network. 

The issue of the effects of errors in the radar estimates of precipitation were not 

significantly addressed in the papers mentioned above; however Wyss et al. (1990) 

ventured to conclude that the errors introduced to the streamflow predictions as a result of 

errors in the radar- estimated precipitation were likely to be less significant than the errors 

in the transformation from rainfall to runoff. In another study, Collier and Knowles 

(1986c) found that, for a given percent error in the precipitation estimation, an equal or 

lesser error in the resulting streamflow would result for some catchments. Furthermore, 

they found that underestimating rainfall can be worse than overestimating rainfall, 

especially for larger catchments. Numec (1985) found that a given percent error in 

precipitation will lead to a much larger error in computed runoff. Given only a 10% error 

in precipitation, he found that the resulting runoff error could be 10 -30% for a wet 

catchment and 30 -70% for a dry catchment. These results are similar to what was 

suggested by Hudlow et al. (1983), who felt that errors in rainfall input to a non -linear 

rainfall -runoff model would lead to even larger errors in the runoff predictions. Clearly, 
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there is not a complete consensus on the effects of precipitation errors on runoff 

prediction, requiring that additional research in the area continue. 

2.4 Effects of Precipitation Scale on Rainfall- Runoff Modeling 

The effects of precipitation scale on rainfall -runoff modeling has been of interest 

in hydrology for many years. While the small -scale structure of precipitation can only be 

understood as accurately as rain -gauge networks are dense, or radar resolution is fine, the 

prospects of dense rain -gauge networks or very fine resolution radar over all the 

watersheds of interest is unrealistic. Thus, the issue of how well must the pattern of 

rainfall in time and space be known in order to produce accurate streamflow forecasts has 

become one of great importance. With the advent of weather radar for use in hydrologic 

forecasting, studies specific to the effects of radar resolution on rainfall -runoff modeling 

have also been found in the literature. 

Milly and Eagleson (1988) studied the effects of the spatial scale of precipitation 

on runoff generated by the infiltration- excess mechanism. Through the use of a 

hypothetical circular catchment and synthetic rainfall events which were of uniform 

intensity with time, they showed that, when precipitation volume was spatially distributed 

over the catchment, an increase of the infiltration excess runoff generation was observed. 

The method by which synthetic rainfall events were created was not particularly realistic, 

as it simply created storms with circular isohyets with rainfall depths based on storm size 

and decay rate of precipitation from the center. A typical rainfall system will have 

multiple centers of heavy precipitation, with more complex isohyets. Nevertheless, their 
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study indicated the importance of the spatial representation of rainfall for rainfall -runoff 

applications. In addition, Loague (1988) studied the effects of precipitation sampling on 

the prediction of various aspects of the runoff hydrograph occurring from both infiltration 

excess and saturation excess surface runoff. He found that, as the amount of rainfall 

information decreased, the quality of the runoff depth, peak runoff, and time -to -peak 

predictions decreased. Furthermore, the peak flow was much more sensitive to the 

precipitation sampling than the total runoff depth. Comparing the infiltration excess 

simulation with the saturation excess simulation, Loague found that both experienced 

similar changes in the runoff depth predictions; however, the saturation excess 

simulations produced much better peak flows when the rainfall information was reduced. 

In another study by Ogden and Julien (1993), the effects of both spatial and temporal 

variability of rainfall on infiltration excess runoff at both the overland flow plane and 

small watershed scale were investigated. Their study used synthetic rainfall to study how 

the duration and sampling interval of spatially and temporally variable rainfall affected 

predicted runoff generation. They found that, as the storm duration increases, the 

sensitivity of runoff to temporally variable rainfall increases, while the sensitivity to 

spatially variable rainfall decreases. In addition, as the sampling interval of rainfall 

increases, the sensitivity of runoff to spatially varying precipitation increases. While this 

study did not examine the effects of the level of precipitation variability on runoff 

sensitivity, it served to bring forward the issue of storm duration into the research on 

precipitation scale and rainfall -runoff modeling. The highlights of a study by Shah et al. 

(1996) were that the use of spatially distributed precipitation was far more important 
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when modeling a "dry" catchment than when modeling a "wet" catchment. This agrees 

with the conclusions made by Numec (1985) that precipitation errors have more serious 

effects on runoff modeling for dry cathments. Shah et al. (1996) applied the European 

SHE model to a 10.5 km2 catchment in the United Kingdom. As with many other studies, 

they used synthetic rainfall data in order to isolate the effects of the rainfall variability 

from errors in the rainfall sampling and model errors. They also tested the effects of 

spatial variability of rainfall on runoff predictions from a lumped model. Here, they 

concluded that the errors associated with the lumping of the model processes outweighed 

the errors from lumping of the rainfall. 

Studies by Faures et al. (1995) emphasized the importance of spatially variable 

precipitation on rainfall -runoff modeling, even over very small catchments. Their study 

site was a 4.4 ha semiarid basin located in southeastern Arizona. This small watershed, 

dominated by localized air -mass thunderstorms, was densely gauged by five recording 

rain gauges and additional non -recording gauges. Even at this small watershed scale, 

choosing different combinations of the available gauges resulted in highly variable runoff 

predictions. Their studies suggested that four to five well- distributed gauges were 

necessary to reduce the uncertainty in the runoff predictions to an acceptable level. 

Furthermore, in the eight rainfall events studied, they observed a decrease in the 

variability in the runoff predictions as the size of the storm event increased, indicating 

that runoff sensitivity to rainfall variability is not constant. Another study which focused 

on issues of rainfall variability in semiarid air -mass thunderstorms was done by Michaud 

and Sorooshian (1994). In their study, a high- density rain -gauge network was used to 
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generate rainfall input simulating 4 km x 4 km pixels, the resolution of the NEXRAD 

digital precipitation product. They found that, on average, the 4 km x 4 km pixels led to a 

50% decrease in runoff from that produced by the high- density rain -gauge network. In 

addition, when decreasing the temporal resolution to one hour, the resulting simulated 

runoff decreased significantly. The study prompted concern that the NEXRAD 4 km x 4 

km precipitation product might not be adequate for rainfall -runoff modeling in regions 

dominated by air -mass thunderstorms. 

Several recent studies have focused particularly on the resolution of radar - 

estimated rainfall and rainfall -runoff modeling. Kouwen and Garland (1989) studied the 

effects of degrading a radar resolution from 2 km x 2 km to 10 km x 10 km on predicted 

runoff hydrographs for a 3520 km2 basin. Their results showed the volume of runoff 

generated by the finer resolution input to be consistently larger than the runoff volume 

generated from the coarser resolution input. In addition, they stated that the fine 

resolution radar product introduced erroneous rainfall data into simulations and suggested 

that the smoothing of this erroneous data when going to a coarser resolution increased the 

quality of the runoff predictions. Another study which focused on the effects of radar 

spatial resolution on runoff predictions was that by Ogden and Julien (1994). Their study 

suggested a relationship between watershed scale, rainfall field scale, and the sensitivity 

of runoff generation to radar resolution. They showed that, as the radar resolution 

approaches the watershed scale, effects of uncertainty of the rainfall location in relation to 

the watershed boundary cause significant errors in runoff calculations due to changes in 

total rainfall volume. Furthermore, the combined effects of the radar resolution 
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approaching the watershed scale as well as approaching the precipitation scale led to a 

steady decrease in the predicted peak flows. 

Most of the studies discussed above focused on the issue of spatial variability of 

rainfall. A significantly lower amount of effort has been spent on the effects of temporal 

variability of rainfall on runoff generation. It is important that the effects of temporal 

variability of rainfall on runoff simulations be thoroughly explored, because past research 

has suggested that it may be even more crucial than spatial variability (Krajewski et al., 

1991). In addition, most of the studies addressed runoff generation according to the 

infiltration excess mechanism of runoff generation or have neglected to identify the 

mechanism they are assuming. This is very important, as significant differences exist 

between the physical process of infiltration excess and saturated excess runoff generation. 

2.5 Summary 

This chapter reviewed some of the relevant background information on radar 

estimation of precipitation, recent studies of rain gauge /radar comparisons, and several 

current methods for adjusting and calibrating radar with rain gauges. It has also provided 

an introduction to the NEXRAD radar network, discussed recent applications of weather 

radar data for hydrologic forecasting, and reviewed recent studies concerning the effects 

of precipitation scale and sampling on rainfall -runoff calculations. Given this existing 

body of literature, several conclusions and questions emerge. 

It is obvious that precipitation estimation from radar is very difficult and that 

errors can be substantial. Most of the previous work suggests that some form of 
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adjustment with rain gauges is necessary in order for radar -derived precipitation products 

to be valuable. One question that arises is; how much adjustment is necessary to produce 

accurate precipitation products from NEXRAD Levell II data suitable for hydrologic 

applications? In addition, while there seems to be a general agreement that the ability of 

the radar to provide a high -resolution spatial representation of rainfall is of great value to 

flood forecasting, many studies have not specifically addressed the issue of how the errors 

inherent in the radar are affecting the runoff simulations. Those who have ventured to 

address this question have been unable to reach a consensus as to whether the errors 

introduced into runoff predictions due to the transformation from reflectivity to rainfall 

are of significant concern. Thus, the question which still must be answered is; what is the 

magnitude of errors one can expect in runoff simulations given the uncertainty that exists 

in the transformation from reflectivity to rainfall? Furthermore, with regard to the issues 

surrounding the effects of precipitation scale on rainfall -runoff modeling, the literature 

echoes the resounding theme that runoff simulations are quite sensitive to the level of 

detail with which the precipitation is represented. What remains to be studied is the 

quantification of runoff sensitivity to precipitation scale on a storm -by -storm basis. It is 

agreed that runoff simulations are affected by the scale of the precipitation input, but how 

does that sensitivity change from storm to storm and from basin to basin? Finally, only 

one previous study looked at both infiltration excess and saturation excess runoff 

sensitivity to the precipitation scale, suggesting that they do not behave in the same way. 

This issue needs to receive more attention than in the past, as rainfall -runoff models 

which assume one type of runoff generation or the other will likely respond differently to 
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changes in precipitation scale, as well as to errors in the transformation from reflectivity 

to rainfall. 

It is assuring that there is common opinion regarding several of the key issues that 

this thesis addresses, yet there are still several important questions which need to be 

answered. This thesis expands on the current literature by both reaffirming some of the 

previously drawn conclusions and seeking answers to some of the questions which have 

arisen or still remain as a result of past research. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY SITE 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides necessary background information on the location where 

this study took place. The regional and local characteristics of the study site are 

important to the context of this thesis. The chapter first outlines regional attributes of the 

study location, and then focuses on specific characteristics of the watershed studied. 

3.2 Regional Characteristics 

The region chosen for this study was the southern plains of the United States. 

There are several reasons why this region was chosen. First, an effort was made to select 

a region that was historically subject to severe flash floods, as it is for the purpose of 

flash -flood forecasting that the results of this study will hold the most significance. 

Second, because most of the studies concerning the effects of precipitation variability on 

runoff simulations have focused on regions dominated by infiltration excess runoff, the 

need to study regions affected by infiltration excess and saturation excess runoff was 

apparent. As such, the southern plains is a region which experiences both types of runoff. 

Third, in order to obtain a reasonable number a large flood events to study, a location 

with a long inventory of radar data was needed. Oklahoma City was the first NEXRAD 

radar site to begin operation, and accordingly has the longest record of data available. It 
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was for these reasons that the southern plains, specifically northcentral Texas, was chosen 

for the study location. 

The climate of this region in northcentral Texas near Gainesville is dominated by 

frontal precipitation associated with large synoptic scale low- pressure systems during the 

fall and winter, with intense convective activity during the spring and early summer. 

Accordingly, rainfall is uniformly distributed throughout the year, with a slight maximum 

during the spring. Snow is infrequent. A summary of monthly temperatures and 

precipitation recorded at Gainesville, Texas from 1951 through 1976 is shown in Table 

3.1. 

The physical highlights of this region would be the Red River and Lake Texoma 

to the north and the broad -sloping plains that cover the region. The entire region is not 

flat, however, and small hills provide enough topography for artificial reservoirs along 

many of the small rivers and streams in the region. The primary natural resource in this 

region is soil. Agriculture is a way of life in this area, with cattle ranching being the 

primary activity and dairy cattle, hogs, horses, and poultry following. While crop 

production was once very common in the region, much of the cropland has been 

converted to improved pastures. The primary crops which are still grown in the area 

include small grains, cotton, soybeans, and peanuts. 

3.3 Watershed Characteristics 

The watershed chosen for this study was the Timber Creek watershed near 

Gainesville, Texas. The watershed was chosen due to minimal significant flow 
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Table 3.1: Climate summary for Gainesville, Texas (Putnam et al., 1979). 

Month Avg. Daily Min. 
Temp. ( °F) 

Avg. Daily Max. 
Temp. ( °F) 

Precipitation (in.) Snow (in.) 

Jan. 28.9 53.6 1.58 1.0 

Feb. 33.0 58.7 1.89 0.8 
Mar. 39.9 65.8 2.41 0 
Apr. 50.7 75.5 3.55 0 

May 59.0 82.7 4.47 0 

Jun. 67.7 90.6 3.23 0 
Jul. 71.6 95.7 2.33 0 
Aug. 70.3 95.9 2.22 0 
Sep. 63.0 87.9 4.18 0 
Oct. 51.5 77.7 3.35 0 
Nov. 39.3 64.7 2.22 0 
Dec. 31.6 56.2 1.73 0.2 
Yearly 50.5 75.4 33.16 2.0 
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regulation, the occurrence of several large floods during the period of radar data which 

was available, and a size which was susceptible to flash floods. 

The watershed has an area of 102 km2 (39.4 mil) and is oriented primarily north to 

south. The elevation in the basin varies from 925 ft on the hilltops of the headwaters to 

650 ft at the watershed outlet. As with the rest of the region, Timber Creek consists 

primarily of pasture, with small areas of woodlands and numerous agricultural stock 

ponds. The soils in the watershed are primarily sandy loam and loamy sand; however 

certain areas of loam and loamy clay are represented as well. A summary of the soil -type 

distribution across the watershed is found in Table 3.2. 

Timber Creek itself has a main channel length of 14.24 mi (22.9 km), with an 

average slope of 13.13 ft/mi. In most years, Timber Creek is a perennial stream with very 

low flows during August and September; however, some years it dries up for a few weeks 

during those months. The peak flow of record for Timber Creek, since records began in 

1985, is 13,300 ft3 /s (376.4 m3 /s). A summary of average monthly flow data is given in 

Table 3.3. 

The physical characteristics of Timber Creek described above should help in the 

general understanding of the modeling study which was undertaken here. The following 

chapter will detail the specifics of the data employed for the study, which will play a key 

role in the direction of the research undertaken. 
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Table 3.2: Summary of soil type distribution over 
Timber Creek watershed. 

Soil Type Percentage of Watershed 
Fine Sand 0.2 

Loamy Fine Sand 10.4 
Fine Sandy Loam 82.9 

Loam 0.1 

Clay Loam 6.3 
Water 0.1 

Table 3.3: Hydrologic data for Timber Creek; period 1985 -1995. 

Month Mean Monthly Flow (ft3 /s) Max Mean Monthly 
Flow (ft3 /s) 

Min Mean Monthly 
Flow (ft3 /s) 

Jan. 22.0 73.1 0.60 
Feb. 39.3 95.3 2.00 
Mar. 39.4 89.6 2.72 
Apr. 55.7 259 1.82 
May 83.2 168 0.69 
Jun. 43.3 193 1.10 
Jul. 35.2 293 0 

Aug. 0.96 4.4 0 
Sep. 8.69 32.0 0 
Oct. 33.4 135 0 
Nov. 16.1 54.5 0 
Dec. 58.6 326 0.097 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DESCRIPTION OF DATA 

4.1 Introduction 

The data employed for this study were a very important aspect of the study itself. 

The study focuses on the use of a very new, yet rapidly expanding, data set: the NEXRAD 

Level II data. A good portion of this research involved the development of methods for 

processing, visualizing, and utilizing this data type for hydrologic purposes. Along with 

the radar data employed in the study, information regarding the usage of rain -gauge, 

streamflow, elevation, and soil data is outlined in this chapter. 

4.2 Rainfall Data Employed 

4.2.1 Radar Data 

One reason for choosing northcentral Texas for this study was the relatively long 

period of radar data covering the region. In addition, along with data from the Twin 

Lakes Oklahoma radar (KTLX), two other radars with shorter records had coverage over 

the same area: Frederick Oklahoma (KFDR) and Fort Worth Texas (KFWS). 

Unfortunately, the inventories of NEXRAD Level II data at the National Climate Data 

Center (NCDC) are not continuous. In other words, many days with significant rainfall 

are not available; hence, at this point in time, any hydrologic studies which require a 

continuous time series of precipitation data cannot be based solely on radar data. In 
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addition, during storm events lasting more than roughly 24 hours, portions of the radar 

data may often be missing due to the simple problem of changing recording tapes once 

one becomes full. These issues made selecting storm events to study very difficult. 

Nevertheless, an effort was made to obtain the largest storms with a complete radar 

record which also resulted in significant flooding on Timber Creek. While some of the 

largest flood events which occurred after the radar began operation were not available in 

the NEXRAD Level II data archives, a good deal of large events did have a complete 

radar record. A summary of the storms used in this study and the radar locations from 

where the data originated is provided in Table 4.1. 

One significant aspect of this study is the location of the radar with respect to the 

watershed being studied. It was previously outlined that the performance of weather 

radar tends to drop when one moves to far ranges from the radar site. Of the three radars 

used in this study, two are located at a significant distance from the watershed, leading to 

extra difficulties in obtaining accurate estimation of precipitation. A listing of the 

distances from each radar to the watershed outlet is presented in Table 4.2. 

The media by which NEXRAD Level II data are distributed is 8 mm data tapes . 

These tapes hold several gigabytes of information which can be downloaded with a 

compatible tape drive for processing. Due to the huge storage, only portions of the data 

are generally removed for processing at any one time. 
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Table 4.1: Storm events studied and location of radar data. 

Storm Date Origin of Radar Data 
10/28/91 Twin Lakes (KTLX) 
10/31/91 Twin Lakes (KTLX) 
9/10/92 Frederick (KFDR) 
2/24/93 Twin Lakes (KTLX) 
5/9/93 Frederick (KFDR) 

5/12/94 Twin Lakes (KTLX) 
4/10/95 Twin Lakes (KTLX) 

Table 4.2: Radar locations with distances to Timber Creek watershed. 

Radar Location Distance from Timber Creek Outlet (km) 
Twin Lakes, Oklahoma (KTLX) 199.7 
Frederick, Oklahoma (KFDR) 207.8 

Fort Worth, Texas (KFWS) 113.7 

Table 4.3: Rain gauge locations with distances to Timber Creek watershed. 

Rain Gauge Location Gauge Type Distance to Outlet of Timber Creek (km) 
Gainesville, TX hourly 18.9 

Gordonville, TX hourly 28.7 
Kingston, OK hourly 55.6 

Bonita, TX hourly 65.0 
Gainesville, TX daily 14.2 

Sherman, TX daily 31.5 
Pilot Point, TX daily 19.4 

Valley View, TX daily 22.3 
Denison Dam, TX daily 45.7 

Sanger, TX daily 29.1 
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4.2.2 Rain -Gauge Data 

A very important aspect of this study was assessing the uncertainties in the 

quantitative estimation of precipitation from radar. In order to obtain a measure of the 

radar's performance, ground -based rain gauges for use in comparison with and calibration 

of the radar were necessary. The Timber Creek watershed is not a heavily gauged 

experimental watershed. There are no rain gauges located directly within the watershed. 

Timber Creek represents a "typical" basin in the southern plains with a "typical" amount 

of hydrologic data to work with. Ten daily and hourly reporting rain gauges are located 

within 65 km of the Timber Creek outlet. With only these rain gauges, a modeling study 

on Timber Creek would be very difficult. The precipitation measurements over the entire 

100 km2 basin would be dominated by the data collected from the closest gauge, poorly 

representing the rainfall heterogeneity which occurs over the basin. This emphasizes the 

great impact that the NEXRAD radar data have. Now, there is precipitation data over the 

entire basin at a high spatial and temporal resolution where previously there had only 

been scattered point measurements in a 65 km radius surrounding the basin. 

Nevertheless, these scattered rain -gauge measurements are very important, especially 

considering the distance of the study region from the radar locations. With the rain 

gauges, necessary calibration and adjustment to the radar -estimated precipitation is 

possible. 

Of the ten gauges for which data were obtained, four of them were hourly 

reporting and the other six were daily reporting. The data from the four hourly reporting 
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stations were obtained from the Western Regional Climate Center in Reno, Nevada, 

which maintains an archive of hourly precipitation data for stations across the United 

States. The gauges were believed to be of the Fisher -Porter type and reported 

accumulated rainfall in tenths of an inch. The data for the daily reporting rain gauges 

were obtained from the Southern Regional Climate Center in New Orleans Louisiana, 

which provided the daily records at no cost. Several of the daily reporting stations were 

maintained by the National Weather Service, while some were independently operated. A 

summary of the locations of the rain gauges and their distances from the outlet of Timber 

Creek watershed is provided in Table 4.3. Details concerning the processing of the radar 

data and rain -gauge data are given in a later chapter. 

4.3 Streamflow Data 

The United States Geological Survey (USGS) has maintained a streamflow gauge 

on Timber Creek since 1985. While daily streamflow data for the gauge are available for 

the entire period of record from the Texas USGS Web site, unit streamflow is only 

available for approximately the current water year. Thus, a special request had to be 

made to obtain unit flow data for the desired storm events. The unit streamflow data 

collected by the USGS are reported at 15- minute intervals in cubic feet per second. The 

majority of the data obtained for Timber Creek were termed "provisional" by the USGS, 

indicating that they had not been through all of the quality control procedures. 

Nevertheless, it were determined to be acceptable for the study. Hydrographs of the 

storm events studied are illustrated in Figures 4.1 4.2. 
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Figure 4.1: Hydrographs for Timber Creek watershed. 
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Figure 4.2: Hydrographs for Timber Creek watershed. 
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4.4 Watershed Data 

4.4.1 Topographic Data 

One of the most important sets of data for this study was digital elevation data. 

To employ the TOPMODEL principle in the rainfall -runoff simulations, a complete 

digital elevation model (DEM) of the watershed is necessary. The USGS maintains a 

collection of DEMs at a 30 -meter spatial resolution for many of the 7.5- minute 

quadrangles. In addition, they maintain an inventory of 30 minute x 30 minute DEM's at 

a spatial resolution of approximately 90 m, which covers most of the United States. For 

the purposes of TOPMODEL, a DEM with a spatial resolution of less than 50 m is 

recommended. Unfortunately, DEMs for the 7.5- minute quads which cover the Timber 

Creek watershed were not available. A third source of data available from the USGS, 

1:100,00 digital line maps, had to be considered for potential use. 

In order to create a raster -based DEM, 1:100,000 scale digital line maps were 

obtained for the Timber Creek region. To convert these vector line maps to a raster 

DEM, a function within the arc /info 7.0 Geographical Information System called 

topogrid was employed. With topogrid, the user may specify the spatial resolution, 

various interpolation techniques to be used, as well as the filling of "sinks" to create a 

hydrologicaly correct DEM (in a hydrologicaly correct DEM, all the water flows downhill 

towards the basin outlet by smoothing out local low regions). Using the data and tools 

described above, a 50 m resolution DEM of Timber Creek watershed was created and 
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used throughout the study. A detailed image of the DEM used for this study is provided 

in Figure 4.3. 

4.4.2 Soils Data 

The basic requirement for a soils data set was that it be spatially distributed. The 

Natural Resource Conservation Service (previously the Soil Conservation Service) 

maintains several different digital soils data sets for the Texas region. While the NRCS is 

currently in the process of digitizing all the county soil surveys for the state, the counties 

containing Timber Creek have yet to be processed. As an alternative, an older digital 

soils data set called MIADS was available for the Timber Creek region. The MIADS data 

are in raster format with a 250 m spatial resolution. For the purpose of this study, the 

USDA soil series type was the necessary information obtained from the MIADS data. 

Given this information, USDA soil surveys for Cooke County, Texas (Putnam et al., 

1979) and Grayson County, Texas (Cochran et al., 1980) were used to determine the 

various physical properties of interest for each soil type. Detailed information concerning 

the use of this soils data set in determining parameters for rainfall -runoff modeling is 

discussed in a later chapter. 

Given the information provided regarding the data used in this study, the focus is 

now on the implementation of the data for the radar calibrations and the rainfall -runoff 

modeling. 
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Figure 4.3: Digital elevation model for Timber Creek watershed 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DEVELOPMENT OF RADAR -ESTIMATED PRECIPITATION DATA 

5.1 Introduction 

The creation of an accurate precipitation data set from NEXRAD Level II 

reflectivity data is not a simple matter. One of the objectives of this study is to explore 

the necessary steps in obtaining such a data set which is suitable for hydrologic modeling 

and to investigate how uncertainties in the quality of the data can affect the modeling 

outcomes. This chapter will focus on the methods by which a precipitation product was 

generated from the Level II reflectivity data using tools available in a UNIX workstation 

environment. Background information regarding the estimation of precipitation from 

radar is given in Chapter 2. 

5.2 Transformation form Reflectivity to Rainfall 

5.2.1 Reflectivity Processing 

One of the difficulties in working with NEXRAD Level II data is that it is 

extremely difficult to get the software that the systems themselves use to process the data 

to run on a typical UNIX workstation or PC. This requires most researchers and 

consultants who wish to use the data to find ways to access the data from the tapes and 

run the algorithms themselves. Unfortunately, it is not a straightforward task to retrieve 

specific data from the tapes. In addition, the NEXRAD algorithms for processing the 
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base reflectivity data into an hourly precipitation total have become very complex. What 

remains in this situation is to first find a way of locating the desired data on the tapes and 

to then determine which aspects of the NEXRAD processing algorithm to incorporate 

into the modified algorithm. This is essentially the process by which the Level II data 

were processed in this study. 

The Level II data tapes contain reflectivity, mean velocity, and spectrum width 

data at multiple elevation angles. On average, each sweep is separated by six minutes 

when precipitation is being detected. For the purposes of precipitation estimation, the 

only data necessary are the reflectivity for the four lowest elevation angles. As will be 

described later, a combination of the reflectivity from those elevation angles is used to 

construct a reflectivity field at as low a level above the Earth's surface as possible, at a 

constant elevation. 

The first step in processing the reflectivity data is reading the data from the tape 

for proper formatting. For the purposes of this study, the data first had to be converted 

from a polar coordinate system to a Cartesian coordinate system. The base reflectivity is 

stored at a 1 km x 1° resolution, and was converted to a 1 km x 1 km raster image. This 

raster image was geographically referenced in the Universal Trans -Mercatur (UTM) 

projection so that it could be viewed and manipulated in the Geographical Information 

System (GIS), arc /info 7.0. A C program was used to perform the necessary conversions 

from the original polar coordinate system reflectivity data to the GIS -ready raster -based 

reflectivity images. The decision to store and process the base reflectivity data in a GIS 

environment was based on several attractive features of the GIS. First, the GIS was very 
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well- suited for visualization of the radar and watershed data. Second, the mathematical 

features available in the GRID portion of arc /info offered a convenient programming 

environment for working with the reflectivity data. 

The second step in processing the reflectivity data was to develop an appropriate 

algorithm which was simple, yet maintained the most important elements of the actual 

NEXRAD algorithms. The purpose of processing the base reflectivity from several 

elevation angles before applying the radar equation to convert the reflectivity into rainfall 

rate is to: (1) identify false echoes not associated with precipitation, (2) remove 

anomalous reflectivity echoes resulting from hail contamination, (3) attempt to produce a 

reflectivity field representing a uniform level over the surface, (4) remove possible 

contamination by the "bright band ", and (5) remove erroneous reflectivity values caused 

by anomalous propagation. Once this processing is complete, a "clean" reflectivity image 

results, which is now ready for the precipitation algorithms. Of the five primary elements 

in the reflectivity processing listed above, some were deemed more crucial to implement 

than others. 

The first element which was included in the customized reflectivity processing 

algorithm was the testing for isolated sample volumes (essentially pixels). A sample 

volume is determined to be isolated if its value is above a given low minimum threshold 

and if less than two of its neighboring cells have values greater than the threshold. If such 

a sample volume is found, it is set to zero. In the NEXRAD algorithm, the minimum 

threshold is set to 18 dBZ, as was done for the modified algorithm. In addition to 

correcting isolated sample volumes, a correction was made for isolated NODATA values. 
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If a pixel had a value of 0, and all its surrounding neighbors had values greater than 0, 

then that pixel was replaced with the mean of the surrounding eight pixels. These two 

procedures were intended to both eliminate possible spurious reflectivity values and also 

adjust suspect data. 

The second element which was implemented in the customized reflectivity 

processing algorithm was the incorporation of a hail threshold. When hail occurs, an 

unusually high reflectivity value results which is not representative of the actual rainfall 

rate. Therefore, a limit is placed on the highest reflectivity value which is acceptable. In 

the NEXRAD algorithm development, a value of 53 dBZ was determined to work well 

for precipitation in the southern plains where most of the algorithms were developed. 

The same threshold was adopted in this study. 

The third element, producing a reflectivity field at a uniform level, was 

determined to be important and was relatively simple to implement. In the current 

NEXRAD algorithms, different combinations of the four lowest elevation angles 

(between 0.5 and 3.5 degrees) are used to construct the reflectivity image, depending on 

the distance from the radar. This composite reflectivity image is called the Hybrid Scan. 

At ranges beyond 35 km, only the lowest two elevation scans are needed to construct the 

Hybrid Scan. As such, for this study area, which lies greater than 100 km from the 

nearest radar, only those elevation scans were needed for the processing. The procedure 

involves comparing at every location the reflectivity value from the lowest scan with the 

second lowest scan. The value which is higher will be chosen for the Hybrid Scan. Some 

of the secondary purposes of this procedure, known as bi -scan maximization, are to assist 
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in the reduction of ground clutter, anomalous propagation, and any spurious noise 

remaining in the data. 

Algorithms for specifically detecting bright band contamination were not included 

in the reflectivity processing algorithm developed. This was done because current 

algorithms for removal of the bright band are complicated and not completely reliable at 

this time. In addition, at the far ranges from the radar where the Timber Creek watershed 

is located, bright band contamination is not common. Furthermore, algorithms specific 

for detection of anomalous propagation were not included. Because current methods for 

removal of anomalous propagation (AP) are still questionable (Smith, 1996a), including 

an attempt at detecting and removing AP was deemed unnecessary. A flow chart 

showing the steps taken beginning from retrieval of reflectivity from the tape to a finished 

product ready for precipitation processing is shown in Figure 5.1. The algorithm 

represented by this flow chart and described in the preceding paragraphs was written in 

the arc /info programming language, aml, and was applied to all the storms processed. 

This aml is provided in Appendix A. 

5.2.2 Conversion to Precipitation Intensity 

The next step towards developing a precipitation data set from Level II reflectivity 

data is applying an algorithm for converting reflectivity to rainfall rate. This is done 

through the application of the radar equation: 
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Test for Isolated 
Reflectivity Pixels 

Test for Isolated 
"Zero" Pixels 

Test for Exceedance of 
Hail Threshold 

Construct Hybrid Scan 
from Multiple 

Elevation Scans 

Figure 5.1: Flow chart of reflectivity preprocessing algorithm. 
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Z = aRb (5.1) 

where: 

Z = reflectivity (dBZ) 

R = rainfall rate (mm/hr) 

a = radar coefficient 

b = radar exponent 

This equation is applied to the composite reflectivity values constructed during the 

reflectivity preprocessing. A simple arc /info program was written to create precipitation 

intensity grids from the preprocessed reflectivity images. 

One of the primary issues in this study was determining the appropriate values for 

the constants, a and b. These values are theoretically dependent on the drop size 

distribution of hydrometeors in the sample volume of the atmosphere. Because this 

distribution is variable, it is difficult to choose a set of values for a and b which apply for 

all storms. The NEXRAD system developers have determined default values produce 

good results in the southern plains. In addition, other researchers found that other 

parameter sets work better for specific conditions (Battan, 1973). For determination of 

the parameters in the radar equation after the event has occurred, the opportunity exists 

for optimal determination of the radar parameters through calibration with ground -based 

rain gauges. This issue is treated in great detail in the following chapter, where multiple 

methods of calibrating the radar parameters with rain gauges are examined. 
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This chapter described the process by which raw NEXRAD Level II data are taken 

from their archived form on media tape to precipitation intensity grids ready for input into 

a spatially distributed rainfall -runoff model. This process largely takes place within the 

arc /info GIS software package, which allows convenient storage and manipulation of the 

spatially distributed radar data. An assessment of possible methods for determining 

parameters in the relationship between reflectivity and rainfall will be presented in the 

following chapter. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CALIBRATION OF RADAR WITH RAIN -GAUGE DATA 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter concentrates on the development of a quality precipitation data set 

through the use of both rain -gauge and radar data. In addition to developing a simple and 

effective method for combining radar and rain -gauge data, this chapter serves to illustrate 

how radar data which have not been calibrated or adjusted with rain gauges are often a 

poor representation of actual precipitation. The first part of the chapter consists of 

determining suitable criteria for identifying erroneous gauge data so that they are not 

included in the radar calibration. The second portion evaluates and compares different 

possible methods for calibrating the radar -estimated precipitation from a sparse network 

of primarily daily reporting rain gauges. The criterion by which these methods are judged 

is their effectiveness in minimizing differences between gauge- measured storm 

precipitation and radar -estimated storm precipitation. 

6.2 Removal of Erroneous Rain -Gauge Data from Calibration 

6.2.1 Introduction 

In the current NEXRAD precipitation adjustment algorithms, hourly reporting rain 

gauges are used to adjust the bias in the radar -estimated precipitation through the use of a 

Kalman filter. This algorithm operates in real time and requires a predetermined number 
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of gauge observations meeting certain quality -control criteria to be executed (Seo et al., 

1995). A critical issue in this algorithm is the removal of erroneous gauge data from the 

correction algorithm. One of the criteria used to determine whether a gauge will or will 

not be used in the adjustment is whether or not the gauge has measured a small amount of 

precipitation (recommended to be 0.6 mm) in the last hour. If the gauge has not 

measured that much precipitation, it is not incorporated into the adjustment algorithm. 

An additional criterion used to assess the quality of gauge data is to test if the gauge 

measurement is within two standard deviations of the mean of the total sample of gauges. 

If it is not, then that gauge data is discarded. These two quality -control criteria provided 

gauge data that produced better overall radar corrections (Seo et al., 1995). For the 

purpose of this study, storm total rain gauge data were used, rather than hourly data for 

comparison with the radar. Thus, the criterion of a gauge measuring more rainfall than a 

low threshold is not of any consequence, unless a gauge is simply missing data. Although 

there were several hourly gauges available in this study, their precision of one tenth of an 

inch coupled with poor agreement with the reflectivity time series required that their 

information be used only in determination of the storm total precipitation. Regarding the 

second means of quality control, the criterion of a gauge measuring within two standard 

deviations of the mean is certainly applicable to the case of gauges reporting storm total 

rainfall. The effects of employing this type of criterion to remove gauges with possible 

erroneous data on the correction of radar precipitation estimates is discussed next. 
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6.2.2 Methods 

All of the rain gauge /radar pairs available from the seven events studied were used 

in an analysis to examine the effects of different quality- control criteria on radar 

adjustment with rain gauges. The analysis consisted of assessing the differences in 

correlation between radar -estimated and gauge- measured rainfall when (a) no gauges are 

removed, (b) gauges outside two standard deviations of the mean are removed, (c) gauges 

outside 1.5 standard deviations of the mean are removed, and (d) gauges outside 1.25 

standard deviations of the mean are removed. 

A summary of the storm total precipitation measured at each gauge for each storm 

is shown in Table 6.1. The storm total precipitation for the hourly reporting rain gauges 

was taken to be the sum of the precipitation from the first hour of the storm through the 

last hour of the storm. The storm total precipitation for the daily reporting rain gauges 

needed to be constructed based on the beginning and ending time of the precipitation as 

determined from radar and the reporting time of the daily gauge. Notice that, for all the 

storms except 5/9/93, at least one of the available gauges had missing data. In addition, 

the 4/10/95 storm had comparatively few gauges with data because the hourly data in 

particular had yet to be processed. Furthermore, all of the events chosen for this study are 

large events. The mean precipitation for all the storms is at least one inch, with a 

maximum of 3.67 inches for 5/9/93. Again, large storm events were targeted for this 

study because of their relevance to flash -flood forecasting. 
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Table 6.1: Storm total rainfall at each gauge in inches; (h) = hourly gauge, (d) = daily 
gauge, * ** = missing data. 

Storm Date 
Station 10/28/91 10/31/91 9/10/92 2/24/93 5/9/93 5/12/94 4/10/95 
Boni. (h) 3.20 1.40 0.50 1.50 2.50 1.00 * ** 

Gain. (h) 2.00 1.20 3.00 * * * 3.90 1.60 * * * 

Gord. (h) * ** * ** * ** 1.30 5.50 * ** * ** 
King. (h) 2.00 0.90 1.60 0.80 4.1 0.60 
DenD. (d) 1.58 0.80 2.26 * ** 6.80 0.96 * ** 
Gain. (d) 1.87 1.12 2.45 1.23 3.95 1.89 
Pi1P. (d) 3.75 1.00 3.10 2.60 1.70 5.40 1.20 
Sang. (d) 2.29 1.11 1.37 2.60 1.21 3.80 0.70 
Sher. (d) 2.22 0.62 3.17 1.59 4.63 1.08 0.88 
Va1V. (d) 1.78 0.90 2.35 1.51 2.40 1.15 1.75 
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The means and standard deviations of the storm total precipitation, as well as the 

number of gauges that would be removed from future calibration and adjustment 

algorithms based on the 1.25, 1.5, and 2 standard deviation criteria, are shown in Table 

6.2. As expected, the number of gauges removed from calibration increases as the 

quality -control criteria become more strict. Notice that the two standard deviation 

criterion results in very few gauges being dropped from the calibration. This observation 

prompted the interest in examining stricter criteria for removing gauges. Using a stricter 

quality -control criterion for storm total comparisons is a reasonable proposition because 

there is likely to be less relative variability in rainfall over an entire storm duration than 

rainfall over an hour, as is tested in the NEXRAD algorithm. Now, comparisons between 

radar -estimated and rain gauge- measured precipitation, when certain gauges are removed 

based on the criteria described above, will be explored. The radar -estimated precipitation 

values will be computed using the default NEXRAD parameters (a = 300, b = 1.4) to 

avoid any introduction of bias from calibrations. 

6.2.3 Results 

The goal of this exercise was to determine an objective method for picking out 

gauge data that, due to poor measurements or bad recording, had unusually poor 

agreement with the radar and would therefore be detrimental in any calibration or 

adjustment procedures. The approach was to visually inspect how imparting various 
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Table 6.2: Storm total rainfall statistics and gauges removed from calibration due to 
various quality -control criteria. 

10/28/91 10/31/91 9/10/92 2/24/93 5/9/93 5/12/94 4/10/95 
Mean 
Precip. (in) 

2.3 1.00 2.2 1.64 3.67 1.94 1.13 

Standard 
Dev. (in) 

0.71 0.23 0.90 0.64 1.74 1.60 0.46 

Gauges 
Removed: 
(2 Std.) 

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Gauges 
Removed: 
(1.5 Std.) 

1 2 1 2 1 1 0 

Gauges 
Removed: 
(1.25 Std.) 

2 2 1 3 2 1 1 
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objective criteria for identifying gauges with erroneous data would affect the selection of 

these outlier gauges. In addition, a quantitative measure of the agreement between radar 

and gauge precipitation -- the correlation coefficient -- was used to aide in the assessment. 

Plots of radar vs. gauge precipitation for data from all the storms studied were 

created for the following cases: (1) no gauges removed, (2) gauges failing the 2 standard 

deviation criteria removed, (3) gauges failing the 1.5 standard deviation criteria removed, 

and (4) gauges failing the 1.25 standard deviation criteria removed. These plots are 

shown in Figure 6.1. There are a considerable number of gauge -radar pairs that show 

severe disagreement for the case where no gauges are removed. It is this author's opinion 

that some of the most severe disagreements are the result of poor gauge data. When the 2 

standard deviation criterion used in the NEXRAD algorithm is employed, a couple of the 

far outliers are removed. The fit between radar and gauge precipitation further improves 

when the more stricter 1.5 standard deviation criterion is employed, and arguably 

improves a bit more when the 1.25 standard deviation criterion is used. Upon visual 

inspection, the difference between the 2 standard deviation fit and the 1.5 standard 

deviation fit is arguably the most significant. Therefore, in an effort not to remove too 

many gauges from the calibration, this analysis would suggest that the 1.5 standard 

deviation criterion be used. Another quantitative piece of information to support this 

claim is an inspection of the correlation coefficients for the different radar -gauge sets of 

data (Table 6.3). Along with showing a significant increase in the correlation coefficient 

between the 2 and 1.5 criteria, the 1.25 standard deviation criterion results in a lower 

correlation coefficient than the 1.5 standard deviation criterion. This may be attributed to 
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Table 6.3: Correlation coefficients between radar and gauge 
rainfall for data samples subject to different quality -control criteria. 

Quality - Control Criteria Correlation Coefficient 
None 0.67 

2 Standard Deviation 0.65 
1.5 Standard Deviation 0.71 

1.25 Standard Deviation 0.70 
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the removal of some gauges from the sample which actually had high correlation with the 

radar -estimated precipitation. 

This exercise provided justification for choosing a quality -control criterion for 

removing possible erroneous rain -gauge data from future calibration and adjustment 

procedures. The criterion chosen identifies any rain gauges with storm total precipitation 

beyond 1.5 standard deviations of the mean of all the reporting gauges as erroneous 

gauges, thus removing them from the sample. This criterion for removing gauges is 

somewhat stricter than that used in the NEXRAD algorithm; however, because the 

NEXRAD algorithm compares hourly rainfall totals, a stricter criterion is necessary. The 

remainder of this study only uses the gauges which passed the quality -control criterion for 

all calibration and adjustment procedures. 

6.3 Comparison of Different Methods of Radar Calibration and Adjustment 

6.3.1 Introduction 

It is widely accepted that to obtain reasonable estimates of precipitation from 

radar, adjustment or calibration with ground -based rain gauges is necessary (Collier, 

1986b). One of the reasons for this is the variability of the parameters in the radar 

equation. It has been reported that the parameters in the radar equation vary not only 

from storm to storm (Smith et al., 1996b), but within the period of the same storm 

(Martner, 1977). In an operational setting, the parameters in the radar equation are 

typically left constant and are selected for conditions normally found at the particular 
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location. Thus, adjustment is made to the radar estimates through the use of simple bias 

adjustment factors (Collier, 1986b) or more complex filtering techniques (Seo et al., 

1995) after the radar equation has been applied. In a non -operational setting, the 

opportunity more readily exists for calibration of optimal radar parameters for individual 

storms or groups of storms with the use of rain -gauge data. 

The remainder of this chapter focuses on the ability of various methods of radar 

calibration and adjustment to minimize the difference between radar- estimated and 

gauge- measured rainfall. In this analysis, the assumption is made that the gauge 

measurements represent the true rainfall at a point, although many studies have shown 

this to not always be true (Larson and Peck, 1974). The goal of this exercise is to develop 

a method for creating the best possible radar- estimated precipitation data by optimally 

incorporating the storm total gauge precipitation information. 

6.3.2 Methods 

There are several possible approaches which may be taken when employing gauge 

data for radar calibration and adjustment. This study examines several possible 

approaches which are both simple to implement and effective at reducing radar -gauge 

discrepancies. The approaches studied consist of those that incorporate calibration of the 

radar equation parameters, those which incorporate a bias adjustment factor similar to 

that employed by Collier (1986b), and some which incorporate both techniques together. 

The cases where calibration of the radar parameters is performed will be separated into 

those where a constant set of parameters is found for all the storms studied and those 
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where individual sets of parameters are found for each storm. Thus, three different 

calibration situations will be examined: (1) no calibration, (2) same parameters calibrated 

for all storms, and (3) different parameters calibrated for each storm. For each of the 

three calibration scenarios, two cases corresponding to either incorporating or not 

incorporating a bias adjustment factor will be examined, resulting in a total of six cases 

studied. 

The calibration of the parameters in the radar equation was performed using the 

Shuffled Complex Evolution (SCE) global search algorithm, (Duan et al., 1992). This 

method has proven to be very fast at locating the optimal set of parameter values and was 

more than effective for calibration of the simple two -parameter radar equation. The 

objective function employed in the calibration procedures is described by Equation (6.1): 

m n 

Minimize F 
j=1i=1 

(6.1) 

where G = gauge precipitation (L) 

R = radar precipitation (L) 

m = number of storms 

j = storm number 

n = number of gauges for storm j 

i = gauge number for storm j 

This objective function, which minimizes the absolute value of the radar -gauge 

difference, was chosen so that roughly equal emphases would be placed on the small 

storms as on the large storms, and similarly the gauges with high precipitation and low 
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precipitation. An objective function which minimizes the squared differences in the radar 

and gauge measurements would have placed greater emphasis on the larger rainfall 

measurements. 

A critical part of the calibration process was selecting the range of a and b values 

for the optimization algorithm to search. The radar equation is not entirely empirical 

because its parameters are actually based on measurements of the drop size distribution 

for a particular type of precipitation. Therefore, allowing the radar parameter values to be 

unbounded would detract from the physical meaning of the parameter values and lead to 

an entirely empirical relationship. If the physical essence of the radar equation were to be 

preserved, then bounds on the parameter values needed to be chosen so that they 

remained within or close to reported values in the literature. Battan, (1973) provided an 

extensive list of radar parameter values measured for different geographic locations and 

different rainfall types. The range of values reported for the a coefficient were between 

31 and 730 and, for the b exponent, were between 1.16 and 2.87. The majority of values 

for a fell between 100 and 600 and for b between 1.2 and 1.8. For these experiments, the 

range of a was chosen to be 100 -700, and the range for b was chosen to be 1.0 -2.5, 

slightly less than the maximum range found in Battan's report. The effects of choosing 

these parameter bounds will be discussed in detail in the following section. 

The bias adjustment factor employed in this study is a simple correction factor 

which may be applied uniformly to the radar field. This bias correction factor is one that 

has been suggested by Collinge (1991), which calculates the total bias between the gauge 

and radar precipitation summed from all the gauge -radar pairs available [Equation (6.2)]: 
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(6.2) 

where CF = bias correction factor 

G = gauge total precipitation (L) 

R = radar total precipitation (L) 

n = number of gauge /radar pairs 

i = storm number 

j = gauge number 

This type of correction factor places more emphasis on gauges with higher rainfall totals, 

as opposed to the following formulation [Equation (6.3)), which emphasizes each radar - 

gauge pair equally: 

1 n 

CFi = 
Gi 

n i=1 Ri 
(6.3) 

The formulation in Equation (6.2) was chosen so that total bias between the radar and 

equations could be reduced to zero for each storm. Once the correction factor is 

calculated, a new precipitation value is obtained for each radar pixel according to 

Equation (6.4): 

RA= R *CF 

where RA = adjusted radar precipitation (L/T) 

R = original radar precipitation (L/T) 

(6.4) 
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CF= bias correction factor for storm i 

To assess the performance of the different calibration and adjustment methods, 

several statistical criteria were used: (1) the correlation coefficient between the radar - 

estimated and gauge- measured precipitation, (2) the bias in the radar -estimated 

precipitation, and (3) the slope of the regression line through the points of radar vs. gauge 

precipitation. In addition, a qualitative interpretation of the performance of each method 

can be obtained by a visual inspection of the gauge vs. radar precipitation. 

6.3.3 Results 

6.3.3.1 Consideration of Parameter Bounds 

Initial calibration of the parameters in the radar equation was performed with 

virtually unlimited bounds, allowing a to vary between 1 and 2000 and b to vary between 

0.01 and 6.0. These ranges are far beyond those reported in the literature and were set to 

determine where the actual minimum objective function values would be found. 

The Shuffled Complex Evolution global search algorithm (Duan, et at., 1992), 

was employed to find the parameter values corresponding to the minimum function value. 

The calibration was performed on an individual storm basis, as well as for all the storms 

together. The results of these calibrations were somewhat unexpected. For many of the 

individual storms, the parameter values corresponding to the minimum objective function 

value were far beyond the normal range and tended to approach the boundaries of the 

search space. The parameter response surfaces for the seven individual storm calibrations 
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and the group calibration are shown in Figures 6.2 -6.9. The actual location of the 

minimum function value is given in each figure caption. While the solution for the 

5/12/94 and 4/10/95 storms fell in an acceptable region of the parameter space, the other 

individual storms did not. The group calibration, however, resulted in a solution which 

was in a reasonably acceptable region of the parameter space. 

There are several possible reasons for the minimum objective function values 

occurring at extreme parameter values. First, although the optimization algorithm found 

minimum function values at parameter values far beyond the normal range, the actual 

function values are not significantly lower than other regions of the parameter space 

which are more acceptable. For example, the 10/28/91 response surface has a "banana" - 

shaped contour corresponding to the lowest function value region, which extends from 

very low values of a and very high values of b, to a region near a = 400 and b = 1.5. 

Similarly, the 9/10/92 response surface has a minimum of a = 0.08 and b = 6.00; 

however, that lowest contour on the response surface extends in the same banana -shape 

fashion to a region near a = 200 and b = 1.5. The other storms show similar behavior, 

indicating that, while the absolute minimum function values are associated with 

parameters far out of range, only minor improvements are achieved by going out of the 

acceptable range. The second reason for the extreme parameter value solutions is that the 

parameter values are being forced to account for outside errors in the conversion from 

reflectivity to rainfall. Specifically, unaccountable errors are being introduced to this 

calibration because of the far range effects. At far ranges from the radar, underestimation 
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Figure 6.2: Response surface for 10/28/91 with large parameter bounds; optimal 
parameter values, a = 29, b = 6.00. 
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Figure 6.3: Response surface for 10/31/91 with large parameter bounds; optimal 
parameter values, a = 0.36, b = 5.99. 
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Figure 6.4: Response surface for 9/10/92 with large parameter bounds; optimal parameter 
values, a = 0.08, b = 6.00. 
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Figure 6.5: Response surface for 2/24/93 with large parameter bounds; optimal parameter 
values, a = 7.77, b = 6.O() 
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Figure 6.6: Response surface for 5/9/93 with large parameter bounds; optimal parameter 
values, a = 27.2, b = 1.98. 
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Figure 6.7: Response surface for 5/12/94 with large parameter bounds; optimal parameter 
values, a = 585, b = 1.34. 
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Figure 6.8: Response surface for 4/10/95 with large parameter bounds; optimal parameter 
values, a = 500, b = 1.21. 
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Figure 6.9: Response surface for all storms together with large parameter bounds; 
optimal parameter values, a = 671, b = 1.11. 
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of the precipitation is a common problem due to the radar beam overshooting the bottom 

of the clouds. Therefore, a significant amount of the rainfall is not being properly 

sampled. In some extreme cases, rainfall resulting from low level clouds, typical in 

winter -time frontal storms, may not even be detected at far ranges. The selection of very 

low values of the a parameter in several of the storms is likely an effort by the equation to 

compensate for possible overshooting problems. While some of the extreme parameter 

values may not be physically realistic, they produce the best fits between radar -estimated 

and gauge- measured precipitation due to the compensation of outside errors in the 

reflectivity data. Corrections in reflectivity data at far ranges continues to be one of the 

most difficult aspects of estimation of precipitation with radar (Smith et al., 1996a) and is 

beyond the scope of this study. 

In an effort to keep within the physical limitations of the parameters in the radar 

equation, tighter bounds were set for the optimization procedures. As discussed above, 

many of the storms will not be severely affected by these tighter bounds, becasue low 

objective function values may be found in the accepted parameter range. In addition, the 

implementation of a bias correction factor may account for any additional adjustments 

needed in the radar -predicted precipitation. For the remainder of this exercise, the range 

of parameter a is limited to 100 -700 and the range of parameter b is limited to 1.0 -2.5. 

6.3.3.2 Determination of a Radar Calibration and Adjustment Method 

The following discussion will refer to Figures 6.10 - 6.15, which show plots of 

gauge vs. radar storm total precipitation for all the gauge -radar pairs from the seven 
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storms studied. Additional references will be made to Table 6.4, which shows the 

statistics used to assess the performance of each calibration method. The values obtained 

for a, b, and the bias correction factor, CF, for each method are listed in Table 6.5. 

When the NEXRAD default parameters are used in the radar equation and the bias 

correction factor is not applied (method 1), the agreement between radar -estimated and 

gauge- measured storm total precipitation is not very good. The correlation coefficient is 

0.71, and there is a considerable tendency for the radar to underpredict the rainfall. A 

significant improvement in the agreement between radar and gauge precipitation is 

achieved when the bias correction factor is applied (method 2). Now, the correlation has 

increased to 0.80, and the negative bias of the radar is eliminated. When the parameters 

in the radar equation are calibrated, further improvement in the agreement between radar 

and gauge is expected. 

Calibration of a single set of parameters to be applied for all the storms results in 

an improved fit for the case where no bias adjustment factor is applied (method 3). 

However, when the bias adjustment factor is applied (method 4), the correlation 

coefficient is lower than in method 2. In addition, there is only slight improvement in the 

correlation between methods 3 and 4, and the slope of the least squares line is worse for 

method 4 than method 3. Calibration of each storm individually better represents what 

the proper calibration method would be expected to be. In this method, the known truth 

that the parameters in the radar equation should vary between storms can be properly 

represented. Individual storm calibration with no bias correction factor applied (method 

5) results in a significant increase in the correlation coefficient over case 3. In addition, 
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Figure 6.10: Radar- estimated vs. gauge- measured precipitation; no calibration of radar 
parameters, no bias correction factor applied (method 1); p = 0.71. 
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Figure 6.11: Radar -estimated vs. gauge- measured precipitation; no calibration of radar 
parameters, bias correction factor applied (method 2); p = 0.80. 
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Figure 6.12: Radar -estimated vs. gauge- measured precipitation; same calibrated 
parameters for all storms, no bias correction factor applied (method 3); p = 0.76. 
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Figure 6.13: Radar -estimated vs. gauge- measured precipitation; same calibrated 
parameters for all storms, bias correction factor applied (method 4); p = 0.77. 
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Figure 6.14: Radar -estimated vs. gauge- measured precipitation; different calibrated 
parameters for each storm, no bias correction factor applied (method 5); p = 0.85. 
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Figure 6.15: Radar -estimated vs. gauge- measured precipitation; different calibrated 
parameters for each storm, bias correction factor applied (method 6); p = 0.84. 
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Table 6.4: Radar calibration performance statistics. 

Calibration Method Correlation 
Coefficient 

Radar Bias 
( %) 

Least Squares 
Y- Intercept 

Least 
Squares 

Slope 
No Cal.; No CF (a) 0.71 -9.59 0.44 0.68 

No Cal.; CF (b) 0.80 0 0.54 0.73 
Same Cal.; No CF (c) 0.76 -11.51 0.09 0.84 

Same Cal.; CF (d) 0.77 0 0.50 0.74 
Diff. Cal.; No CF (e) 0.85 -6.36 0.13 0.87 

Diff. Cal.; CF (f) 0.84 0 0.50 0.75 
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Table 6.5: Summary of radar parameter and correction factor values obtained for each of 
the six methods tested. 

Storm / Method a b CF 
10/28/91; Method 1 300 1.4 1.0 

10/31/91; Method 1 300 1.4 1.0 

9/10/92; Method 1 300 1.4 1.0 
2/24/93; Method 1 300 1.4 1.0 
5/9/93; Method 1 300 1.4 1.0 

5/12/94; Method 1 300 1.4 1.0 
4/10/95; Method 1 300 1.4 1.0 
10/28/91; Method 2 300 1.4 0.84 
10/31/91; Method 2 300 1.4 3.26 
9/10/92; Method 2 300 1.4 1.08 
2/24/93; Method 2 300 1.4 2.58 
5/9/93; Method 2 300 1.4 1.26 
5/12/94; Method 2 300 1.4 0.72 
4/10/95; Method 2 300 1.4 1.02 
10/28/91; Method 3 672 1.11 1.0 
10/31/91; Method 3 672 1.11 1.0 
9/10/92; Method 3 672 1.11 1.0 

2/24/93; Method 3 672 1.11 1.0 
5/9/93; Method 3 672 1.11 1.0 
5/12/94; Method 3 672 1.11 1.0 
4/10/95; Method 3 672 1.11 1.0 

10/28/91; Method 4 672 1.11 1.02 
10/31/91; Method 4 672 1.11 5.34 
9/10/92; Method 4 672 1.11 1.05 
2/24/93; Method 4 672 1.11 4.79 
5/9/93; Method 4 672 1.11 1.06 
5/12/94; Method 4 672 1.11 0.80 
4/10/95; Method 4 672 1.11 0.88 
10/28/91; Method 5 700 1.10 1.0 

10/31/91; Method 5 100 1.42 1.0 
9/10/92; Method 5 100 1.94 1.0 
2/24/93; Method 5 100 1.86 1.0 
5/9/93; Method 5 100 1.58 1.0 
5/12/94; Method 5 585 1.34 1.0 

4/10/95; Method 5 501 1.21 1.0 

10/28/91; Method 6 700 1.10 1.05 
10/31/91; Method 6 100 1.42 1.52 

9/10/92; Method 6 100 1.94 1.19 
2/24/93; Method 6 100 1.86 1.46 
5/9/93; Method 6 100 1.58 0.90 
5/12/94; Method 6 585 1.34 1.08 
4/10/95; Method 6 501 1.21 0.95 
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the percent bias for method 5 is lower than any other case where a bias correction factor 

is not applied. Furthermore, the slope of the least squares line has increased to 0.87, the 

highest of any of the methods tested. Applying the bias correction factor (method 6) 

results in a slight decrease in the correlation coefficient, as well as a decrease in the slope 

of the least squares line. 

Clearly, the two methods where the radar parameters are not calibrated are 

inferior. Furthermore, the methods which employ storm- dependent parameter calibration 

appear to be the best choices. It is interesting that employing a bias correction factor to 

the cases where the radar equation parameters are calibrated results in somewhat of a 

poorer fit, as shown by the decrease in correlation coefficient and slope of the least 

squares line. Of course, the bias improves when the correction factor is applied, 

indicating that there is an equal amount of radar estimates above and below the gauge 

measurements for each storm. The selection of a "best method" for adjusting the radar - 

estimated precipitation is difficult. The choice should be either method 5 or method 6, 

with the final selection to be based on the preference of the modeler to either minimize 

overall bias or try for slight improvements in correlation. Or course, it may be that with 

another set of data, method 6 would result in a better correlation coefficient. For this 

particular set of data and the purposes of this study, method 6 was selected as the best 

method for adjusting the radar estimates of precipitation. With the significant increase in 

correlation and the minimization of bias, it represented a very effective means of 

improving the radar data. 
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6.4 Summary 

A simple and effective method for calibrating and adjusting radar -estimated 

precipitation with storm total rain gauge data has been presented. Included in the method 

were quality -control criteria which may be imposed to reduce the risk of including 

erroneous gauge data in future adjustments of radar estimates. Some problems associated 

with allowing an optimization routine to search beyond the normal parameter ranges were 

emphasized, and explanations for these problems were provided. Finally, a comparison 

of six possible methods for adjusting precipitation estimates from radar was made. This 

comparison showed that applying a simple radar bias correction factor to radar -estimated 

precipitation data can significantly improve the accuracy of the data. Furthermore, it 

indicated that storm- dependent calibration of radar equation parameters may serve to 

provide the best possible precipitation estimates from radar. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

DEVELOPMENT OF HYDROLOGIC MODEL 

7.1 Introduction 

The development of an appropriate hydrologic model for this study is of critical 

importance. There are many hydrologic models available which simulate the rainfall - 

runoff process. Some of these models are termed lumped parameter models because they 

treat the watershed and the inputs and outputs of that watershed as being spatially 

homogeneous. Other types of hydrologic models, termed distributed parameter models, 

attempt to represent the spatial variability in soils, topography, land use, and rainfall in 

the model structure. Radar- estimated precipitation is particularly suitable for the 

distributed types of hydrologic models because of the high spatial resolution at which 

some radar estimates of precipitation are available. As such, this chapter focuses on the 

development of a distributed hydrologic model to be used in experiments to assess the 

effects of uncertainty in the conversion from reflectivity to rainfall and uncertainties in 

the precipitation structure due to temporal and spatial aggregation of the radar -estimated 

precipitation product on different mechanisms of simulated runoff generation. 

7.2 Model Requirements 

There are several important requirements of a rainfall -runoff model to be used in 

this study. These requirements are a direct result of the objectives put forth here. First, 

the basic objective of wanting to assess several issues related to the use of radar -estimated 
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precipitation requires that the rainfall -runoff model be spatially distributed. Second, the 

purpose of this modeling exercise was to specifically study how precipitation 

characteristics affect runoff generation during a storm period. Thus, the use of an event - 

based model was deemed appropriate, as opposed to a continuous hydrologic model. 

Finally, the objective of determining the effects of temporal and spatial aggregation of the 

radar product on different mechanisms of runoff generation necessitates the incorporation 

of algorithms which simulate these different runoff mechanisms. 

There are many forms which distributed hydrologic models may take. Many 

distributed models used for watershed scale hydrologic studies subdivide a watershed into 

small hydrologic units with similar properties. Other distributed models, such as the 

popular KINEROS, will divide the watershed into smaller planes and channels which are 

individually parameterized and are linked in a hydrologically continuous fashion 

(Woolhiser et al., 1990). Still other distributed models employ a grid -based discretization 

of the watershed, such as the SIMPLE model (Kouwen and Garland, 1989; Kouwen et al., 

1993) and the European SHE model (Abbott et al., 1986). Radar -estimated precipitation, 

which is pixel- based, lends itself well to grid -based distributed hydrologic models. For 

this reason, a grid -based approach was chosen for this modeling exercise. 

A typical continuous hydrological model will place considerable emphasis on the 

portions of the model which control evapotranspiration. This is very important for 

tracking soil moisture in a basin. Because this study is primarily concerned with the 

storm period surface -runoff generation, an evapotranspiration component of the model 

was not a necessity. In addition, because of the absence of a continuous radar rainfall 
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record between storms, an evapotranspiration component would not have been 

appropriate for modeling the change in soil moisture throughout time. A component of 

an event -based model which is typically included in a modeling study is the routing of 

surface runoff. For the purposes of this study, a runoff routing scheme was determined 

nonessential. The primary emphasis of this study was to assess the effects of radar - 

estimated precipitation uncertainties on runoff generation, not necessarily runoff 

hydrographs. While the timing of surface runoff as indicated by the hydrograph has 

important consequences for flood forecasting, the runoff volume may be considered a 

viable surrogate to the actual hydrograph. 

The first of two primary surface -runoff mechanisms, infiltration excess 

(Hortonian) runoff, occurs when the rainfall rate exceeds the local infiltration rate of the 

soil. This type of runoff mechanism is common in semi -arid regions (Michaud and 

Sorooshian, 1994) and under conditions of intense convective rainfall. It is typically 

simulated using a dynamic model of the infiltration process to determine the changing 

infiltration rate throughout the storm. Some popular models for calculating infiltration 

rate include Horton's method, the Green -Ampt method, and Philip's method (Rawls et 

al., 1993). The second type of runoff- generation mechanism, saturation excess (Dunne 

and Black, 1970) runoff, occurs when the local water table intercepts the surface of the 

soil, resulting in a completely saturated soil profile. This type of runoff generation is 

common in humid and semi -humid regions where the water table is relatively close to the 

ground surface or where a soil horizon of low hydraulic conductivity underlies a more 

permeable horizon, resulting in a perched region of saturation. This type of runoff 
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mechanism is somewhat more difficult to model; however, in recent years, a popular 

method of simulating this type of basin response has been developed by Beven and 

Kirkby (1979), which uses topographic and soils data to predict where locally saturated 

regions in a basin will occur. The requirement that both of these runoff- generation 

mechanisms be included in the rainfall -runoff model used in this study was made because 

it is believed that both mechanisms are active in regions such as the southern plains of the 

United States. These regions have a relatively shallow water table and are subject to very 

intense rainfall resulting from convective precipitation systems. In addition, because 

these two runoff mechanisms differ greatly in the way in which the surface runoff is 

generated, they must both be examined if conclusions regarding the effects of 

precipitation uncertainty on runoff generation are to be drawn properly. 

7.3 Model Description 

7.3.1 Introduction 

The rainfall -runoff model developed for this study may be divided into two 

primary components: the portion which simulates the infiltration excess runoff generation 

and the portion which simulates the saturation excess runoff. For this model, the Green - 

Ampt method for calculating infiltration was selected to control the infiltration excess 

runoff generation. The method for simulating saturation excess runoff was chosen to be 

the TOPMODEL approach developed by Beven and Kirkby (1979) and further developed 
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and modified by many others (Beven and Wood, 1983; Beven, 1995). A description of 

each of these models is presented in the following sections. 

7.3.2 The Green -Ampt Infiltration Model 

7.3.2.1 Introduction 

The Green -Ampt infiltration model is an approximate theory-based model which 

utilizes Darcy's law. It was originally developed to simulate infiltration under ponded 

conditions and was later modified by Mein and Larson (1973) to simulate infiltration 

during a rainfall event. Water is assumed to enter the soil as piston flow, producing a 

sharp wetting front between the wet and dry zones. Parameters needed for the Green - 

Ampt model include the effective hydraulic conductivity (K [L/T]), the effective suction 

at the wetting front (Sf [L]), the effective soil porosity (4 [L3/L3]), and the initial water 

content of the soil (6; [L3/L3]). Several references exist for the estimation of these 

parameters based on USDA soil texture data. Rawls et al. (1993) presented 

comprehensive tables and figures for estimating these parameters in the Handbook of 

Hydrology. One of the primary reasons for choosing the Green -Ampt model to control 

infiltration excess calculations was that it did not require any calibration of parameters. 

While undoubtedly the parameter estimates based on soil texture will not be 100% 

accurate, they provide a simple means of obtaining a physically based infiltration model 

which may be spatially distributed at the resolution of the soils texture data. The 
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following two sections focus on the mathematics of the model and the methods for 

parameter estimation. 

7.3.2.2 Model Structure 

The Green -Ampt model predicts infiltration from steady or unsteady rainfall 

events assuming piston flow of the water into the soil. The model operates in three 

modes based on the ponding condition of the soil surface: (1) ponding does not occur 

during the current rainfall interval, (2) ponding begins during the current rainfall interval, 

and (3) ponding has occurred throughout the current rainfall interval. Each rainfall 

interval represents a period of constant rainfall intensity. Thus, if the rainfall rate is 

reported every six minutes, then each infiltration interval lasts six minutes as well. At 

any time, the infiltration rate is calculated using the following equation: 

F =K 1+«-e)Sf (7.1) 

where FF = infiltration rate [L/T] 

K = effective hydraulic conductivity [L/T] 

= effective soil porosity [L3/L3] 

9 = initial soil moisture [L3/L3] 

Sf = effective suction at the wetting front [L] 

F = accumulated infiltration volume [L] 

At the beginning of each rainfall interval, the infiltration at the beginning of the interval is 

calculated using Equation (7.1). At the same time, potential accumulated infiltration 
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volume is calculated by adding the infiltration volume, F, at the beginning of the interval 

with the rainfall volume of the current interval according to Equation (7.2): 

Fro, = F + (P)(dt) (7.2) 

where FP0t = the maximum potential infiltration volume [L] 

P = precipitation rate [L/T] 

dt = the time duration of the interval [T] 

Next, the potential infiltration rate at the end of the current time interval is calculated by 

substituting Fp0t calculated from Equation (7.2) into F in Equation (7.1). Now, the 

decision can be made as to whether ponding will occur at the beginning or middle of the 

interval or not at all. 

When ponding does not occur throughout the current time interval, all the 

precipitation that falls will enter the soil. If ponding occurs throughout the entire time 

interval, only a fraction of the precipitation will enter the soil at any time during the 

interval. If ponding begins at some point during the time interval, the infiltration rate will 

be equal to the rainfall rate until ponding begins, at which time only a fraction of the 

rainfall will infiltrate the soil. If the calculated infiltration rate at the beginning of the 

time interval is greater than the precipitation rate and the potential infiltration rate at the 

end of the interval is also greater than the precipitation rate, then all the rainfall infiltrates, 

ponding does not occur, and no surface runoff is generated. Ponding will begin during 

the current time interval if the initial F, is greater than P and if F;_not is less than P. In this 

case, the accumulated infiltration volume at ponding must be calculated according to 
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Equation (7.3) (Rawls et al., 1993) and the time duration of ponding according to 

Equation (7.4): 

F 
xs f (0-e)i 

p 
= P-K 

where F = accumulated infiltration volume at ponding [L] 

(F -F) 
7;) =dt 

P 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

where Tp = time duration of ponding [T] 

Now, the total accumulated infiltration volume at the end of the interval must be 

calculated. This is accomplished by solving for F in Equation (7.5): 

F=KTp +F +Sf(-9i)*ln 
(F+Sf(0-6;)) 
(F +Sf(0-8I)) 

(7.5) 

This implicit equation is easily solved using iteration techniques such as successive 

substitution or Newton's iteration method (Chow et al., 1988). Ponding occurs 

throughout the entire duration of the rainfall interval if Fi is greater than P. If this is the 

case, the accumulated infiltration volume at ponding, Fp, equals F, and the time duration 

of ponding, Tp, equals the length of the time interval, dt. The total accumulated 

infiltration volume at the end of the interval is again computed using Equation (7.5). 

The steps described above allow computation of the accumulated infiltration 

volume at the end of each time step. In the grid -based distributed model being developed, 

these calculations are occurring at each grid cell during each time step. The calculation of 
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infiltration excess rainfall follows the computation of infiltrated volume and is performed 

if ponding has occurred according to Equation (7.6): 

Qe = (P)(dt) - (F - F;-1) (7.6) 

where Q1e = infiltration excess runoff [L] 

Ft= accumulated infiltration at current time step [L] 

Ft_1 = accumulated infiltration at previous time step [L] 

This allows for spatially distributed computation of runoff at every time step at a 250 m x 

250 m resolution as determined by the resolution of the MIADS soils data. 

The results from the Green -Ampt model are used not only in infiltration excess 

runoff calculations, but also as input to the TOPMODEL portion of the rainfall -runoff 

model. This will be discussed thoroughly in a later section which describes incorporation 

of the TOPMODEL concept into the rainfall -runoff model. The following section will 

describe the methods by which the parameters in the Green -Ampt model were 

determined. 

7.3.2.3 Parameter Estimation 

One of the attractive aspects of the Green -Ampt method is that extensive field 

work has been performed over that last several decades so that estimation of parameters 

may be based on data readily available in standard USDA soil surveys. All of the 

parameters required may be computed from soil texture, percent sand, percent clay, and 

coarse fraction information. This information for the soils comprising the Timber Creek 

watershed was obtained from the USDA Soil Surveys for Cooke (Putnam et al., 1979) 
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and Grayson (Cochran, 1980) counties in Texas. The methods for determining each of 

the primary parameters introduced above -- effective hydraulic conductivity, effective soil 

suction, and effective porosity -- will be discussed below. 

The method for determining effective hydraulic conductivity was obtained from 

Rawls et al. (1993) and Rawls et al. (1983). First, given the soil texture, percent sand, 

and percent clay, the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the soil may be estimated from 

Figure 5.3.3 found in Rawls et al. (1993). Second, a correction in the saturated hydraulic 

conductivity due to coarse fragments in the soil is applied according to Equation (7.7): 

CFC =1 
°Io CF 

100 
(7.7) 

where CFC = coarse fraction correction 

%CF = % coarse fragments by weight 

This factor is simply multiplied by the original saturated hydraulic conductivity. Finally, 

the Green -Ampt effective hydraulic conductivity parameter is determined as 

recommended by Rawls et al. (1983) according to Equation (7.8): 

K KS 

2 
(7.8) 

where K = effective hydraulic conductivity [L/T] 

KS = saturated hydraulic conductivity [L/T] 

The effective soil suction, Sf, was also determined from Figure 5.5.4 in Rawls et al. 

(1993) based on soil texture, percent sand, and percent clay. Finally, the effective 
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porosity, 0, was determined based on the soil texture classification from Table 5.3.2 in 

Rawls et al. (1993). 

The initial soil moisture content also needs to be specified. One method by which 

this would typically be determined is through the use of a continuous soil moisture 

accounting model. For this study, a continuous soil moisture model was not applied due 

to data limitations. Rather than assume a value of initial soil moisture, it was left as one 

of the calibration parameters for the complete rainfall -runoff model. The process of the 

model calibration and its results will be discussed in a later chapter. 

7.3.3 TOPMODEL Development 

7.3.3.1 Introduction 

TOPMODEL, first introduced by Beven and Kirkby (1979), predicts the surface 

and subsurface hydrologic response of watersheds which experience surface runoff from 

variable saturated areas. The model may run in a continuous or event -based fashion, may 

or may not include an evapotranspiration component, and may or may not include a 

runoff- routing procedure. The authors of TOPMODEL have emphasized over the years 

that there is not a single "TOPMODEL ", rather a collection of concepts that comprise a 

particular approach to watershed modeling that may be adjusted and amended to fit 

specific modeling needs. There has been a sharp rise in the popularity in the 

TOPMODEL approach to watershed modeling in the past 15 years. A portion of the 

reported studies which either applied the TOPMODEL concept or further developed it 
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include Beven and Wood (1983), Beven et al. (1984), Hornberger et al. (1985), Quinn et 

al. (1991), Durand et al. (1992), Quinn and Beven (1993), Robson et al. (1993), Obled et 

al. (1994), Wolock and Price (1994), Beven et al. (1995), Quinn et al. (1995), Wolock 

and McCabe (1995), and Ambroise et al. (1996). This popularity no doubt stems from its 

efficient semi -distributed approach and the wide availability of DEMs which comprise an 

essential piece of data for TOPMODEL. 

The TOPMODEL conceptualization is premised upon two basis assumptions: (1) 

the dynamics of the saturated zone can be approximated by successive steady -state 

representations, and (2) the hydraulic gradient of the saturated zone can be approximated 

by the local surface topographic slope, tan b, (Beven et al., 1995). These assumptions 

lead to relationships between the catchment soil storage deficit and the local water table 

level, where the main quantity used in the relationship is the topographic index ln(a/tan b) 

introduced by Beven and Kirkby (1979), where a represents the upslope contributing area 

and tan b is the local ground slope. In later modifications of the model, the original 

topographic index was replaced by a combined topographic -soils index of the form 

ln(a/T'0tan b), where TO represents the transmissivity when the soil profile is fully 

saturated. This new formulation explicitly accounts for variability in local transmissivity 

in the index of hydrologic similarity. A third assumption made in the original 

formulations of TOPMODEL was that the distribution of downslope transmissivity with 

depth is an exponential function of storage deficit or depth to water table. This 

assumption is represented by Equation (7.8) as: 
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(7.8) 

where T = transmissivity [L2/T1 

To = lateral transmissivity when the soil is saturated 

S = local soil storage deficit, [L] 

m = model transmissivity scaling parameter [L] 

Physically, the model parameter m controls the effective depth of the catchment soil 

profile, with a larger value of m increasing the effective depth of the soil profile. As far 

as rainfall -runoff calculations are concerned, a smaller value of m will result in a 

shallower soil profile and essentially greater potential for surface -runoff generation. 

These three basic assumptions lead to the most important conceptual feature of the 

TOPMODEL approach. Through the use of the topographic -soils index, TOPMODEL 

assumes that locations in a watershed with similar topographic and soils characteristics 

behave the same hydrologically. For example, two locations with the same slope, 

contributing area, and soil type are assumed to have the same soil moisture status and 

produce surface runoff at the same time, given that rainfall is the same as well. This 

assumption allows for the semi -distributed feature of TOPMODEL to be implemented. 

Given that locations in a watershed with these similar characteristics behave the same 

way, computations of soil moisture and surface runoff need only be made once for all 

locations with these similar properties. Thus, a distribution of this measure of hydrologic 

similarity is created, and computations of the watershed state are only made for the 

number of hydrologically similar groups which exist, determined by how the topographic- 
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soils index is discretized. Furthermore, through the use of several equations based on the 

three basic assumptions, the state of any location in the watershed may be predicted based 

on the "average" storage deficit of the entire catchment and the local topographic -soils 

index. These equations, as well as the relationships between the different model 

components, are presented in the following section. 

7.3.3.2 Model Structure 

According to the assumption of a saturated zone gradient which is approximated 

by the local surface topographic slope, the downslope saturated subsurface flow rate may 

be described by Equation (7.9) as: 

s; 

qi = To tan ße m (7.9) 

where qt = subsurface flow per contour length at i [L2/T] 

St = local storage deficit at i [L] 

tan b = local surface slope 

T0, = local transmissivity [L2/T] 

In addition, assuming a uniform recharge rate into the ground -water table, the local 

subsurface flow rate, q;, may also be represented as: 

q. = ra (7.10) 

where r = recharge rate [L/T] 

a = upslope contributing area [L2] 
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Combining Equations (7.9) and (7.10) results in an equation relating local soil storage 

deficit, S to the topographic -soils index shown in Equation (7.11): 

Si = -41n ra 
To tan 13) 

(7.11) 

An expression for the lumped catchment storage deficit can be obtained by integrating 

Equation (7.11) over the entire watershed area, expressed as: 

/ 
S=l m1n ra 

A i To tanfi 
(7.12) 

where A = total catchment area [L2] 

Assuming that r is spatially constant and combing Equations (7.11) and (7.12), a 

relationship between the local soil storage deficit, the catchment lumped soil storage 

deficit, and the topographic -soils index is produced with the form: 

and 

S =Si -m y - ln 
a 

(7.13) 
To 

pi 

y = 1 ln 
a 

A i Totanß 
(7.14) 

Equation (7.13) may be rearranged to give the local soil moisture deficit at any location in 

the watershed as: 

St=S+m y-ln a 
To tang 

(7.15) 
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Equation (7.15) expresses the deviation between local storage deficit and catchment 

average soil moisture deficit as a function of the departure of the local topographic -soils 

index from the catchment average topographic -soils index, and is scaled by the parameter 

m. The equation implies that all locations having the same topographic -soils index value 

behave in the same manner. Thus, ln(a/Totan b) is an index of hydrologic similarity. 

The ln(a/T0tan b) index is easily determined from a DEM. Depending on the size 

of the watershed being modeled, DEMs with resolutions of 50 m or less are 

recommended for the computation of the topographic -soils index. Several studies have 

investigated the effects of DEM resolution on the frequency distribution of the index 

(Wolock and Price, 1994). The study concluded that, while different DEM resolutions 

resulted in different interpretations of the pattern of variable saturated areas in a basin, the 

effects on runoff predictions were not always severe due to the dampening effects of the 

entire watershed. In addition, calibration of model parameters compensated for any errors 

introduced due to lower spatial resolution DEMs. For this study, a 50 m DEM was used 

to calculate the topographic -soils index. Another issue related to the calculation of the 

topographic -soils index is the choice of employing a single or multiple flow direction 

algorithm (Wolock and McCabe, 1995) when determining a, the upslope contributing 

area per unit contour length. The primary conclusion of this study was that, while 

employing a multiple flow direction algorithm altered the statistics of the topographic - 

soils index distribution, any differences in the model behavior and simulated flow paths 

disappeared when the model was calibrated. As such, the simpler single direction flow 

algorithm was employed for this study. 
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Another important aspect of the TOPMODEL structure is the arrangement of soil 

stores. For the model used in this study, the most recent conceptualization of soil stores, 

found in Beven et al. (1995), was employed. A diagram of these stores and their 

connections is shown in Figure 7.1. Water enters the soil through the root zone storage. 

The amount of water during any given time step entering the root zone is controlled by 

the Green -Ampt infiltration model described in the previous section. Four parameters are 

needed to determine the amount of storage available in the root zone storage: (1) the root 

zone depth (z,), (2) the field capacity of the soil (Os), (3) the initial soil moisture content 

(90, and (4) the effective porosity of the soil (0). Once the root zone soil storage has been 

satisfied, water is available to enter the unsaturated storage zone which drains into the 

variable saturated soil zone. The size of the unsaturated zone rises and falls as the 

saturated zone rises and falls. Once the saturated zone rises to occupy the entire 

unsaturated zone, the soil profile is considered fully saturated, and any additional input 

from the root zone will become surface runoff. These regions, where Si is calculated as 

less than or equal to zero from Equation (7.15), expand and contract throughout a storm 

and constitute the variable source areas which produce surface runoff via the saturation 

excess mechanism. 

The component of the model which connects the unsaturated soil storages to the 

saturated zone is the vertical drainage due to gravity (qv). The form of the equation for 

determining q has been suggested by Beven (1986) as: 
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Figure 7.1: Organization of soil stores in TOPMODEL. 
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(7.16) 

where Ko, = saturated conductivity at the soil surface [L/T] 

This form assumes that the drainage from the unsaturated zone decays exponentially as 

the storage deficit increases, indicating that more exchange will occur when the 

unsaturated zone is more fully saturated. The total amount of water entering the water 

table over the entire basin is calculated as: 

n 

Qv = 1, gv,i At 
=1 

(7.17) 

where Qv = total saturated zone recharge [L/T] 

A, = fractional area of soil class i 

This quantity is used later in the lumped catchment water balance. 

The water flux leaving the subsurface saturated zone contributes directly to 

streamflow. This is calculated as a lumped quantity for the entire basin, based on the 

basin average soil moisture deficit, the basin average topographic -soils index, and the 

scaling parameter, m. The basin average baseflow is calculated as: 

s 
Qb = Ae-Ye m (7.18) 

where A = total catchment area [L2] 

Finally, lumped catchment water balance is calculated according to Equation (7.19) as: 

-S-t+1 St-Qv+Qb (7.19) 

Through the use of Equation (7.18), the lumped catchment soil moisture deficit may be 

initialized from the observed baseflow at the outlet of the watershed. 
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One of the positive aspects of TOPMODEL is that very few parameters require 

calibration. Many of the parameters required to determine the sizes of various soil 

moisture stores may be obtained from soil survey information. Identification of these 

parameters will be discussed in the following section. 

7.3.3.3 Parameter Estimation 

Several of the important parameters necessary for TOPMODEL were obtained 

directly from soil survey information. The first of these parameters, field capacity (Or), 

represents the amount of water which a soil column is capable of holding after drainage 

due to gravity. Field capacity was determined for each soil type based on its soil texture 

classification according to the guidelines suggested by Rawls et al. (1982). The second 

of these parameters, root zone depth, was interpreted from specific information on each 

soil type regarding the depths to which roots were found in the soil pedons. This 

information was gathered in the two USDA soil surveys used in this study (Putnam et al., 

1979, Cochran, 1980). 

Another very important parameter found in the topographic -soils index is the local 

transmissivity when the soil is saturated. In many versions of TOPMODEL, this 

parameter is simply assumed to be constant throughout the watershed and is left as a 

calibrated parameter. However, in this study, specific soils data are used to estimate the 

transmissivity for each soil type according to a method presented by Beven (1986). This 

method incorporates soil moisture properties of the soil and the scaling parameter, m, to 

predict local transmissivity according to Equation (7.20): 



T = K°m 
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(7.20) 

where T. local transmissity [L2/T] 

K0= local saturated hydraulic conductivity [L/T] 

m= scaling parameter [L] 

0 = effective porosity [L3/L3] 

9f= field capacity [L3/L3] 

All of these parameters were obtained from soils data except the soil transmissivity 

scaling parameter, m. 

The parameter m may either be determined from baseflow recession curves, as 

presented in Beven et al. (1995), or it may be left as a calibration parameter. Because the 

majority of parameters in both the Green -Ampt portion and TOPMODEL portion of the 

model were estimated from soils data, the in parameter was left as a calibration parameter 

in this study. 

7.4 Summary 

The basis upon which a model structure was selected, a description of the model 

components, and the methods by which their parameters were estimated have been 

presented. The rationale for developing a grid- based, distributed, event -based hydrologic 

model capable of simulating spatially distributed infiltration excess and saturation excess 

runoff was given. The resulting model was comprised of a Green -Ampt infiltration 

model to control the infiltration excess runoff linked with a TOPMODEL -based 
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component to control the generation of saturation excess runoff. A flow chart depicting 

the essential steps in one time step loop of the model is shown in Figure 7.2. While most 

of the model parameters were determined from readily available soil survey data, both the 

initial soil moisture content and the transmissivity scaling parameter, m, were left for 

calibration. This model, designed specifically for this study, was developed in the C 

programming language and saw minor alterations throughout the course of this study to 

accommodate for specific experimental model runs. The basic code upon which later 

modifications were made is found in Appendix B. The following chapters will discuss 

the calibration aspects of this study, then focus on the analysis of the model runs 

performed. 
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Compute Infiltration Excess Runoff at 
Each Catchment Grid Cell 

Update Unsaturated Zone Soil Moisture 
Storage for Each TOPMODEL Class 

Update Root Zone Soil Moisture Storage 
for Each TOPMODEL Class 

Compute Drainage from Unsaturated 
Zone for Each TOPMODEL Class 

Compute Saturation Excess Runoff for 
Each TOPMODEL Class 

Update Basin Average Soil Storage 
Deficit 

Compute Basin Total Baseflow 

Compute Basin Total Surface Runoff 

Figure 7.2: Rainfall -runoff model algorithm. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CALIBRATION OF HYDROLOGIC MODEL 

8.1 Introduction 

In this modeling exercise, there were essentially two periods of model calibration. 

The first focused on the calibration of the model for converting radar reflectivity to 

rainfall rate, and the second focuses on the calibration of the rainfall -runoff model. While 

this study is not specifically concerned with assessing the performance of a rainfall -runoff 

model or testing a calibration procedure, it is important that the hydrologic model and its 

parameters be sound if proper value is to be given to the results of the later experiments. 

As described in earlier chapters, the rainfall -runoff model used in this study did not 

include a runoff- routing component. Because of this, the traditional method of rainfall - 

runoff model calibration which seeks to identify a unique parameter set that results in the 

best fit between predicted and observed hydrographs is not employed. This chapter 

describes the method used to identify the calibration parameters in the model, presents 

and discusses the data used in the calibration, and provides a discussion on the results of 

the calibration runs. 

8.2 Calibration Method 

The primary objective of this study was to understand how errors in radar - 

estimated precipitation data from various sources affect predicted runoff generation. 

Because the study was not concerned with assessing hydrographs, a runoff- routing 
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component was not included in the rainfall -runoff model. As a result, calibration of 

model parameters was not based on matching predicted and observed runoff hydrographs; 

rather it was based on matching predicted and observed runoff volumes. With the 

emphasis of this study being on surface -runoff generation, the calibration procedure was 

set up to match observed and predicted surface runoff as opposed to total streamflow. 

This required a separation of the surface runoff and baseflow for the observed streamflow 

record. The details of the baseflow separation method used will be described in the 

section concerning the calibration data. 

An automatic parameter optimization routine, Shuffled Complex Evolution (Duan 

et al., 1992), was used for this calibration. The parameters to be calibrated were the 

TOPMODEL transmissivity scaling parameter, m, and the initial soil moisture, 91, for 

each of the seven storms studied. This resulted in a total of eight parameters to be 

calibrated. Rather than search for all eight at one time, the calibration was arranged so 

that five storms were used to find an optimal value for m and the corresponding five 

initial soil moisture values. Afterwards, the initial soil moisture values of the two 

remaining storms were calibrated using the m value determined from the previous 

calibration. All of the seven storms were not used in the initial calibration of m due to 

computational considerations. 

The objective function to be minimized in the optimization program was the 

difference between the total predicted surface runoff and the total observed surface runoff 

for all the storms used in the calibration. This objective function formulation is expressed 

in Equation (8.1) as: 



n 

Min. F=yi I Qsobs - Qsmod 
i=1 
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(8.1) 

where F = objective function value [L] 

Qsobs = observed surface -runoff volume [L] 

Qsmod = modeled surface -runoff volume [L] 

i = storm number 

n = number of storms in calibration 

In the case of this calibration, n was set at five storms. The details concerning the results 

of the calibration are presented in a later section. 

8.3 Data Used for Calibration 

Calibration of the model parameters described based on matching surface -runoff 

volumes required that a baseflow separation technique be applied to the observed 

streamflow data. There are many of these techniques which are presented in almost any 

introductory hydrology textbook. The technique used in this study was based on the 

development of a master baseflow recession curve for the watershed to determine the 

time at which surface runoff ends. Once the time at which surface runoff ends has been 

determined, several methods exist for delineating baseflow and surface runoff (Chow et 

al., 1988). The details of the procedure are discussed below. 

A master baseflow recession curve assumes that the subsurface response of a 

catchment will behave similarly for many different hydrologic events. A baseflow 
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recession curve typically takes on a mathematical form similar to exponential decay, 

expressed in Equation (8.2) as: 

-o-ro 
Q(t) = Qoe k (8.2) 

where Q(t) = flow at time t [L3/T] 

Q0 = flow at time to [L3/T] 

k = decay constant of baseflow [T] 

Once k is solved for a particular catchment, the flow at any time may be predicted based 

on the current flow, assuming that only baseflow is occurring. This formulation is based 

on the premise that the subsurface response of the catchment behaves like a linear 

reservoir, such that the outflow is proportional to the storage. 

The development of a master recession curve for this basin began with a selection 

of ten periods in the streamflow record which were believed to be only the result of 

baseflow. These ten periods of baseflow recession were then normalized and plotted on a 

semi -log plot. Plotting the recessions on a semi -log plot should result in a straight line if 

the recession obeys the form described in Equation (8.2), with the slope of this line 

representing the recession parameter k. Theoretically, all of the normalized curves should 

plot on top of one another on a semi -log plot; however, considerable scatter in the 

recession rates was observed. Thus, the average recession curve was determined as the 

arithmetic average of the ten original curves as seen in Figure 8.1. The slope of this 

average recession curve was then taken as the k value for the master recession curve. 

Plots of the observed recession curves plotted with the master recession curve are show 
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Baseflow Recession Curves 

Individual Recessions -- Average Recession 

Time (hrs) 

Figure 8.1: Individual and average baseflow recession curves. 
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in Figures 8.2a -c. While some of the observed recession curves strongly agree with the 

master recession curve, some vary significantly. This is expected, and indicates that the 

assumptions present in mathematical form of the master recession curve may not be 

entirely valid for this watershed, and that perhaps some of the events shown are not 

purely baseflow as assumed. Nevertheless, the results were not poor enough to exclude 

this master recession curve from the baseflow separation technique. 

The separation of baseflow was based on several simple assumptions: (1) surface 

runoff begins at the start of the rising limb of a hydrograph, (2) surface runoff ends when 

the master recession curve intersects the hydrograph, and (3) a straight line may be drawn 

between the beginning and ending of surface runoff to separate it from baseflow. While 

there are more complex methods to divide between surface and subsurface runoff than 

expressed by assumption (3), the straight line method has been found sufficient when the 

maximum baseflow discharge is below 10% of the maximum total discharge, as is found 

in the Timber Creek watershed (Pilgrim and Cordery, 1992). This method was applied to 

all of the seven storms studied to finally determine the total volume of surface runoff 

observed from each storm. The results of the baseflow separation are shown in Figures 

8.3a -b. As seen in these plots, baseflow represents a very small fraction of the total flow 

for the large flood events studied. 

The total surface runoff determined for each storm was the final data used in the 

calibration procedure. A summary of these data are shown in Table 8.1. The following 

section will present the results of the calibration. 
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8.4 Calibration Results 

The storm events occurring on 10/31/91, 9/10/92, 2/24/93, 5/9/93, and 4/10/95 

were used to calibrate the TOPMODEL parameter m using the Shuffled Complex 

Evolution global search algorithm (Duan et al., 1992). In addition to m, the initial soil 

moisture for each storm was also calibrated, resulting in simultaneous calibration of six 

parameters. After the optimal value of m was determined, a line search was performed to 

determine the initial soil moisture values for the 10/28/91 and 5/12/94 storms. The 

parameter values determined and a plot of the observed vs. predicted total surface runoff 

for each storm are shown in Table 8.2 and Figure 8.4, respectively. 

The values for a shown in Table 8.2 represent the soil moisture content as a 

fraction of the local field capacity. While field capacity, 8f, is dependent on soil type and 

variable throughout the watershed, the initial soil moisture as a percentage of the field 

capacity was set as spatially constant. Thus, the volumetric initial soil moisture content 

will vary throughout the watershed as a function of the local field capacity. Of course, 

the m values are the same for each storm. 

Notice that, in general, the initial soil moisture values are quite high, indicating 

that the soil is very close to holding its maximum amount of water. While some values 

may appear to be suspiciously too high, their relative values tend to agree with what 

would be expected, considering the time of year and the ten -day antecedent precipitation 

(also shown in Table 8.2). A possible reason of the relatively low a value for 9/10/92, 

considering its antecedent precipitation, would be that the month of August is generally 
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Table 8.1: Total surface runoff for each storm as determined from baseflow separation. 

Storm Date Total Surface Runoff [mm] Total Baseflow During Surface Runoff 
[mm] 

10/28/91 35.4 3.54 
10/31/91 31.9 1.61 

9/10/92 17.5 0.08 
2/24/93 21.2 1.30 
5/9/93 61.6 1.37 

5/12/94 25.7 1.73 

4/10/95 9.0 1.68 

Table 8.2: Calibration results and antecedent precipitation; initial soil moisture, ei, is 
expressed as a fraction of field capacity. 

Storm Date m [cm] 0; 10 -day Antecedent Precipitation 
(in.) 

10/28/91 0.234 0.944 4.17 
10/31/91 0.234 0.999 5.60 
9/10/92 0.234 0.775 3.05 
2/24/93 0.234 0.941 1.86 
5/9/93 0.234 0.774 0.41 

5/12/94 0.234 0.963 1.54 
4/10/95 0.234 0.956 1.50 
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very dry, so that any rainfall in early September would likely be quickly absorbed by the 

parched soil. 

Comparison of the observed and predicted surface -runoff volumes shown in 

Figure 8.4 reveals a nearly perfect match. This is not very surprising, because the 

calibration of a allows for very effective adjustment of the runoff production by simply 

allowing for more or less abstraction in the soil. This is not to say that the calibrated 

values of a have a low level of confidence. By calibrating five of the initial soil moisture 

values together with one value of the m parameter, the resulting a values were 

constrained by the limits imposed by a common m. Although two of the storms 6, values 

were calibrated separately, they were forced to take on a value imposed by the previously 

calibrated m value. 

8.5 Summary 

This chapter emphasized the methods used to calibrate the rainfall -runoff model 

used in this study. The primary steps in the calibration were: (1) separation of baseflow 

to obtain an observed surface -runoff volume, and (2) implementation of an optimization 

algorithm to locate the best values of the calibration parameters. The results showed an 

excellent agreement between observed and predicted runoff volumes when the calibrated 

parameters were used. A calibrated rainfall -runoff model in now available which can be 

used to explore the effects of precipitation uncertainty on the two primary surface -runoff 

generation mechanisms. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

SENSITIVITY OF RUNOFF GENERATION TO RADAR CALIBRATION 

UNCERTAINTY 

9.1 Introduction 

One of the primary objectives of this study was to assess the possible effects of 

using uncalibrated or poorly calibrated radar -estimated precipitation for rainfall -runoff 

modeling. Previous chapters discussed different possible methods for calibrating and 

adjusting radar -estimated precipitation derived from NEXRAD Level II data. The results 

emphasized how employing these different techniques can significantly affect the 

agreement between radar precipitation and rain -gauge precipitation totals. Now, those 

same methods are used to create precipitation data sets to be used as input to the rainfall - 

runoff model described previously. This chapter presents the results of those simulations 

and provides a great deal of insight as to how radar products should be used in hydrologic 

models. 

9.2 Methods of Calibration Used for Comparison 

In Chapter Six, six different methods for calibrating and adjusting NEXRAD 

Level II data with daily reporting rain gauges were presented. These methods were: (1) 

assuming NEXRAD default parameters in the radar equation, (2) assuming NEXRAD 

default parameters in the radar equation and applying a bias correction factor, (3) 

calibrating a single set of radar equation parameters to be used for all the storms studied, 
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(4) calibrating a single set of radar equation parameters to be used for all the storms 

studied and applying a bias correction factor, (5) calibrating radar equation parameters 

individually for each storm event, and (6) calibrating radar equation parameters 

individually for each storm event and applying a bias correction factor. Methods (1) and 

(2) produced unsatisfactory results, while method (6) produced the best agreement 

between radar -estimated and rain -gauge measured precipitation. The following section 

will present the results of the runoff simulations using precipitation data sets based on 

each of the methods described above. 

9.3 Effects of Calibration on Simulated Runoff Volume 

Precipitation data sets constructed from each of the six methods described above 

were used as input into the distributed rainfall- runoff described in the previous Chapter 

Seven. Simulations were carried out for each storm to assess how the uncertainty in the 

precipitation input imposed by the calibration method chosen would affect simulated 

surface -runoff generation. Figures 9.1 -9.7 show the cumulative surface runoff obtained 

from each of the precipitation inputs for each of the storm events studied. In each of 

these simulations, the runoff generated from the best radar calibration method, where 

radar equation parameters were storm- dependent and a bias correction factor was applied, 

was assumed to be the "true" runoff. Table 9.1 provides a reminder of the different radar 

calibration methods used in this study. 

The purpose of Figures 9.1 -9.7 is to illustrate the importance of accurately 

calibrated radar data for rainfall- runoff modeling. Obviously, the differences in the runoff 
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Table 9.1: Radar calibration methods. 

Calibration Method Abbreviation Radar Equation 
Parameters 

Bias Correction 
Factor 

Method 1 No Cal. Default Not Applied 
Method 2 No Cal; CF Default Applied 
Method 3 Same Cal. Storm Independent Not Applied 
Method 4 Same Cal.; CF Storm Independent Applied 
Method 5 Diff. Cal. Storm Dependent Not Applied 
Method 6 Diff. Cal.; CF Storm Dependent Applied 
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Figure 9.1: Cumulative surface runoff for 10/28/91, resulting from radar precipitation 
input using six different calibration methods. 
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Figure 9.2: Cumulative surface runoff for 10/31/91, resulting from radar precipitation 
input using six different calibration methods. 
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Figure 9.4: Cumulative surface runoff for 2/24/93, resulting from radar precipitation input 
using six different calibration methods. 
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Figure 9.5: Cumulative surface runoff for 5/9/93, resulting from radar precipitation input 
using six different calibration methods. 
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Figure 9.6: Cumulative surface runoff for 5/12/94, resulting from radar precipitation input 
using six different calibration methods. 
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Figure 9.7: Cumulative surface runoff for 4/10/95, resulting from radar precipitation input 
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generation resulting from these different inputs are severe in many cases, such as for the 

storms of 10/31/91 and 2/24/93. In some cases, such as for the storm of 2/24/93, little if 

any runoff is produced when some of the calibration methods are used. In addition, the 

timing of significant runoff can be significantly affected by the radar calibration method, 

as shown in Figure 9.3 for the 9/10/92 storm. There are also many cases where several of 

the calibration methods result in runoff predictions very close to that obtained from the 

"true" precipitation, such as 10/28/91 (Figure 9.1) and 5/9/93 (Figure 9.5). Examining all 

the storms presented, it is difficult to decipher trends associated with which calibration 

methods agree better or worse with those from the assumed true precipitation, or which 

calibration methods tend to result in over or underestimation of runoff volume. 

Figure 9.8 shows how the ratio of the runoff volume generated from a given 

method divided by the runoff generated from method 6 varies between different storms. 

If the assumption is made that the runoff produced from the best precipitation set, method 

6, is the true runoff, then Figure 9.8 represents the percent error in predicted surface 

runoff resulting from the different precipitation input sets. Thus, all of the ratio values 

for method 6 are 1.0, indicating no error. Several trends may be observed in Figure 9.8. 

First, a trend seen is that underestimation is a more common source of error and that 

severe underestimations occur more often than severe overestimations, such as for 

10/31/91 and 2/24/93. More specifically, the storms of 10/31/91, 9/10/92, and 2/24/93 

show similar behavior, with large underestimations for methods 1 and 3 and 5, which do 

not include bias correction factors and with much smaller errors for methods 2 and 4, 

which do include a bias correction factor. In addition, the errors in surface -runoff volume 
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end to be greater for the cases that do not include a correction factor, methods 1, 3, and 5, 

than for the methods that do. This is indicated by the tighter range in error values 

centered around 1.0 for these methods. An interesting observation is that the errors 

associated with method 2, which uses default radar parameters, are perhaps smaller than 

any of the other methods, especially if the storm of 4/10/95 is discounted. This may 

provide support for implementation of a simple method for correcting radar -estimated 

precipitation, because the results are very similar to those obtained from the best, but 

more complex, method 6. 

The errors in the predicted surface runoff resulting from uncertainties in the 

precipitation data due to radar calibration methods have been examined. While some 

authors have suggested that errors in precipitation will lead to larger errors in predicted 

runoff (Numec, 1985), others have suggested the errors in predicted runoff will be on the 

same order of magnitude or smaller (Collier and Knowles, 1986c). This issue will now 

be addressed based on the data compiled in this study. Again, the assumption will be 

made that the precipitation data derived from method 6 are the "true" precipitation, and 

that the resulting predicted runoff is the "true " runoff. Figures 9.9a -b show plots of the 

fraction of "true" rainfall vs. the fraction of "true" surface runoff obtained using the 

different calibration methods. The most apparent feature of these figures is that the 

points, each of which represents one of the calibration methods, plot very linearly. One 

exception of this might be the storm of 2/24/93, which appears to have a slight nonlinear 

relationship. In addition, an assessment can be made as to whether or not the errors in 

precipitation result in larger or smaller errors in runoff by examining the slopes of 
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Figure 9.9a: Rainfall error vs. TOTAL runoff error resulting from the different radar 
calibration methods. 
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Figure 9.9b: Rainfall error vs. TOTAL runoff error resulting from the different radar 

calibration methods. 
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these lines (the 1:1 lines have been included on these plots for comparison). For some of 

the storms, a given error in precipitation results in a nearly equal error in runoff, while 

other storms show a trend toward larger errors in runoff resulting from a given error in 

precipitation. This is particularly true for the storm of 9/10/92, in which small errors in 

the precipitation resulted in very large runoff errors. In any case, none of the storms 

showed the behavior witnessed by Collier and Knowles (1986c), that smaller errors in 

runoff may result from a given error in precipitation. 

One of the principal objectives of this study is to assess how precipitation errors 

affect the simulation of different runoff- generation mechanisms. To explore this idea in 

the context of precipitation errors introduced through poor radar calibration, an analysis 

similar to that performed above for the total surface -runoff volume was conducted for 

infiltration excess and saturation excess runoff separately. In the full rainfall -runoff 

model developed, saturation excess runoff generation is somewhat dependent on the 

amount of infiltration excess runoff generated through the infiltration link. In order to 

test how these two runoff components individually respond to precipitation errors, the full 

rainfall -runoff model was modified so that either only infiltration excess runoff operates 

or only saturation excess runoff operates. In the case where only saturation excess runoff 

operates, all of the rainfall is assumed to infiltrate the root zone in the TOPMODEL soil 

storage. 

The effects of precipitation errors due to radar calibration techniques on 

infiltration excess runoff generation are represented in Figures 9.10a -b. These figures 

show the fraction of "true" rainfall vs. the fraction of "true" infiltration excess runoff 
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Figure 9.10a: Rainfall error vs. INFILTRATION EXCESS runoff error resulting from 
the different radar calibration methods. 
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Figure 9.10b: Rainfall error vs. INFILTRATION EXCESS runoff error resulting from 
the different radar calibration methods. 
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plotted for each calibration method for each of the storms studied. Comparing these 

figures with the figures for total surface runoff, it is very apparent that the infiltration 

excess runoff mechanism is much more sensitive than the total surface runoff. In 

addition, the highly linear relationships observed between the rainfall errors and the 

runoff errors are not as consistent for the case of infiltration excess runoff. For all of the 

storms studied, there appears to be little if any relationship between the rainfall errors and 

the runoff errors. For example, in the 9/10/92 storm, small errors in the precipitation 

result in runoff values anywhere between 75 % and 250% of the "true" runoff. In 

addition, the errors are significantly larger for the infiltration excess runoff case, with 

runoff values close to 300% of the "true" runoff for the 2/24/93 and 5/12/94 storms. 

The effects of precipitation errors on saturation excess runoff generation are 

shown in Figures 9.11a-b. As with the total surface runoff and the infiltration excess 

runoff, the fraction of "true" rainfall is plotted vs. the fraction of "true" runoff. The 

saturation excess runoff is much less sensitive than the infiltration excess runoff. Notice 

that runoff errors of 200% -300% no longer occur as they did for the infiltration excess 

case. In addition, the relationship between precipitation errors and runoff errors is nearly 

linear for most of the storms, as was found for the case of total surface runoff. These 

linear relationships generally favor larger errors in the predicted runoff resulting from a 

given error in precipitation, as was true for the total surface runoff case. 
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Figure 9.11a: Rainfall error vs. SATURATION EXCESS runoff error resulting from the 
different radar calibration methods. 
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Figure 9.11b: Rainfall error vs. SATURATION EXCESS runoff error resulting from the 
different radar calibration methods. 
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9.4 Discussion of Results 

The analysis above provided strong evidence that the errors in precipitation due to 

radar calibration have significant effects on predicted runoff volumes. Errors of a given 

magnitude in the radar -estimated precipitation produced equal or larger errors in the total 

predicted surface runoff, depending on the storm studied. In the case of one storm, an 

approximately 15% error in rainfall resulted in a 55% error in runoff volume. While 

errors of this magnitude are of significant concern, the situation worsens when 

considering only infiltration excess runoff. 

Infiltration excess runoff, which is controlled primarily by rainfall intensity, was 

extremely sensitive to changes in the radar calibration technique. While the different 

calibration techniques may not have had drastic impacts on the total rainfall predicted for 

the watershed, the distribution of the precipitation intensities was affected enough to 

cause major changes in the infiltration excess runoff produced. This is in sharp contrast 

to the saturation excess runoff mechanism, which is controlled primarily by precipitation 

depths. The cases in which the saturation excess runoff mechanism is modeled support a 

linear relationship between changes in rainfall and changes in runoff. The slope of that 

linear relationship will be some function of the initial soil moisture conditions throughout 

the basin for the particular storm of interest. When the basin is very wet, changes in 

precipitation depth will result in nearly equal changes in runoff volume. When the basin 

is drier, changes in precipitation will result in larger changes in runoff volume due to the 

increased storage availability in the watershed. This theory is supported by examining the 

storm of 10/31/91, which occurred over a very wet basin, and the storm of 9/10/92, which 
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occurred when the basin was the driest of all the storms. Storms such as 5/12/94 and 

5/9/93 were of intermediate dryness and resulted in changes in precipitation producing 

slightly larger changes in runoff volume. This observation agrees with that of Numec 

(1985) that errors in precipitation input have a more serious effect on runoff modeling 

when the given catchment is dry. 

The differences observed between the behavior of saturation excess and 

infiltration excess runoff suggest that uncertainties in precipitation can be expected to 

pose a much more significant problem when predicting infiltration excess runoff. In 

addition, uncertainty in the precipitation will have greater impacts on saturation excess 

runoff generation in drier conditions. Most hydrologic models either assume infiltration 

excess or saturation excess runoff generation. When applying models which assume the 

infiltration excess mechanism, caution should be exercised in using radar -estimated 

precipitation of questionable quality. When using a model which assumes the saturation 

excess mechanism, concern is not as great; however, the modeler should be aware that, 

when drier basin conditions prevail, errors will likely be larger. 

9.5 Summary 

This chapter presented results of the effects of uncertainties in precipitation due to 

radar calibration techniques on surface -runoff generation. It was shown that the method 

of radar calibration had very significant effects on the total surface runoff generated and 

that the magnitude of errors produced varied from storm to storm. In addition, the 

calibration methods which resulted in the least amount of error in surface -runoff 
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generation were those that incorporated the bias correction factor. This led to the 

suggestion that simple methods which do not calibrate the radar equation parameters may 

be nearly as effective as the more complex methods, as long as the simple bias correction 

factor is applied. Studying how errors in precipitation affected errors in predicted surface 

runoff suggested that a given error in precipitation would result in an equal or larger error 

in runoff. 

The differences between the sensitivity of infiltration excess and saturation excess 

runoff to precipitation errors revealed that these two runoff mechanisms have very 

different behaviors and should not be treated in the same manner. Infiltration excess was 

shown to be much more sensitive to precipitation errors, indicating that additional caution 

should be exercised when applying radar -estimated precipitation to models which assume 

that type of runoff. The following chapter will move into a deeper discussion 

surrounding the differences between infiltration excess and saturation excess runoff in the 

context of precipitation resolution. In any case, uncertainties in radar -estimated 

precipitation due to the conversion from reflectivity to precipitation pose a formidable 

obstacle in rainfall -runoff modeling. In all rainfall -runoff applications, caution should be 

exercised when using these products. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

SENSITIVITY OF RUNOFF GENERATION TO PRECIPITATION 

AGGREGATION 

10.1 Introduction 

This chapter focuses on the sensitivity of surface -runoff generation to the spatial 

and temporal resolution of radar -estimated precipitation. The literature review presented 

in Chapter Two provided information on a number of studies which have sought to 

answer questions regarding the relationship between precipitation scale and runoff. Some 

of these studies have used radar -estimated precipitation in their work and some have not. 

Some have focused only on the spatial variability of precipitation or only on the temporal 

variability. Only one study, which was reviewed, differentiated between different types 

of runoff- generation mechanisms in efforts to understand the effects of precipitation 

variability on rainfall -runoff modeling. As seen in Chapter Nine, a significant difference 

exists in how the infiltration excess and the saturation excess mechanisms react to 

changes in precipitation input. This study seeks to understand how aggregation in time 

and space of a high -resolution radar -estimated precipitation data set affects both the 

infiltration excess and saturation excess modes of surface -runoff generation. This issue is 

of high importance, because many current hydrologic models receive precipitation input 

that has undergone some degree of spatial and/or temporal aggregation. 

This chapter begins with a description of the methods by which the 1 km x 1 km, 

6- minute NEXRAD precipitation intensity data were converted into coarser resolution 
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data sets. Then, a thorough analysis of the effects of precipitation aggregation on runoff 

generation is conducted. This analysis emphasizes the different characteristics of 

infiltration excess and saturation excess runoff and provides physical mechanisms with 

which to explain their differences. The chapter concludes with a motivation for 

characterizing the behavior of changes in runoff generation due to precipitation 

aggregation based on individual storm characteristics. 

10.2 Precipitation Aggregation Methods 

10.2.1 Temporal Aggregation 

During precipitation events, the NEXRAD radar system collects reflectivity 

profiles of the atmosphere at approximately 6- minute intervals. These reflectivity profiles 

are then used to generate the various precipitation accumulation products produced by the 

system. Some of these products include a one -hour, three -hour, and storm -total 

precipitation summaries. The one -hour digital precipitation product is used by the 

National Weather Service River Forecast Centers as input to their hydrologic models and 

to provide short-term flood advisories. This study will focus on temporal aggregations of 

precipitation which fall in the range between the finest resolution 6- minute time interval 

and the one -hour time interval which is commonly used in current hydrologic forecasts. 

Temporal aggregation of radar -estimated precipitation should not be performed in 

a careless manner. More specifically, when aggregating in time, the average reflectivity 

obtained from a series of several measurements is not the same as the average 
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precipitation intensity derived from those reflectivities. This is due to the nonlinearity of 

the equation relating reflectivity to rainfall intensity. As such, an arithmetic average of 

the precipitation intensity time series must be taken when temporally aggregating radar - 

estimated precipitation. 

When applying radar- estimated precipitation to a rainfall -runoff model, it is 

assumed that the precipitation intensity derived from the instantaneous reflectivity occurs 

uniformly until the next reflectivity snapshot is acquired. To assess how temporal 

aggregation affects runoff simulations, the sampling interval of the radar reflectivity was 

not changed; rather, the duration of the assumed constant precipitation intensity was 

changed. For example, instead of having constant precipitation intensity occurring at 6- 

minute time intervals, a 12- minute constant precipitation intensity would be constructed 

by simply averaging two 6- minute precipitation intensities. This method results in a 

constant precipitation depth being recorded for any level of temporal aggregation, and 

only the distribution of the precipitation in time changing. The constant precipitation 

time intervals chosen for this study were: (1) 6 minutes, (2) 24 minutes, (3) 42 minutes, 

and (4) 60 minutes. 

10.2.2 Spatial Aggregation 

The NEXRAD radar system collects reflectivity data at a 1 km x 1° spatial 

resolution. On a Cartesian coordinate system, this is approximately 1 km x 1 km. In 

practice, this high -resolution product is processed into a 2 km x 2 km composite 

reflectivity product which is used in construction of the precipitation accumulation 
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products. These precipitation accumulation products, including the hourly digital data 

used by the River Forecast Centers, is produced at a 4 km x 4 km spatial resolution. This 

study will focus on employing precipitation with resolutions ranging from the original 1 

km x 1 km up to 16 km x 16 km for rainfall -runoff modeling. 

Spatial aggregation of precipitation is carried out in a manner similar to temporal 

aggregation. Once again, the nonlinearity of the radar equation requires than any spatial 

averaging of radar pixels be performed by averaging the computed precipitation 

intensities rather than the reflectivity. In order to construct a reflectivity image at a 

coarser spatial resolution, the reflectivity would need to be converted into rainfall 

intensity, averaged to the spatial resolution desired, then converted back to reflectivity 

using the radar equation. This reflectivity represents an effective reflectivity that would 

result in the average rainfall obtained from the disaggregated, finer -resolution reflectivity 

data. 

When applying radar -estimated precipitation to rainfall -runoff modeling, it is 

typically assumed that the precipitation rate represented by an individual pixel is constant 

over its area. Even when the resolution of that pixel is relatively fine, such as 1 km x 1 

km, there exists subpixel variability. It is very likely that subpixel variability plays an 

important role in localized runoff generation; however, this study will not address this 

issue. Instead, the assumption that precipitation intensity is constant over a given pixel 

area will be made, which will apply when aggregation occurs to larger and larger pixel 

resolutions. These assumptions result in the average precipitation depth occurring over a 

fixed area remaining the same, but the aerial distribution of the precipitation changing. It 
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will be shown in the following sections that this can actually have a significant impact on 

the volume of precipitation which falls over an irregularly shaped region such as a 

watershed. The spatial precipitation resolutions constructed for this study include: (1) 1 

km x 1 km, (2) 2 km x 2 km, (3) 4 km x 4 km, (4) 8 km x 8 km, and (5) 16 km x 16 km. 

10.3 Mechanisms for Runoff Sensitivity to Precipitation Scale 

This section focuses on physical explanations of the methods by which the runoff 

generated from a catchment is affected by temporal and spatial aggregation of 

precipitation. It first describes theoretical mechanisms by which temporal aggregation 

may affect runoff generation, then focuses on the theoretical mechanisms by which spatial 

aggregation affects runoff generation. The discussion proceeds in the context of radar - 

estimated precipitation structure; i.e. a grid -type precipitation product. Graphical aids are 

also used to illustrate the important points. 

Temporal aggregation of precipitation can result in changes in runoff generation 

due to smoothing of rainfall intensities. When rainfall information from radar is 

aggregated temporally, the variability at each pixel with time will be reduced so that the 

intensity is now assumed to be constant for the aggregated duration. This will serve to 

reduce many of the periods of high rainfall intensity to a lower level. For a runoff - 

generating mechanism which is highly dependent on rainfall intensity, such as the 

infiltration excess mechanism, reducing periods of high rainfall intensity will have a 

significant effect on the runoff produced. This concept is illustrated in Figure 10.1. The 

first part of the figure shows a plot of rainfall intensity as a function of time plotted with 
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Figure 10.1: Reduction in surface runoff due to smoothing of precipitation intensities 
from temporal aggregation. 
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the local infiltration rate as a function of time. The second part of the figure shows a plot 

of rainfall intensity which has been aggregated in time plotted with the same local 

infiltration as a function of time. Given that the runoff produced can be represented by 

the area where the rainfall rate is greater than the infiltration rate, the method by which 

smoothing the intensities acts to reduce runoff production is clear. This smoothing of 

rainfall intensities due to temporal aggregation of precipitation should not play a 

significant role in runoff generation which is not as dependent on rainfall intensity, such 

as the saturation excess runoff mechanism. 

Spatial aggregation of precipitation can also result in changes in runoff generation 

due to smoothing of precipitation intensities. In a high- resolution precipitation image, 

significant localized features of the precipitation structure are well- represented. These 

localized features may be areas of high intensity or areas of lower intensity. When spatial 

aggregation occurs, these localized features get smoothed out. As with the smoothing of 

precipitation intensities due to temporal aggregation, smoothing due to spatial 

aggregation can have significant effects on runoff generation as well. Figure 10.2 

illustrates this concept. The top part of the figure shows rainfall intensities represented by 

a fine -resolution grid, provides the value of the local infiltration rate, and gives the 

amount of runoff produced. The bottom part of the figure shows the same information 

after the precipitation intensities have been aggregated to a 3 cell x 3 cell block. This 

mechanism for changes in runoff generation occurs primarily for intensity- dependent 

runoff generation, such as infiltration excess, and most often operates to reduce the 

amount of runoff generated. 
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Figure 10.2: Reduction in surface runoff due to smoothing of precipitation intensities 
from spatial aggregation. 
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Spatial aggregation of precipitation can also result in changes in runoff generation 

due to smoothing of precipitation volumes. Unlike the previous two methods for changes 

in runoff, smoothing of precipitation volumes can act on both infiltration excess and 

saturation excess mechanisms and may act to either increase or decrease the surface 

runoff. Smoothing of precipitation volumes occurs when areas of heavier rainfall 

occurring outside a watershed boundary get averaged into the watershed during spatial 

aggregation. Similarly, it can occur when areas of lighter rainfall outside the watershed 

get averaged into the watershed boundaries. This idea is illustrated in Figure 10.3, which 

shows how the volume of precipitation falling within a hypothetical watershed changes 

after aggregation occurs. The top part of a figure depicts the precipitation falling in the 

watershed before aggregation, and the bottom part shows the precipitation falling in the 

watershed after aggregation. As will be shown in the following sections, runoff 

generation is often directly affected by this change in precipitation volume. 

10.4 Effects of Precipitation Aggregation on Runoff Generation 

10.4.1 Introduction 

Precipitation input data based on the different spatial and temporal resolutions 

described above were created using the radar calibration method based on storm - 

dependent radar equation parameters and implementation of a bias correction factor. All 

the different possible combinations of temporal and spatial resolutions were studied, 
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Figure 10.3: Reduction in watershed precipitation due to smoothing of precipitation 
volumes from spatial aggregation. 
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resulting in 20 different precipitation data sets. Each of these resolutions of precipitation 

data were used as input into the full rainfall -runoff model which simulates both 

infiltration excess and saturation excess runoff generation. Of the 20 model runs made for 

each storm, the model run using the finest resolution of precipitation data as input was 

assumed to represent the "true" runoff. Because the rainfall -runoff model parameters 

were calibrated using this fine -resolution precipitation data, the predicted runoff was 

essentially same as the observed runoff. 

This leads to the interesting issue of how using different data sets as input to 

rainfall -runoff models can affect the calibration of their parameters. It is true that, if 

different periods of streamflow are used to calibrate a rainfall -runoff model, different 

optimal parameter values may result. It follows that the same must be true of different 

representations of the input data, the precipitation. If the choice had been made to use 

the 4 km x 4 km resolution precipitation data to calibrate the parameters in the rainfall - 

runoff model, it is likely that the optimal model parameters would be different. This 

issue, as important as it is, will not be specifically addressed in this study. The 

experiments that follow represent an effort to understand how precipitation aggregation 

affects runoff generation where model parameters are constant and assumed to accurately 

reflect the behavior of the watershed. The first of these experiments focuses on 

understanding surface -runoff generation as a whole, then focuses on the individual 

characteristics of infiltration excess and saturation excess runoff. 
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10.4.2 Total Surface Runoff 

Model runs incorporating both surface -runoff components of the rainfall -runoff 

model were made for all of the possible radar resolutions described previously. Plots of 

the cumulative runoff volume vs. time for each of these model runs are shown in Figures 

10.4- 10.10. Each figure shows results from all of the model runs made for each storm, 

with each subplot representing a particular temporal resolution and each line representing 

a particular spatial resolution. The figure associated with each storm will first be 

discussed individually; then the group will be assessed as a whole. 

Figure 10.4 shows the cumulative runoff volume for the storm of 10/28/91. There 

does not appear to be a great deal of difference between the 6 -, 24 -, 42 -, and 60- minute 

temporal resolution plots. However, looking at each individual temporal resolution plot, 

the sensitivity of the total runoff to the spatial resolution is apparent. The coarse 16 km 

resolution always produces the least runoff, followed by the 8 km resolution and the 4 km 

resolution. This trend is not consistent for the finest two resolutions with the 1 km 

producing less runoff than the 2 km resolution. The reason for this occurrence is 

discussed in a later section. These observations indicate that there is little if any 

sensitivity of surface -runoff generation to temporal resolution of precipitation, and that 

there is some degree of sensitivity to spatial resolution of precipitation. 

The results from the storm of 10/31/91 are shown in Figure 10.5. As with the 

storm of 10/28/91, there is little if any difference between the different temporal 

resolution plots. This indicates that the total surface -runoff generation is very insensitive 
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Figure 10.4: Cumulative total surface runoff from different spatial and temporal radar 
resolutions; storm of 10/28/91. 
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resolutions; storm of 2/24/93. 
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Figure 10.8: Cumulative total surface runoff from different spatial and temporal radar 
resolutions: storm of 5/9/93. 
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Figure 10.9: Cumulative total surface runoff from different spatial and temporal radar 
resolutions; storm of 5/12/94. 
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to the temporal aggregation of precipitation. As for the spatial aggregation, the trend of 

coarse resolution precipitation producing less surface runoff than finer spatial resolution 

precipitation continues. Again, the 2 km resolution produces slightly more runoff than 

the 1 km resolution precipitation. This trend is observed for all the different temporal 

resolutions studied. 

The storm of 9/10/92 is shown in Figure 10.6. The sensitivity of surface -runoff 

generation to precipitation resolution from this storm shows very different behavior than 

the previous two storms. While the insensitivity of the surface -runoff generation to 

temporal resolution is still observed for 9/10/92, the effects of spatial aggregation are 

essentially opposite of what were found for 10/28/91 and 10/31/91. For this storm, the 

coarsest spatial resolution precipitation produces the most surface runoff and the finest 

resolution produces the least amount of runoff. Notice that the reversal of the trend 

observed in the 1 km and 2 km resolutions for the previous two storms is not found in this 

storm. In addition, the magnitude of the sensitivity of runoff generation from 9/10/92 is 

significantly greater than that of the previous two storms. Possible reasons for this new 

behavior in the 9/10/92 storm will be assessed in a later section. 

The same behavior observed for the 9/10/92 storm is found in the 2/24/93 storm 

shown in Figure 10.4. As with all the storms observed thus far, there is little if any 

sensitivity to the temporal resolution of the precipitation input. The runoff generation is 

sensitive to the spatial resolution of precipitation, with the coarsest resolution producing 

the most surface runoff and the finest resolution producing the least. The 2/24/93 storm 
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is different from the 9/10/92 storm in that the magnitude of the sensitivity to the spatial 

aggregation is significantly smaller. 

The storm of 5/9/93 (Figure 10.8) exhibits a new type of behavior. For this storm, 

there is no observable trend for how the level of spatial aggregation effects runoff 

generation. The 16 km resolution produces the most runoff, the 8 km resolution produces 

the least amount of runoff, and the remaining three resolutions are scattered inbetween. 

The sensitivity to the temporal resolution of the precipitation remains negligible. The 

behavior of this storm is significant because it indicates an almost random response to the 

precipitation aggregation in space. Coupled with the two other types of behaviors 

observed for the other four storms, this provides motivation for a closer look at the 

physical processes which are causing these varying responses. 

A behavior similar to that observed in the 5/9/93 storm is found in the 5/12/94 

storm (Figure 10.9). The somewhat unstructured response of the surface runoff to levels 

of precipitation aggregation is found in 5/12/94; however, the arrangement is different 

from the 5/9/93 storm. For 5/12/94, the 8 km resolution results in the most runoff 

generation, while the 16 km resolution results in the least runoff generation. Because of 

their differences, the behaviors of 5/9/93 and 5/12/93 are alike in that they both exhibit 

random responses to the varying levels of spatial aggregation of precipitation. 

The final storm, 4/10/95 (Figure 10.10), does not show any new behavior. As 

with all the previous storms, there is little if any sensitivity to the temporal resolution of 

the precipitation. The response of the surface -runoff generation to the spatial resolution 

of the precipitation is for the coarser resolutions to produce more runoff than the finer 
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resolutions, similar to what was observed for the 9/10/92 and 2/24/93 storms. The one 

difference is that the 8 km resolution produces more runoff than the 16 km resolution 

precipitation. 

The surface runoff observed from all of the storms studied showed little if any 

sensitivity to the temporal resolution of the precipitation input. This observation is not 

particularly consistent with results reported by other studies which found the temporal 

resolution of precipitation to be quite important in surface -runoff generation (Krajewski, 

1991; Ogden and Julien, 1993). One of the possible causes of this discrepancy is the 

different mechanisms of runoff generation assumed in each study. This issue will be 

addressed in the forthcoming sections where the surface -runoff generation is separated 

into the infiltration excess and saturation excess components. In addition, the results 

observed for the sensitivity of runoff generation to the spatial aggregation of precipitation 

are cause for some concern. The three different types of behavior observed, (1) coarser 

resolution producing less runoff, (2) coarser resolution producing more runoff, and (3) 

random behavior, necessitate a deeper investigation so that physical means for these 

results may be determined. The first step in furthering this analysis is to examine the 

infiltration excess and saturation excess runoff components separately. 

10.4.3 Saturation Excess Runoff 

The effects of temporal and spatial aggregation of precipitation on saturation 

excess runoff for all of the storms studied are shown in Figures 10.11 -10.17. Each 

individual figure plots the temporal resolution of the precipitation on the x axis and the 
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Figure 10.11: Saturation excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
precipitation; storm of 10/28/91. 
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Figure 10.12: Saturation excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
precipitation; storm of 10/31/91. 
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Figure 10.13: Saturation excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
precipitation; storm of 9/10/92. 
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Figure 10.14: Saturation excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
precipitation; storm of 2/24/93. 
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Figure 10.15: Saturation excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
precipitation; storm of 5/9/93. 
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Figure 10.16: Saturation excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
precipitation; storm of 5/12/94. 
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Figure 10.17: Saturation excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
precipitation; storm of 4/10/95. 
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fraction of "true" runoff on the y axis. The true runoff is taken to be the runoff simulated 

using the finest spatial and temporal resolution precipitation input, namely 1 km x 6- 

minute. Each line in the figure represents a different spatial resolution of the 

precipitation. They are identified according to the legend in the figure. Each storm is 

now discussed individually. 

The sensitivity of saturation excess runoff to precipitation aggregation for the 

10/28/91 storm is shown in Figure 10.11. The horizontal nature of the lines indicates that 

there is very little sensitivity to the temporal resolution of the precipitation, as was 

observed for the total surface runoff. The layering of the different lines indicates the 

sensitivity to the spatial resolution of precipitation. Looking back at Figure 10.3, the 

same trend for the coarser resolutions to produce less runoff is observed. The behaviors 

observed for the saturation excess runoff are essentially the same as those observed for 

the total surface runoff. One conclusion from this is that the total surface runoff is 

dominated by the saturation excess mechanism. However, this conclusion cannot be 

verified until the behavior of the infiltration excess mechanism is examined. 

The same similarities observed between the saturation excess behavior and the 

total surface runoff found for 10/28/91 also occur for the storm of 10/31/91 (Figure 

10.12). The sensitivities of saturated excess runoff to both temporal and spatial 

aggregation are essentially the same as that found in the total surface runoff case. The 

same is true for 9/10/92 (Figure 10.13), 2/24/93 (Figure 10.14), 5/9/93 (Figure 10.15), 

5/12/94 (Figure 10.16), and 4/10/95 (Figure 10.17). All of the storms show the common 

behavior that there is little if any sensitivity of the saturation excess runoff mechanism to 
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the temporal aggregation of precipitation, and that the sensitivity to spatial aggregation of 

precipitation is completely storm- dependent and ranges from structured to random. 

The insensitivity of the saturation excess mechanism to temporal aggregation 

should be expected. This mechanism operates by precipitation falling on areas where the 

soil is completely saturated. In this sense, the runoff generation is not dependent on the 

intensity of the precipitation; rather, it is dependent primarily on the precipitation depth 

falling on the area. Thus, smoothing of precipitation intensities due to temporal 

aggregation does not affect saturation excess runoff. When temporal aggregation occurs, 

the original precipitation depth is preserved; hence, it follows that the total runoff depth 

should be preserved as well. There will be some effects on the timing of the runoff 

production, but when smoothed over a basin of this size, the effects will be slight, as 

observed in Figures 10.4- 10.10. The effects of the spatial aggregation on runoff 

production are still yet to be evaluated. The inconsistencies between storms suggest a 

storm- dependent feature that will help in determining the relationship, if one exists. One 

mechanism that may be acting to provide these inconsistencies in storm behavior is the 

smoothing of precipitation volumes due to spatial aggregation. As previously discussed, 

this can lead to rainfall being smoothed into or out of the watershed. This role of 

precipitation volume smoothing is discussed in detail following the presentation of the 

results for the infiltration excess runoff. 
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10.4.4 Infiltration Excess Runoff 

The sensitivity of infiltration excess runoff to the temporal and spatial aggregation 

of precipitation was much more significant than that for saturation excess runoff. Figures 

10.18 -10.24 show the sensitivity of the infiltration excess runoff generation to 

precipitation aggregation in the same manner presented for the saturation excess 

mechanism. Each of the storms' behavior is discussed individually. 

The infiltration excess runoff generated for the storm of 10/28/91 significantly 

decreased as the level of spatial and temporal aggregation increased. For example, with a 

6- minute temporal resolution, the 16 km resolution only produced 60% of the runoff 

produced with the 1 km resolution precipitation. The effects of temporal aggregation 

were significant too, with the 60- minute resolution producing only 62% of the 6- minute 

resolution runoff for the 1 km spatial resolution precipitation input. The trend for coarser 

spatial resolutions producing less runoff is violated somewhat for the 2 km resolution, 

which produces more runoff than the 1 km resolution at the 24 -, 42 -, and 60- minute 

temporal resolutions. The effects of coarser temporal and spatial aggregations on runoff 

generation are not to be unexpected, given the effects of smoothing precipitation 

intensities. Smoothing rainfall intensities in time and space results in a reduction of the 

localized high- intensity regions of precipitation which are responsible for infiltration 

excess runoff, as described in the earlier discussion. 

The results from the storm of 10/31/91 are shown in Figure 10.19. Similar 

behavior observed for the 10/28/91 storm occurs for the 10/31/91 storm. The general 

pattern of coarser spatial and temporal aggregations producing less runoff remains, and 
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Figure 10.18: Infiltration excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
precipitation; storm of 10/28/91. 
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Figure 10.19: Infiltration excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
precipitation; storm of 10/31/91. 
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Figure 10.20: Infiltration excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
precipitation; storm of 9/10/92. 
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Figure 10.21: Infiltration excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
precipitation; storm of 2/24/93. 
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Figure 10.22: Infiltration excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
precipitation; storm of 5/9/93. 
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Figure 10.23: Infiltration excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
precipitation; storm of 5/12/94. 
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Figure 10.24: Infiltration excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
precipitation; storm of 4/10/95. 
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the magnitude of the sensitivity is even greater. Only 40% of the runoff produced from 

the 1 km, 6- minute resolution is produced from the 16 km, 6- minute resolution. There 

are also several inconsistencies in the general trends observed. First, the 2 km resolution 

produces more runoff than the 1 km resolution for the 42- and 60- minute temporal 

resolutions. Second, for the 24- minute resolution, the 8 km resolution produces less 

runoff than the 16 km resolution. Recall that for the saturation excess runoff, there was 

more runoff generated for the 2 km resolution as well. This will play a role in the 

evaluation of these inconsistencies in the following section. 

The storm of 9/10/92 (Figure 10.20) shows drastically different behavior from 

that observed in the previous two storms. There is still the trend for greater temporal 

aggregation to result in less runoff generation; however, the effects of the spatial 

aggregation on the runoff generation are opposite of what was observed for 10/28/91 and 

10/31/91. For 9/10/92, the greater the spatial aggregation, the greater the amount of 

runoff produced. This behavior was also observed for the saturation excess runoff for 

this storm. This type of behavior is contradictory to what is expected to occur according 

to the smoothing of precipitation intensities idea. It is expected that spatial aggregation 

smoothes out the important localized regions of high- intensity rainfall which are 

primarily responsible for infiltration excess runoff. The possibility of smoothing of 

precipitation volumes affecting the sensitivity of the infiltration excess runoff is 

examined in the following section. 

The behavior of the 2/24/93 storm (Figure 10.21) shows the same properties as the 

9/10/92 storm. Again, the temporal aggregation serves to decrease runoff, and the 
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increasing spatial aggregation results in increased runoff generation. The 5/9/93 storm 

(Figure 10.22) and the 5/12/94 storm (Figure 10.23) exhibit more of the expected 

behavior, with increasing spatial aggregation producing less infiltration excess runoff due 

to the smoothing of rainfall intensities. There are several regions of inconsistency, such 

as the 2 km resolution producing more runoff than the 1 km resolution for the 5/9/93 

storm; however, these will be addressed in the following section. The storm of 4/10/95 

(Figure 10.24) is consistent in that the coarser temporal aggregations result in less surface 

runoff; however, the behavior of the spatial aggregation contains many inconsistencies 

which will hopefully be rectified in the discussion which follows. 

10.5 Mechanisms for Runoff Sensitivity to Precipitation Scale Revisited 

10.5.1 Introduction 

This section seeks to provide answers to the questions raised in the previous 

discussions regarding the possible role of smoothing of precipitation volumes in the 

sensitivity of both the saturation excess and infiltration excess runoff mechanisms to 

precipitation resolution. Smoothing of precipitation volumes (Figure 10.3) may serve to 

either increase runoff production or decrease runoff production, depending on the exact 

location of the watershed with respect to areas of greatest precipitation from a storm. The 

possibility of precipitation volume smoothing playing an important role in the results 

presented above is addressed by first looking at the differences in the precipitation falling 

over the watershed for each of the spatial aggregations studied. 
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A summary of the precipitation volumes falling within the boundary of the 

watershed from each of the spatial resolutions and for each storm is found in Table 10.1. 

Notice that, while there are differences in the precipitation amounts, they are not 

particularly large. Correlation between precipitation volume and runoff volume can be 

made by ranking each precipitation resolution in order of that producing the most rainfall 

to that producing the least rainfall, and comparing those with rankings of the resolution 

producing the most saturation excess runoff to the resolution producing the least amount 

of saturation excess runoff. Table 10.2 shows the results of these comparisons. For each 

storm event studied, the ranking of the precipitation produced from a given radar 

resolution corresponds exactly with the ranking of the saturation excess runoff generated 

from the same radar resolution. Obviously, the smoothing of precipitation volumes is 

playing a very significant role in the runoff sensitivity to spatial precipitation aggregation. 

While the saturation excess runoff generation has been shown to be directly related to the 

changes in precipitation falling over the watershed, a similar comparison for the 

infiltration excess mechanism is not possible. The infiltration excess mechanism is not 

only affected by the smoothing of precipitation volumes, but also is affected by the 

smoothing of rainfall intensities, as shown in Figures 10.18- 10.24. The influence of 

precipitation volume on this type of runoff will need to be assessed in a different manner. 

The effects of smoothing of precipitation volumes on both saturation excess and 

infiltration excess are further tested by normalizing the precipitation volumes at each 
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Table 10.1: Basin average precipitation depth from different spatial resolutions of 
precipitation. 

Spatial 
Resolution 

10/28/91 
(cm) 

10/31/91 
(cm) 

9/10/91 
(cm) 

2/24/93 
(cm) 

5/9/93 
(cm) 

5/12/94 
(cm) 

4/10/95 
(cm) 

1 km 4.61 3.28 7.00 3.46 10.73 3.53 1.84 
2 km 4.68 3.34 7.15 3.53 10.87 3.60 1.87 
4 km 4.53 3.20 7.25 3.51 10.78 3.56 1.88 
8 km 4.50 3.03 7.46 3.57 10.56 3.59 2.08 
16 km 4.30 3.01 7.98 3.66 10.94 3.44 1.91 

Table 10.2: Comparison between ranking of precipitation volume in watershed and 
saturation excess runoff generation; 1 represents "greatest" and 5 represents "least". 

Event 1 km 
rank 

2 km 
rank 

4 km 
rank 

8 km 
rank 

16 km 
rank 

10/28/91 Precipitation 2 1 3 4 5 

10/28/91 Runoff 2 1 3 4 5 

10/31/91 Precipitation 2 1 3 4 5 

10/31/91 Runoff 2 1 3 4 5 

9/10/92 Precipitation 5 4 3 2 1 

9/10/92 Runoff 5 4 3 2 1 

2/24/93 Precipitation 5 3 4 2 1 

2/24/93 Runoff 5 3 4 2 1 

5/9/93 Precipitation 4 2 3 5 1 

5/9/93 Runoff 4 2 3 5 1 

5/12/94 Precipitation 4 1 3 2 5 

5/12/94 Runoff 4 1 3 2 5 

4/10/95 Precipitation 5 4 3 1 2 
4/10/95 Runoff 5 4 3 1 2 
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spatial resolution to that of the finest resolution. Then, these "volume -normalized" 

precipitation data sets are used as input into the rainfall -runoff model and sensitivity plots 

similar to those shown in Figures 10.11 -10.24 are generated. This serves to eliminate the 

variable of precipitation volume, leaving only the effects of smoothing of precipitation 

intensities on the runoff generation. These results are presented in the next section. 

10.5.2 Saturation Excess Runoff: Normalized Precipitation Volume 

The precipitation volumes were normalized to the volume occurring with the 

finest spatial resolution by computing the fraction of the assumed "true" rainfall occurring 

for the given spatial resolution and uniformly applying that factor at each time step. 

While this simple method may not accurately reflect the time series of the precipitation 

correction, it does accurately correct the total changes in precipitation volume. 

The sensitivity of the saturation excess runoff generation to temporal and spatial 

aggregation of the radar -estimated precipitation with normalized precipitation volume is 

shown for all the storm events studied in Figures 10.25- 10.31. Given that the effects of 

precipitation volume due to spatial aggregation have been eliminated from this set of 

data, the sensitivity of the runoff to both spatial and temporal aggregations should now be 

minimal. Looking through Figures 10.25 -10.31, this is indeed the case. The storms of 

10/28/91, 10/31/91, 2/24/93, 5/9/93, 5/12/93, and 4/10/95 show essentially no sensitivity 

to either temporal or spatial aggregation of precipitation. The only storm where some 

slight sensitivity remains is the 9/10/92 storm (Figure 10.27). This may be due to the 
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Figure 10.25: Saturation excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
NORMALIZED precipitation; storm of 10/28/91. 
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Figure 10.26: Saturation excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
NORMALIZED precipitation; storm of 10/31/91. 
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Figure 10.27: Saturation excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
NORMALIZED precipitation; storm of 9/10/92. 
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Figure 10.28: Saturation excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
NORMALIZED precipitation; storm of 2/24/93. 
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Figure 10.29: Saturation excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
NORMALIZED precipitation; storm of 5/9/93. 
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Figure 10.30: Saturation excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
NORMALIZED precipitation; storm of 5/12/94. 
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Figure 10.31: Saturation excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
NORMALIZED precipitation; storm of 4/10/95. 
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method of precipitation normalization which did not account for the timing of when the 

errors in precipitation volumes are most severe. 

The results presented indicate that, if the changes in precipitation volumes falling 

in a basin due to spatial aggregation are properly taken into account, the temporal and 

spatial resolution of a radar- derived precipitation input will be inconsequential in the 

generation of saturation excess runoff. In order to make proper corrections to 

precipitation volume, the original high -resolution precipitation volume must be known, as 

well as the precise boundaries of the watershed of interest. This requires that, at some 

point during the data processing, the high -resolution data be saved so that these 

calculations are possible. Now, the infiltration excess mechanism is examined to assess 

the role of smoothing of precipitation volumes on this type of runoff generation. 

10.5.3 Infiltration Excess Runoff: Normalized Precipitation Volume 

In the previous discussion of infiltration excess runoff sensitivity to precipitation 

aggregation, there was a good deal of inconsistency in the runoff response to the various 

levels of aggregation. The expected behavior of reduced runoff from increased spatial 

aggregation of the precipitation was violated for several storms, including 9/10/92 (Figure 

10.20), and 2/24/93 (Figure 10.21). By using precipitation data normalized to the volume 

occurring from the fine -resolution product, only the effects of the smoothing of 

precipitation intensities on runoff production should be observed. 

The results from the simulations with normalized precipitation volumes are shown 

in Figures 10.32- 10.38. The storm of 10/28/91 (Figure 10.32) shows a general decrease 
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in the amount of runoff produced as spatial and temporal aggregation increase. These 

trends were also seen in the simulations where the precipitation was not normalized 

(Figure 10.18); however, the magnitudes of the runoff reductions are much less after the 

effect of changing precipitation volume was removed. The same may be said of the 

10/31/91 storm (Figure 10.33), which shows the same trends as the case where 

precipitation was not normalized (Figure 10.19), but again the magnitudes of the 

reductions are significantly less. In addition, where the 2 km precipitation resolution 

resulted in more runoff than the 1 km at several spatial resolutions for the variable 

volume case, it results in equal or lesser runoff for the constant precipitation volume case. 

This indicates that, by eliminating the effects of changing watershed precipitation 

volume, some inconsistencies in the expected behavior due to smoothing of intensities are 

removed. 

Recall that for the case of variable precipitation volume, the storm of 9/10/92 

(Figure 10.20) had more runoff occurring with greater spatial aggregation. When the 

precipitation volume is normalized, this behavior is practically reversed (Figure 10.34). 

Now, the expected trend for greater spatial aggregation to result in less runoff is found. 

There is some inconsistency at the longer time resolutions; however, the general behavior 

is as expected. 

The storm of 2/24/93 (Figure 10.35) remains somewhat of a problem to 

characterize. As with the case where precipitation was variable (Figure 10.21), the 

coarser spatial resolution precipitation produces more runoff than the finer resolutions. 

The effects of eliminating the changes in precipitation volume are apparent in that the 
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Figure 10.32: Infiltration excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
NORMALIZED precipitation; storm of 10/28/91. 
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Figure 10.33: Infiltration excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
NORMALIZED precipitation; storm of 10/31/91. 
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Figure 10.34: Infiltration excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
NORMALIZED precipitation; storm of 9/10/92. 
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Figure 10.35: Infiltration excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
NORMALIZED precipitation; storm of 2/24/93. 
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Figure 10.36: Infiltration excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
NORMALIZED precipitation; storm of 5/9/93. 
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Figure 10.37: Saturation excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
NORMALIZED precipitation; storm of 5/12/94. 
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Figure 10.38: Infiltration excess runoff sensitivity to temporal and spatial resolution of 
NORMALIZED precipitation; storm of 4/10/95. 
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magnitude of the runoff sensitivity for the case where the precipitation was normalized is 

less than before it was normalized. It remains unclear why the smoothing of intensities is 

resulting in greater runoff generation for this case. The one possible reason is that the 

uniform method for normalizing the precipitation volumes is serving to provide incorrect 

alterations to the rainfall intensities at some time steps. It is possible that a time - 

dependent precipitation correction factor might change the results which are currently 

being observed. 

The 5/9/93 and the 5/12/94 storms (Figures 10.36 and 10.37) exhibit strict 

agreement with the theory that increased temporal and spatial aggregation results in 

decreased runoff generation. Any inconsistencies in this behavior observed for the cases 

of variable precipitation volume have been essentially eliminated. There is a bit of a 

reduction in the sensitivity when the precipitation volume is normalized. For the storm of 

4/10/95 (Figure 10.38), some inconsistency in the behavior of the runoff generation 

remains at the longer time resolutions, but much of the inconsistencies found in the case 

with variable precipitation volume have been constrained. 

This discussion has shown that the smoothing of precipitation volumes plays a 

significant role in the sensitivity of infiltration excess runoff to precipitation aggregation. 

When the effects of precipitation volume variability were removed, a strong trend for 

runoff volumes to decrease with increasing temporal and spatial aggregation was 

observed. This behavior coincides with that expected from the idea of smoothing of 

precipitation intensities presented in Section 10.3. 
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10.6 Summary 

This chapter has examined in detail the differences in how the primary surface - 

runoff generation mechanisms -- infiltration excess and saturation excess -- react to 

temporal and spatial aggregation of radar -estimated precipitation. The saturation excess 

mechanism was shown to be very insensitive to the temporal resolution of the 

precipitation input, but was sensitive to the spatial resolution due to the resulting changes 

in precipitation volume falling over the basin. The infiltration excess mechanism was 

affected by both temporal and spatial aggregation. Increasing temporal aggregation 

reduced the amount of runoff generated due to smoothing of the rainfall intensities in 

time. Changes in the spatial resolution of the precipitation affected infiltration excess 

runoff by both changing the amount of rainfall volume in the basin and smoothing the 

rainfall intensities in space. Changes in the precipitation volume both increased and 

decreased the amount of runoff generation, depending on the storm and the level of 

aggregation. When the effects of variable precipitation volume were removed, increasing 

spatial aggregation decreased the amount of runoff produced. 

These results suggest that different considerations regarding precipitation 

aggregation must be taken when employing a model which assumes either infiltration 

excess or saturation excess runoff mechanisms. If a proper accounting of the true rainfall 

volume occurring, given the finest available precipitation data, can be made, then the 

effects of spatial aggregation on the saturation excess mechanism can be remedied, as 

well as a portion of the effects on infiltration excess runoff. However, infiltration excess 
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runoff is also very sensitive to the smoothing of rainfall intensities and requires that 

additional accommodations be made when using coarse -resolution rainfall inputs. In the 

next chapter, a possible method for dealing with the errors introduced into infiltration 

excess runoff simulations resulting from smoothing of precipitation intensities is 

introduced. The method will attempt to determine a means for relating a storm 

characteristic, the level of precipitation aggregation, and the resulting reduction of 

infiltration excess runoff. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

PREDICTION OF INFILTRATION EXCESS RUNOFF REDUCTION DUE TO 

PRECIPITATION AGGREGATION 

11.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter presented the results of experiments used to determine how 

different runoff mechanisms respond to changes in precipitation inputs due to temporal 

and spatial aggregation. One primary conclusion was that there was a general trend for 

the infiltration excess runoff generation to decrease as the level of both temporal and 

spatial aggregation increased, given that effects of precipitation volume changes were 

properly accounted for. Another conclusion was that the magnitude of this decrease in 

runoff generation was storm- dependent. This necessitates that some relationship between 

storm characteristics and the magnitude of the runoff reductions be derived. If such a 

relationship can be found, then proper corrections can be made to runoff predictions 

produced using a given resolution of precipitation input. 

11.2 Methods 

The storm characteristics thought to be most related to the effects of precipitation 

aggregation on runoff generation were those related to the spatial variability of the rainfall 

over the watershed area. The rainfall characteristics of a storm can be represented in 

many possible ways, such as the total rainfall depth, the average rainfall intensity, or the 

maximum rainfall intensity. The spatial variability of these characteristics can also be 
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represented in many ways, ranging from simple methods such as determining the variance 

or standard deviation, to more complex methods such as variogram analysis. Because the 

intent of this exercise was to develop a simple means for accommodating for errors in 

runoff simulation due to precipitation aggregation, the use of simple spatial variance of 

rainfall characteristics was chosen. 

The rainfall characteristics listed above, rainfall total, mean rainfall intensity, and 

maximum rainfall intensity, were selected to represent storm rainfall. For each of the 

storm events studied, the spatial standard deviation of each of the precipitation 

characteristics listed above were computed. The spatial standard deviation of the total 

rainfall was calculated according to the following equation: 

1 2 

óTotalRain - ( PTotal - PTi otal ) n - l i=1 

where OTotal rain = spatial standard deviation [L] 

n = number of 1 km x 1 km radar pixels over watershed area 

P Total = mean storm total precipitation for all pixels [L] 

PTotal = storm total precipitation for pixel i [L] 

The spatial standard deviation of the mean rainfall intensity was calculated by a similar 

equation given by: 

l In 2 

MeanInt mean ) 
n - li = 

where 6Meanlnt = spatial standard deviation [L/T] 

(11.2) 
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n = number of 1 km x 1 km radar pixels over watershed area 

I mean = mean of mean precipitation intensity for all pixels [LIT] 

I Mean = mean precipitation intensity for pixel i [L/T] 

The mean precipitation intensity for each individual pixel was calculated by determining 

the mean intensity when rainfall was occurring at a rate greater than a low threshold 

value. This threshold value was taken to be 0.1 (cm/hr). This ensured that long periods 

of no rainfall did not enter into the calculations. Finally, the standard deviation of the 

maximum precipitation intensity was calculated as : 

l n - 
óMax/nt I (I max 

n -ii =1 

where 6MaxInt = spatial standard deviation [LIT] 

n = number of 1 km x 1 km radar pixels over watershed area 

I max = mean of maximum precipitation intensity for all pixels [L/T] 

(11.3) 

I max = maximum precipitation intensity for pixel i [L/T] 

The maximum precipitation intensity at each pixel was determined by checking the 

rainfall intensity at each 6- minute time step to see if it was greater than the previous 

maximum intensity. 

Once these statistical measures of each storm's precipitation characteristics were 

determined, they were plotted vs. the reduction in infiltration excess runoff obtained from 

a given spatial or temporal aggregation. From these plots, quantitative assessments were 

made of how well each precipitation characteristic statistic related to the simulated 
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reductions in runoff generation. These plots and the information obtained from them are 

discussed in the following section. 

11.3 Results 

The spatial standard deviation of the total storm precipitation was plotted vs. the 

reductions in runoff due to temporal and spatial aggregation to see if any relationship 

exists. These plots, shown in Figures 11.1 and 11.2, respectively, show that there is 

virtually no relationship between the spatial standard deviation of the storm total 

precipitation and the fraction of "true" runoff generated from the different temporal 

(Figure 11.1) and spatial (Figure 11.2) resolutions of precipitation. This should be 

expected, because the variability in the precipitation depth is not the driving force behind 

the sensitivity of the infiltration excess mechanism. It is more likely that the variability in 

the precipitation intensity has more of an influence on the infiltration excess runoff 

generation. 

The spatial standard deviation of the mean precipitation intensity vs. the reduction 

in runoff volume was plotted for each of the temporal aggregations (Figure 11.3) and 

each of the spatial aggregations (Figure 11.4). For the cases of temporal aggregation, 

there is a slight trend for greater values of the standard deviation to result in greater runoff 

reductions, with less aggregation resulting in less runoff reduction. However, there is a 

great deal of scatter in the data from the best fit least squares line. The same may be said 

for the cases of spatial aggregation (Figure 11.4). While larger values of the standard 

deviation tend to be associated with greater runoff reductions, the 
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line. 
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scatter is significant. These results indicate that the variability in the mean precipitation 

intensities may not be the appropriate predictor of runoff sensitivity. This is logical, 

because it is the high- intensity rainfall periods, rather than simply the average intensity 

rainfall, which are responsible for infiltration excess runoff generation. 

Finally, the spatial standard deviation of the maximum precipitation intensity is 

plotted against the fraction of "true" runoff generated from different temporal (Figure 

11.5) and spatial (Figure 11.6) resolutions. In contrast to the previous relationships 

examined, the standard deviation of the maximum precipitation intensity exhibits a strong 

correlation with the reduction of runoff. For the cases of temporal aggregation, there is a 

linear relationship between the standard deviation and the fraction of "true" runoff 

produced at each of the different levels of aggregation. In addition, the increase in runoff 

reductions with increased temporal aggregation is also apparent, shown by the negative 

slope of the least squares line increasing as the level of temporal aggregation moves from 

24 minutes to 60 minutes. Similarly, a linear relationship between the standard deviation 

of maximum precipitation intensity and the reduction of runoff exists for the different 

cases of spatial aggregation (Figure 11.6). Again, the increasing negative slope of the 

least squares line as the spatial aggregation goes from 2 km to 16 km indicates how the 

increasing spatial aggregation results in increasing runoff reductions. The lack of scatter 

in the data from the least squares line is remarkable in Figures 11.5 and 11.6. This 

suggests that the potential exists for predictions of runoff reductions to be made based on 

the linear relationships found in these plots. The following section 
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introduces regression equations developed from these data used to predict reductions in 

infiltration excess runoff due to varying levels of temporal and spatial aggregation. 

11.4 Prediction of Runoff Reductions 

Regression equations were developed to relate the fraction of "true" runoff 

generated by a given level of spatial aggregation to the standard deviation of the 

maximum precipitation intensity from the finest 1 km x 6- minute precipitation resolution. 

A different equation was developed for each level of spatial and temporal aggregation. 

The purpose of these equations is to predict the error in infiltration excess runoff 

simulation, given a particular temporal or spatial resolution precipitation input and a 

knowledge of the variability in the storms' maximum precipitation intensities. These 

equations and their associated r2 and correlation statistics are provided in Tables 11.1 and 

11.2. 

The information shown in Table 11.1 regarding the regression equations for the 

temporal aggregations indicates good fits according to the high values of the r2 statistic 

and the correlation coefficient. In addition, the performance of the regression equations is 

somewhat better for the higher 42- and 60- minute aggregations, suggesting that these 

relationships might deteriorate somewhat for smaller time aggregation. For the cases of 

the different spatial resolutions (Table 11.2), the regression statistics are also quite good. 

However, the r2 values do drop below 0.75 for the 4 km and 2 km aggregations. Again, 

this may suggest that these regression equations are more appropriate for predicting 

runoff reductions due to coarser precipitation aggregations. Nevertheless, the predictive 
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Table 11.1: Regression equations for temporal aggregation of precipitation; y represents 
the fraction of "true" runoff and x represents the standard deviation of maximum 
precipitation intensities. 

60 -min Res. 42 -min Res. 24 -min Res. 
Regression Eqn. y = 0.92 - 0.20x y = 0.98 - 0.22x y = 0.95 - 0.15x 

r2 0.84 0.87 0.76 
Correlation -0.92 -0.93 -0.87 

Table 11.2: Regression equations for spatial aggregation of precipitation; y represents the 
fraction of "true" runoff and x represents the standard deviation of maximum 
precipitation intensities. 

16 km Res. 8 km Res. 4 km Res. 2 km Res. 
Regression 

Eqn. 
y = 1.0 - 0.21x y = 1.01 - 0.15x y = 0.99 - 0.08x y = 0.99 - 0.03x 

r2 0.90 0.76 0.63 0.56 
Correlation -0.95 -0.87 -0.79 -0.75 
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ability of all the equations presented is high enough to indicate the potential in this 

method for accounting for errors in runoff simulations. 

11.5 Summary 

A relationship between storm precipitation aggregation, a storm characteristic, and 

infiltration excess runoff sensitivity has been presented. The storm characteristic, the 

spatial standard deviation of maximum precipitation intensity, was shown to be linearly 

related to the fraction of "true" runoff produced from a particular level of temporal or 

spatial precipitation aggregation. In addition, the amount of runoff reduction increased as 

the level of spatial and temporal aggregation increased. Regression equations were 

developed to predict the amount of infiltration excess runoff reduction for a particular 

level of precipitation aggregation, given the standard deviation of the maximum 

precipitation intensities. The r2 statistic and the correlation coefficient for these equations 

indicated a high level of performance. 

It should be understood that these equations, in present form, are not suitable for 

application in a real -time modeling environment. They require the knowledge of the 

precipitation intensity distribution after the entire storm, from the finest available 

resolution data. The main purpose for the development of these equations was as follows. 

First, they show that runoff response to precipitation resolution is not random, but that it 

is related to an important storm characteristic. Second, they provide the basis for future 

research which might focus on a technique which can, in real -time, make adjustments to 
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runoff predictions based on the resolution of the precipitation being used and a storm 

characteristic related to the spatial variability of the maximum rainfall intensities. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

12.1 Introduction 

This report has focused on several key issues related to the use of radar -estimated 

precipitation in rainfall -runoff modeling. The work was strongly motivated by the rapidly 

expanding body of NEXRAD Level II data available to the public for use in both research 

and commercial applications. The increasing availability of NEXRAD Level II data 

requires that potential users be properly informed regarding effective methods for 

working with and applying the data to hydrologic applications. The areas emphasized in 

this report were: (1) methods for calibration and adjustment of the radar- estimated 

precipitation with rain gauges, (2) the effects of errors introduced into the precipitation 

data by uncertainty in the transformation from reflectivity to rainfall on runoff 

predictions, (3) how the temporal and spatial resolution of the radar estimated 

precipitation product affects runoff simulations, and (4) how the reduction of infiltration 

excess runoff resulting from precipitation aggregation can be predicted based on storm 

characteristics. The major conclusions concerning each of these primary topics are 

discussed in this chapter. In addition, a special section devoted to identifying the most 

important scientific contributions of this research and their impact on the improvement of 

flash -flood forecasting techniques is included. Finally, this chapter concludes with a 

discussion of future research directions. 
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12.2 Conclusions 

12.2.1 Calibration of Radar Data with Daily Reporting Rain Gauges 

Several methods for calibrating and adjusting radar -estimated precipitation with 

ground -based rain gauges were developed and compared. The different methods were 

developed not only to determine which one resulted in the best fit between radar - 

estimated and gauge- measured rainfall, but also to represent a range in the quality of 

radar -estimated precipitation data which might be encountered in similar applications. 

These experiments showed that, for ranges far from the radar site, where 

measurement of precipitation with radar is particularly difficult, the simple use of the 

NEXRAD default parameters in the radar equation is insufficient for effective 

precipitation estimation. Performance of the radar improved when it was adjusted using a 

mean bias correction factor determined from rain gauge storm total precipitation 

measurements. In addition, methods incorporating storm- dependent calibrated radar 

equation parameters were more effective than uniform radar equation parameters at 

reducing the differences between rain gauge- measured and radar -estimated precipitation. 

The conclusion was made that, by using storm- dependent radar equation parameters 

coupled with a bias correction factor, the best possible fit between radar and rain -gauge 

precipitation could be obtained. 

The final recommendations on this issue would be to exercise caution when 

developing precipitation data sets from NEXRAD Level II data. Attention must be given 

to both the pre -processing of the reflectivity, as described in Chapter Five, and properly 
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parameterizing the transformation from reflectivity to rainfall. Although the availability 

of the NEXRAD data will provide precipitation information at a level not previously 

possible over many areas of the country, careless application may lead to gross errors. 

This thesis provides effective methods for obtaining accurate precipitation information 

from NEXRAD Level II data using relatively simple techniques. 

12.2.2 Effects of Radar Calibration Technique on Runoff Simulations 

Radar -estimated precipitation data sets for seven storms were created using each 

of the different methods presented for adjusting radar data with rain -gauge information. 

Each of these sets of precipitation data were used as input to a rainfall -runoff model to 

assess how the uncertainty in radar -estimated precipitation affected the simulated runoff 

generation. In addition, the surface -runoff generation was separated into its infiltration 

excess and saturation excess components, so that the differences in their behavior might 

be characterized. 

The sensitivity of the runoff simulations to the precipitation input was very high. 

For some storms, the total runoff generated from one precipitation input was several 

hundred percent of that generated from another precipitation input. For all of the storms 

studied, errors in the estimated precipitation depth resulted in equal or larger errors in the 

runoff production. Furthermore, the events which occurred when the basin was drier 

tended to result in runoff errors larger than the runoff errors occurring when the basin was 

wet. These results emphasized the importance of quality precipitation input data for use 

in hydrologic modeling. 
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The differences in the response of saturation excess and infiltration excess runoff 

to precipitation errors were also presented. A linear relationship was common between 

precipitation errors and runoff errors for the case of saturation excess runoff. The 

magnitudes of the runoff errors were generally equal to or somewhat larger than the 

precipitation errors, depending on the dryness of the basin. However, the relationship 

between precipitation errors and runoff errors for the infiltration excess case was very 

different. First, the magnitude of the runoff errors was much larger than the magnitude of 

the saturation excess runoff errors. In addition, the linear relationship between 

precipitation and runoff errors was much weaker. These results indicated the much 

greater sensitivity of the infiltration excess mechanism to small changes in the 

precipitation input. 

The most important insights gained from this section relate to the increased 

importance of having accurate, high -quality radar- estimated precipitation data. If there is 

low confidence in the quality of radar -estimated precipitation data, then the confidence in 

resulting runoff calculations will be even lower. For the case of infiltration excess runoff 

simulations, significantly lower confidence should be placed in the runoff simulations. 

These results should provide incentive for users of the NEXRAD Level II data to 

incorporate means for calibrating and adjusting radar- estimated precipitation with rain - 

gauge observations, as done in this study, so that a higher level of credibility may be 

given to the hydrologic predictions. 
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12.2.3 Effects of Radar -Estimated Precipitation Aggregation on Runoff Simulations 

Precipitation data sets with a range of temporal and spatial resolutions were 

created for each of the seven storms studied. They were then used as input to the rainfall - 

runoff model to assess the effects of precipitation aggregation on runoff simulations. 

Several primary mechanisms by which aggregation of precipitation results in changes in 

runoff simulation were described in a conceptual sense. These mechanisms, smoothing 

of rainfall intensities and smoothing of rainfall volumes, were attributed to the range in 

sensitivity observed in the simulated runoff volumes. An essential part of this study was 

to look individually at saturation excess and infiltration excess runoff generation. Both of 

these types of runoff generation were separately analyzed to determine their response to 

temporal and spatial aggregation of precipitation. 

One of the most important developments in this study was the separation of the 

sensitivity of runoff simulations due to smoothing precipitation intensities from that due 

to smoothing of precipitation volumes. Smoothing of precipitation volumes either 

increased or decreased the amount of surface -runoff generation, depending on how the 

basin average precipitation changed. The amount of saturation excess runoff generation 

was directly dependent on the basin average precipitation depth, which was quite 

sensitive to the spatial aggregation of precipitation. The saturation excess runoff 

generation was almost completely insensitive to smoothing of rainfall intensities due to 

both spatial and temporal aggregation of the radar product. When the precipitation 

volume falling within the basin was normalized to that resulting from the finest resolution 
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precipitation product, saturation excess runoff was completely insensitive to both 

temporal and spatial aggregations. 

The infiltration excess mechanism was affected by both smoothing of 

precipitation volumes and smoothing of precipitation intensities. When the effects of 

variable precipitation volume were not accounted for, the sensitivity of the runoff 

generation to spatial and temporal aggregation of the precipitation was not well- behaved. 

After the effects of changing precipitation volumes were accounted for by normalizing 

the basin average precipitation depth, the sensitivity was much better behaved. The 

effects of smoothing of precipitation intensities due to both temporal and spatial 

aggregation generally were to reduce the amount of infiltration excess runoff. For most 

of the storms studied, the amount of runoff generation decreased as the level of spatial 

aggregation increased. Similarly, increasing temporal aggregation decreased the runoff 

generation. Another key observation was that the magnitude of the runoff reductions 

were storm- dependent, leading to the final portion of research concerning the 

characterization of this storm- dependent sensitivity. 

The most important findings regarding the effects of precipitation aggregation on 

runoff generation were the strong differences in the response of the infiltration excess 

runoff and saturation excess runoff to precipitation aggregation. The results have shown 

that infiltration excess runoff generation is much more sensitive than saturation excess 

runoff generation to the resolution of the precipitation input. More specifically, if the 

effects of variable rainfall volumes can be accounted for, saturation excess runoff 

becomes completely insensitive to precipitation aggregation, while infiltration excess 
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runoff significantly decreases with increasing aggregation. This suggests that more effort 

should be made to account for errors in the precipitation data due to temporal and spatial 

aggregation when modeling the infiltration excess runoff mechanism. If these errors are 

not properly accounted for, significant underestimation of runoff is likely. 

12.2.4 Prediction of Infiltration Excess Runoff Reductions from Storm 
Characteristics 

A method for relating storm characteristics and infiltration excess runoff reduction 

due to temporal and spatial aggregation of precipitation was presented. The spatial 

standard deviation of the maximum precipitation intensity determined from the finest 

resolution precipitation product was linearly related to the reduction in runoff due to a 

given level of precipitation aggregation. Regression equations were developed for each 

of the spatial and temporal aggregations studied to serve as a means for predicting the 

error in the runoff generation that might be expected from a storm with a particular 

variability in maximum rainfall intensity. 

These equations will be useful in determining the errors in runoff simulations of 

future events with a given maximum rainfall intensity distribution. If the maximum 

rainfall intensity distribution is not known a priori, then these equations could be used to 

gauge what the possible range of runoff simulation errors might be when using a 

particular resolution rainfall input, given typical storm characteristics from climatology. 

This information would be helpful in placing confidence levels on runoff forecasts or in 
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the production of a range of probabilistic forecasts based on the range of runoff errors 

expected. 

12.3 Scientific Contributions 

The research presented in this thesis has both strengthened popular opinion on 

several important issues, as well as offered several new contributions to the current body 

of scientific work of the subject. These new contributions include: (1) addressing the 

issue of radar -estimated precipitation uncertainty in the context of hydrologic 

applications, (2) explicitly differentiating between the response of infiltration excess and 

saturation excess runoff to uncertainties in precipitation inputs, and (3) showing that the 

sensitivity of runoff generation to precipitation scale may be directly related to a tangible 

storm characteristic. Ultimately, these contributions will have a direct impact on 

operational hydrology, namely the understanding and prediction of flash floods. 

Many previous studies have focused on improvements in radar estimates of 

precipitation (Smith et al., 1996a) or comparisons of rain -gauge and radar- estimated 

precipitation (Collier, 1986a; Collinge, 1991). Little of the past research has looked into 

how the known errors inherent in the radar estimates of precipitation affect runoff 

simulations. This study has investigated how uncertainty in the radar due to both the 

transformation from reflectivity to rainfall and the uncertainty resulting from aggregation 

of the precipitation affect predicted runoff. The conclusions from this thesis agree with 

those of Numec (1985) and Hudlow (1983) that errors in rainfall will result in equal of 

larger errors in runoff. 
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The differentiation between infiltration excess and saturation excess runoff is one 

of the most important aspects of this thesis. Only one of the reviewed studies (Loague, 

1988) differentiated between the two types of runoff in studying the effects of 

precipitation scale and soil properties on runoff generation. The study suggested that 

saturation excess runoff was less responsive to changes in the precipitation inputs. This 

conclusion is certainly strongly supported by this thesis. Most of the previous work 

related to the effects of precipitation scale on runoff simulations focused on the 

infiltration excess mechanism of runoff generation. The general conclusion from many of 

these studies (Milly and Eagleson, 1988; Ogden and Julien, 1993; Michaud and 

Sorooshin, 1994) was that less runoff often resulted when the precipitation was assumed 

to be more uniform than in reality. The findings of this thesis strongly support this 

conclusion and go on to further show that there is generally a steady decrease in runoff 

production as both the temporal and spatial resolution of the precipitation become 

coarser. In addition, the ideas by Krajewski et al. (1991) that the temporal representation 

of rainfall is more important than the spatial representation when modeling surface runoff 

is supported by this thesis, for only the infiltration excess case. Nevertheless, the results 

of this research are the first to put strong emphasis on the magnitude of the differences 

between the response of infiltration excess and saturation excess runoff to uncertainties in 

radar -estimated precipitation due to both the transformation from reflectivity to rainfall 

and aggregation of the precipitation. 

An area where this work has focused that none of the previous work has is in 

relating a storm characteristic to the reduction in infiltration excess runoff observed as a 
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result of temporal or spatial aggregation of the precipitation. Some previous work has 

related basin scale and precipitation resolution to reduction of runoff generation (Ogden 

and Julien, 1994). While that study showed that runoff volumes decrease as the 

precipitation resolution approaches the scale of the watershed as well as approaches the 

scale of the storm, it had little insight to offer regarding the cause for storm- dependent 

responses to precipitation resolution. In addition, Ogden and Julien (1994) only looked at 

the spatial resolution of precipitation. The results from this thesis add significantly to the 

existing literature by describing the reduction in infiltration excess runoff due to both 

spatial and temporal aggregation by the same storm- dependent characteristic, the spatial 

standard deviation of maximum precipitation intensity. 

The results of this research clearly have important ramifications regarding the 

improvement of flash -flood forecasting. When rainfall -runoff models are used for 

predicting flash floods, the forecaster must be aware of: (1) the type of runoff that the 

given rainfall -runoff model assumes, (2) what kind of uncertainty can be expected in the 

rainfall data, especially if they are radar -derived, and (3) the resolution of the 

precipitation data which is being used as input to the model. Without an understanding of 

these three elements, the forecaster will be unable to properly assess the quality of the 

impending prediction, or to make necessary corrections to the prediction. The results of 

this thesis provide operational forecasters with the necessary information to assess those 

three issues, and hence, improve their predictions. 

In the majority of operational flash -flood forecasting situations, distributed 

rainfall -runoff models are not employed to produce the forecast. Alternatively, flash- 
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flood warnings are issued by the National Weather Service forecast offices when certain 

rainfall criteria are met. These criteria, based primarily on antecedent rainfall, suggest the 

amount of rainfall needed in time durations from one to six or more hours for flooding to 

take place. The results of this research are still of value for this type of flash -flood 

prediction. For example, if a forecaster is working in an environment where infiltration 

excess dominates, he should be aware that it is the short duration (less than one hour) 

precipitation intensity that controls this type of runoff generation. Furthermore, the 

forecaster should realize that the resolution of precipitation being used will not likely be 

representing the areas of highest rainfall intensity, most important in producing 

significant runoff. The results from this study would not only suggest that the forecaster 

use the short- duration intensity of rainfall as a means for issuing flood warnings, but that 

he take into account the high- intensity rainfall not well- represented by the available 

precipitation information. 

12.4 Closing Remarks 

The research presented in this report has covered several aspects of the use of 

radar -estimated precipitation for rainfall -runoff modeling. While some of the techniques 

and results presented in this study pertain directly to the use of NEXRAD Level II 

reflectivity data, many of the concepts and results apply to the use of all radar data, as 

well as to scale issues in general. The overriding theme of the report has been that care 

should be taken to account for numerous sources of error when applying radar data to 

hydrologic applications. 
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Progress in developing methods for measuring rainfall with radar has been 

enormous in the last decade and continues to proceed rapidly. Nevertheless, a significant 

amount of uncertainty remains in the transformation from reflectivity to rainfall rate. It is 

important that this uncertainty and the errors in precipitation which result be properly 

considered in hydrologic application. This applies to errors in the precipitation resulting 

from temporal and spatial aggregation as well. If these uncertainties are not properly 

accounted for, significant errors in hydrologic simulations may result. 

12.5 Future Directions 

Several interesting areas of future research have stemmed from this study. The 

first regards further development of the relationship between storm characteristics and 

infiltration excess runoff reduction, and the second area concerns the sensitivity of 

rainfall -runoff model calibration to precipitation input resolution. 

The equations developed for relating the spatial standard deviation of maximum 

precipitation intensity to infiltration excess runoff reduction were not applicable for use in 

a forecasting environment. They required knowledge of the entire storm's behavior to 

predict the reductions in the total storm runoff volume. Preliminary experiments have 

been performed to apply these equations in real -time by keeping a running record of the 

rainfall intensity distributions and adjusting the simulated runoff at each time step. It is 

likely that new relationships will emerge when making runoff adjustments in a 

forecasting sense as proposed. In addition, it there may be information within the coarse - 

resolution precipitation intensity data which might eliminate the need to know the 
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characteristics of the precipitation structure from the high -resolution data. This prospect 

has yet to be tested. 

The issue of the effects of precipitation data input on the calibration of hydrologic 

models has become very important since the completion of the NEXRAD network. The 

models which are run by the National Weather Service for flood forecasting purposes 

have been calibrated using traditional rain -gauge data. These models often provide 

poorer predictions of streamflow when higher -quality radar data are used as input, (Fread, 

1997). One of the primary reasons for this is that the hydrologic models have been 

"trained" to account for errors in the mean basin precipitation derived from the gauges 

through parameter calibration. The question becomes whether or not these hydrologic 

models which require many years worth of data for calibration need to be recalibrated 

with the new radar data before the radar -estimated precipitation can be of any use. In 

addition, could these models be reliably recalibrated with radar data from only a couple of 

years? Can some of the key parameters be adjusted to take into account the new source 

of precipitation input? Perhaps some of the developments made in this study regarding 

the effects of precipitation aggregation on runoff simulations might serve as a starting 

point for looking into how using higher- resolution radar data will affect model 

simulations calibrated with lower- density rain gauge- networks. 

Clearly, a great deal of opportunity exists for research related to effective use of 

radar -estimated precipitation in rainfall -runoff modeling. The next several years should 

see increasing use of the NEXRAD products and will require that appropriate methods for 
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their proper use be developed. The research presented in this thesis has provided a 

foundation on which further developments may be built. 
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APPENDIX A 

ARC/INFO REFLECTIVITY PROCESSING CODE 

&args elv 1 elv2 out st num 
grid 
/* 
/* This versions does not query the user, so as to allow running in background 
/* 
/* Version closely follows the NSSL algorithm 
/* 
/* takes as input radar files which have been put in ascii format 
/* performs the precip. preprocessing from 2 lowest 
/* elevation reflectivity scans 
/* 
/ * &sv elv 1 := originals /al0_30_913_ 
/ * &sv elv2 := originals/b 10_30_913_ 
/ * &sv out := 10_30_913_ 
/ * &sv clip := refclip 
/ * &sv st := 1 

/ * &sv num := 59 
/* 
/* min represents minimum acceptable Ref. value(dbZ) for isolation test 
/* max represents maximum accaptable Ref. value(dbZ) 
/* nmax represents the value which a too large value is set to if the values of 
/* the surrounding cells are also too large 
/* These values are those used by the NSSL algorithm for this location 
&sv min := 18 

&sv max := 53 

&sv nmax := 53 
/* 
&do i := %st% &to %num% 

&call convert_to_grid 
/* 
/* assign all nodata values to zero 
/* 
if (isnull( %elv 1%%i%) == 1) 

refa =0 
else 

refa = %elv l % %i% 
endif 
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if (isnull( %elv2 % %i %) == 1) 

refb = 0 
else 

refb = %elv2 % %i% 
endif 
/* 
gtminl = greaterthan( %min %, refa) 
gtmin2 = greaterthan( %min %, refb) 
gtmax 1 = greaterthan( %max %, refa) 
gtmax2 = greaterthan( %max %, refb) 
/* 
/* test for isolated sample volumes, and correct 
/* 
if (refa > %min% & focalsum(gtminl, DATA) < 3) 

ref la = 0 
else if (refa >= %min% & focalsum(gtminl, DATA) >= 3) 

refla = refa 
else 

refla = refa 
endif 
if (refb > %min% & focalsum(gtmin2, DATA) < 3) 

reflb = 0 
else if (refb >= %min% & focalsum(gtmin2, DATA) >= 3) 

ref l b = refb 
else 

reflb = refb 
endif 
kill refa 
kill refb 
/* 
/* test for outlier sample volumes and correct 
/* 
if (ref l a > %max% & focalsum(gtmaxl, DATA) <= 1) 

ref2a = focalmean(ref 1 a, DATA) 
else if (ref l a > %max% & focalsum(gtmaxl, DATA) > 1) 

ref2a = %nmax% 
else 

ref2a = refla 
endif 
if (reflb > %max% & focalsum(gtmax2, DATA) <= 1) 

ref2b = focalmean(reflb, DATA) 
else if ( reflb > %max% & focalsum(gtmax2, DATA) > 1) 

ref2b = %nmax% 
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else 
ref2b = ref l b 

endif 
kill ref l a 
kill ref l b 
/* 
isol = greaterthan(0, ref2a) 
iso2 = greaterthan(0, ref2b) 
/* 
/* test for isolated NODATA values 
/* 
if (ref2a == 0 & focalsum(isol, DATA) >= 8) 

ref3a = focalmean(ref2a, DATA) 
else 

ref3a = ref2a 
endif 
if (ref2b == 0 & focalsum(iso2, DATA) >= 8) 

ref3b = focalmean(ref2b, DATA) 
else 

ref3b = ref2b 
endif 
kill ref2a 
kill ref2b 
/* 
/* perform biscan maximization ; assume that lowest scan is good to use 
/* 
if (ref3b > ref3a) 

%out % %i% = int(ref3b + 0.5) 
else 

%out % %i% = int(ref3a + 0.5) 
endif 
kill ref3a 
kill ref3b 
kill gtmin 1 

kill gtmin2 
kill gtmax 1 

kill gtmax2 
kill isol 
kill iso2 
kill %elv l % %i% 
kill %elv2 % %i% 

&end 
/* 
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quit 
quit 
&return 
/* 
&routine convert_to_grid 

quit 
asciigrid %elv 1%%i% temp int 
[delete %elv l % %i %] 
copy temp %elvl % %i% 
kill temp 
asciigrid %elv2 % %i% temp int 
[delete %elv2 % %i %] 
copy temp %elv2 % %i% 
kill temp 
grid 

&return 
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APPENDIX B 

RAINFALL -RUNOFF MODEL C CODE 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <malloc.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 

#define ROW 20 
#define COL 14 

#define SROW 80 
#define SCOL 56 
#define TROW 400 
#define TCOL 280 
#define MAXI 501 
#define MAXN 20 
#define DTA 0.25 

/* This version takes in different (a,b) values for each storm */ 

/* Functions declarations */ 

void Topmodel(void); 
void openfiles(char *, char *, char *, char *, char *); 
void topfiles(char *, char *, char *, char *); 
void radareq(void); 
void newprecip(void); 
void init_cond(double, double); 
double top_index(void); 
double infiltration(double, double, double, double, double); 
double inf exc(double, double, double); 
void SRZ_update(void); 
void SUZ_update(void); 
void Unsat_drain(void); 
void S_update(void); 
void Qs_runoff(double); 
void flowrate(void); 

/* global variables for topmodel l */ 



FILE *ksgp, *sfrp, *pep, *refp, *kstp, *thetafcp, *zrp, *faccp, *tanbp, *obsp; 

double P[ROW][COL][MAXI]; /* precip matrix */ 
double Pnew[ROW][COL][MAXI]; /* new precipi matrix */ 
double ref [ROW] [COL] [MAXI]; /* reflectivity matrix */ 
double Ft[SROW][SCOL][MAXI]; /* Infiltrated volume matrix */ 
double ksg[SROW][SCOL]; 
double sfr[SROW][SCOL]; 
double pe[SROW] [SCOL]; 
double M[SROW][SCOL]; 

/* green -ampt saturated hyd. conductivity * / 
/* soil suction */ 
/* effective porosity */ 

/* soil moisture defecit */ 
double kst[SROW][SCOL]; /* TOPMODEL saturated hyd. conductivity 
double thetafc[SROW][SCOL]; /* field capacity */ 
double zr[SROW][SCOL]; /* root zone depth */ 
double facc[TROW][TCOL]; /* upslope flow accumulation * / 
double tanb[TROW][TCOL]; /* local land slope */ 
double m; /* topmodel parameter */ 
double topsoil[TROW][TCOL]; /* matrix of topsoil at each grid cell */ 
double top_dist[60]; /* fraction of topsoil class values (pdf) */ 
float count[60]; /* the count of the cells in each toposil class */ 
double topval[60]; /* discretised topsoil value */ 
double Gamma; /* mean topsoil index */ 
double top_inf[60][MAXI]; /* avg. infil. into each topmodel class 'V 

double S[60][MAXI]; /* Saturated zone storage defecit */ 
double Savg[MAXI]; /* Avg. saturated zone storage defecit */ 
double SRZ[60][MAXI]; /* Root zone storage defecit */ 
double SUZ[60][MAXI]; /* Unsaturated zone storage */ 
double Qse[60][MAXI]; /* Sat. excess runoff */ 
double ks_top[60]; /* avg. ks for topmodel class array */ 
double gv[60]; /* unsaturated zone drainage 'V 

double Qb[MAXI]; /* time series of baseflow per unit area */ 
double Qie[SROW][SCOL][MAXI]; /* time series matrix of infi. excess runoff; 

*/ 

medium grid */ 
double Qs[SROW][SCOL][MAXI]; 
fine grid */ 
double Qt[MAXI]; 
int WSbig[SROW][SCOL]; 
*/ 

double hobs[MAXI]; 
double Qbi[10]; 
double QieTot[MAXI]; 
double Qielnt[MAXI]; 
double QseTot[MAXI]; 
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/* time series matrix of total surface r.o.; 

/* time series of total streamflow */ 
/* watershed location as determined by soils resolution 

/* observed flow for all storms 'V 

/* initial base flow for each storm */ 
/* total inf. excess at each timestep */ 
/* Inf. excess Int. at each timestep */ 
/* total sat. excess at each timestep */ 
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double Qselnt[MAXI]; 
double Qst[MAXI]; 
double Qslnt[MAXI]; 
double Qsvol[10]; 

int presteps[10], totsteps[10]; 
each storm */ 
int tm; 
int storms; 
double dt; 
double predt; 

/* Sat. excess Int. at each timestep */ 
/* time series of total surface runoff */ 

/* total runoff Int. at each timestep */ 
/* total Qs volume for each storm */ 

/* number of precip timetseps and total timesteps for 

/* time index */ 
/* number of storms being calibrated */ 

/* model timestep = ref. timestep */ 
/* precip. intensity timestep */ 

char ksgf[30], sfrf[30], pef[30], reff[60], kstf[30], thetafcf[30], zrf[30]; 
char faccf[30], tanbf[30]; 

double thetai[10]; 
double a[10]; 
double b[10]; 
double CF[10]; 

void main(void) 
{ 

int j; /* index var */ 

printf( "How many storms are being used for calibration?\n"); 
scanf( " %d ", &storms); 
for (j = 0; j < storms; j + +) 

scanf( " %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %d %d ", &m, &thetai[j], &Qbi[j], &dt, & predt, 
&a[j], &b[j], &CF[j], &presteps[j], &totsteps[j]); 

scanf( " %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s ", &ksgf, &sfrf, &pef, &reff, &kstf, &thetafcf, &zrf, 
&faccf, &tanbf); 

openfiles(ksgf, sfrf, pef, zrf, reff); 
topfiles(kstf, thetafcf, faccf, tanbf); 

Topmodel(); 

} /* end main */ 

/* Modified 10/13/96; 
/* begin main model function */ 
void Topmodel(void) 
{ 

*/ 
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FILE *runoffvp; 
FILE *runoffip; 
char outfile 1 [ 15] _ "runoff vol "; 

char outfile2[ 15] = "runoff int "; 

int i, j, rw, cl; 
double cells; 
int prw, pcl; 
int srw, scl; 
int tottime = 1; 

double f = 0; 

/* initialize */ 

/* file pointer for runoff volume output file */ 
/* file pointer for runoff intensity output file */ 
/* output file name */ 
/* output file name */ 

/* total number of watershed cells */ 
/* index for precip. matrix */ 
/* index for soil matrix */ 

/* total time (for all storms) */ 
/* objective function value */ 

tm = 1; 

/* call functions to produce precipitation matrices from reflectivity */ 
radareq(); 
newprecip(); 
cells = top_index(); 

for (j = 0; j < storms; j + +) { 

init_cond(Qbi[j], thetai[j]); 
for (tm = tottime; tm < (tottime + totsteps[j]); tm + +) { /* start with time 1 to allow 

for initial conditions */ 
if (tm < (tottime + presteps[j]) ) { 

for (rw = 0; rw < SROW; rw + +) { 

for (c1= 0; cl < SCOL; cl + +) { 

prw = floor((rw / 4.0)); 
pct = floor((c / 4.0)); 
if (WSbig[rw][cl] == 1) { 

Ft[rw][cl][tm] = infiltration(ksg[rw][cl], sfr[rw][cl], M[rw][cl], 
Pnew[prw][pcl][tm], Ft[rw][cl][tm -11); 

Qie[rw][cl][tm] = inf exc(Pnew[prw][pcl][tm], Ft[rw][cl][tm], 
Ft[rw][cl][tm-1 

} 

} 

} 

for (rw = 0; rw < TROW; rw + +) { 

for(c1= 0; cl < TCOL; cl + +) { 

if (topsoil[rw][cl] >= 0.0001) { 

srw = floor((rw / 5.0)); 
sci = floor((cl / 5.0)); 

1); 



count[i]); 
} 

} 

} 

} 
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i = (int) floor(topsoil[rw][cl] / 0.5); 
top_inf[i][tm] = top_inf[i][tm] + ((Ft[srw][scl][tm] - Ft[srw][scl][tm-1]) / 

SRZ_update(); 
SUZ_updateQ; 
Unsat_drainQ; 
Qb[tm] = (exp( -1.0 * Gamma)) * (exp( -1.0 * (Savg[tm-1] / m))); /* Baseflow 

(cm/hr) */ 
S_updateQ; 
Qs_runoff(cells); 
flowrateQ; 

} /* end time loop */ 

tottime = tottime + totsteps[j]; 

} /* end storm loop */ 

/* write to output file */ 

runoffvp = fopen(outfilel, "w"); 
runoffip = fopen(outfile2, "w"); 
for(i=1;i<(tottime+15);i++) { 

fprintf(runoffvp, "%lf %lf %lf\n", QieTot[i], QseTot[i], Qst[i]); 
fprintf(runoffip, "%lf %lf %lf\n", Qielnt[i], Qselnt[i], Qslnt[i]); 

} 

fclose(runoffvp); 
fclose(runoffip); 

/* end Topmodel function */ 
} 

/* open input files */ 
void openfiles(char *fl, char *f2, char *f3, char *f4, char *f5) 
{ 

int i, j, m, n; /* index variables */ 



int num; /* counter variable *1 

double ksgh, sfrh, peh, zrh, refh, obsh; 
char name[20]; /* ref file name */ 
int tottime = 1; /* total hobs time */ 

/* placeholder variables */ 

ksgp = fopen(f1, "r "); /* open green -ampt hyd. conductivity file 
for(m = 0; m < SROW; m + +) { 

for(n = 0; n < SCOL; n + +) { 

fscanf(ksgp," %lf', &ksgh); 
ksg[m][n] = ksgh; 
if (ksg[m] [n] < 0.00001) 

ksg[m][n] = 0.00001; 
if (ksgh == -9999) 

WSbig[m][n] = 0; 
else 

WSbig[m][n] = 1; 

} 

} 

fclose(ksgp); 

sfrp = fopen(f2, "r "); /* open soil suction file */ 
for(m = 0; m < SROW; m + +) { 

for(n = 0; n < SCOL; n + +) { 

fscanf(sfrp, " %lf', &sfrh); 
sfr[m][n] = sfrh; 

} 

} 

fclose(sfrp); 

pep = fopen(f3, "r "); /* open effective porosity file */ 
for(m = 0; m < SROW; m + +) { 

for(n = 0; n < SCOL; n + +) { 

fscanf (pep, " %1f , &peh); 
pe[m][n] = peh; 

} 

} 

fclose(pep); 

zrp = fopen(f4, "r "); /* open rooting depth file */ 
for(m = 0; m < SROW; m + +) { 

for(n = 0; n < SCOL; n + +) { 

fscanf(zrp, " %lf', &zrh); 
zr[m] [n] = zrh; 

*1 
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} 

} 

fclose(pep); 

for (j = 0; j < storms; j + +) { 

for (i = tottime; i < (tottime + totsteps[j]); i + +) { 

matrix */ 
if (i < (tottime + presteps[j])) { 

num = i; 

sprintf(name, "%s %d ",f5,num); 
refp = fopen(name, "r "); 

for(m =0; m < ROW; m + +) { 

for(n =0; n < COL; n + +) { 

fscanf(refp, "%lf ", &refh); 
ref [m] [n] [i] = refh; 

} 

} 

fclose(refp); 
} 

/* open ref. files and write 

else { /* make precip matrix zeros for time after rain */ 
for(m =0; m < ROW; m + +) 

for (n =0; n < COL; n + +) 
ref [m] [n] [i] = 0; 

} 

} 

tottime = tottime + totsteps[j]; 
} 

} /* end function */ 

/* function to open topmodel files */ 
void topfiles(char *fl, char *f2, char *f3, char *f4) 
{ 

int m, n; 

double ksth, thetafch, facch, tanbh; 

kstp = fopen(f1, "r "); /* topmodel hydraulic conductivity file * / 
for(m = 0; m < SROW; m + +) { 

for(n = 0; n < SCOL; n + +) { 



fscanf(kstp,"%lf",&ksth); 
kst[m][n] = ksth; 
if (kst[m] [n] < 0.00001) 

kst[m][n] = 0.00001; 
} 

} 

fclose(kstp); 

thetafcp = fopen(f2, "r"); /* field capacity file (percentage of pe)*/ 
for(m = 0; m < SROW; m++) { 

for(n = 0; n < SCOL; n++) { 

fscanf(thetafcp,"%lf",&thetafch); 
thetafc[m][n] = thetafch; 
if (thetafc[m][n] >= 1.0) 

thetafc [m] [n] = 0.99; 
} 

} 

fclose(thetafcp); 

faccp = fopen(f3, "r "); /* flow area accumulation file 
for(m = 0; m < TROW; m + +) { 

for(n = 0; n < TCOL; n + +) { 

fscanf(faccp, " %lf', &facch); 
facc [m] [n] = facch; 

} 

} 

fclose(faccp); 

tanbp = fopen(f4, "r"); /* slope file */ 
for(m = 0; m < TROW; m++) { 

for(n = 0; n < TCOL; n++) { 

fscanf(tanbp,"%lf",&tanbh); 
tanb[m][n] = tanbh; 

} 

} 

fclose(tanbp); 

} /* end function */ 

/* function to convert reflectivity to rainfall in cm/hr */ 
void radareq(void) 

*1 
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{ 

int i,j , m, n; 
float r = 0; 
int tottime = 1; 

/* index variables */ 

/* total time (all storms) * / 

for (j = 0; j < storms; j + +) { 

for (i = tottime; i < (tottime + totsteps[j]); i + +) { 

if (i < (tottime + presteps[j])) { 

for(m =0; m < ROW; m + +) { 

for(n =0; n < COL; n + +) { 

if (ref[m] [n] [i] > 0.0) { 

r = pow((pow(10.0, (ref[m][n][i] / 10.0)) / a[j]), (1 / b[j])); 
P[m][n][i] = CF[j] * (r / 10.0); /* Adjusted precip. in cm/hr */ 

} 

} 

} 

} 

else { 

for(m =0; m < ROW; m + +) 
for(n =0; n < COL; n + +) 

P[m][n][i] = 0.0; 
} 

} 

tottime = tottime + totsteps[j]; 
} 

} /* end function */ 

/* function to cretae mew precip matrix a different time resolution */ 
void newprecip(void) 
{ 

int i, j, k, 1; /* index variables */ 
int m, n; 
int tottime = 1; 

int Step; 
*/ 
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/* index variables */ 
/* totaltimesteps for all storms */ 

/* the integer value of the number of constant timetsep intsnsities 

i = 1; 

j = 1; 

for(k =0;k < storms; k + +) { 

if (dt == 0.25) { 

while (i < (presteps[k] + tottime)) { 

for(m =0; m < ROW; m + +) { 
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for(n=0; n < COL; n++) { 

Pnew[m][n][j] = (0.4*P[m][n][i] + 0.4*P[m][n][i+1] + 0.2*P[m][n][i+2]); 
Pnew[m][n][+1] = (0.2*P[m][n][i+2] + 0.4*P[m][n][i+3] + 

0.4*P[m] [n] [i+4]); 
} 

} 

j = j +2; 
i = i +5; 

} 

} 

else { 

Step = (int) ((predt/dt) +0.5); 
for(j=tottime;j<=(int)ceil((presteps [k])/(predt/dt)); j + +) { 

for(i =1;i< =Step; i + +) { 

for(m =0; m < ROW; m + +) { 

for(n =0; n < COL; n + +) { 

for(1=1;1<=Step; 1++) { 

Pnew[m][n][((j -1) *Step) +1 ] = Pnew[m][n][((j -1) *Step) +1] + (P[m][n][((j- 
1) *Step) +i] / ( predt/dt)); 

} 

I 

I 

} 

} 

} 

tottime = tottime + presteps[k]; 

} /* end storm loop */ 

/* end function */ 

/* function to calculate topographic index */ 
double top_index(void) 
{ 

double Ti; /* local transmissivity value */ 
int i, rw, cl, srw, scl; 
float cnt = 0; 

for (rw = 0; rw < TROW; rw++) { 

for (cl = 0; cl < TCOL; cl++) { 

if (tanb[rw][cl] >= 0) { 

cnt = cnt + 1; 

srw = floor((rw / 5.0)); 



} 
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} 

} 

scl = floor((cl/ 5.0)); 
Ti = (kst[srw][scl] * m) / (pe[srw][scl] - (thetafc[srw][scl] * pe[srw][scl])); 
topsoil[rw][cl] = log((facc[rw][cl] / 50.0) / (Ti * tanb[rw][cl])); 
Gamma = Gamma + topsoil[rw][cl]; 
i = (int) floor(topsoil[rw][cl] / 0.5); 
count[i] = count[i] + 1; 

/*printf("%f\n", topsoil[rw][cl]);*/ 

} 

Gamma = Gamma / cnt; 
for (i = 0; i < 60; i++) { 

top_dist[i] = count[i] / cnt; 
topval[i] = ((i + 1.0) / 2.0) - 0.25; 
/* printf( " %f\n ", top_dist[i]); */ 

} 

return cnt; 
/* end function */ 

/* function to calculate initial conditions */ 
void init_cond(double Qbi_v, double thetai_v) 
{ 

/* set initial cond. to last timestep of previous storm */ 
int i; 

int rw, cl; 
int srw, scl; /* soil row and column */ 

double SRMAX[SROW][SCOL]; /* maximum root zone storage */ 

for (rw = 0; rw < SROW; rw + +) { /* initialize infil. matrix to a small value */ 
for (cl = 0; cl < SCOL; cl + +) { 

Ft[rw] [cl] [tm -1 ] = 0.000001; 
SRMAX[rw][cl] = zr[rw][cl] * (thetafc[rw][cl] * p[rw][cl]); 
M[rw][cl] = pe[rw][cl] - ( thetai_v * thetafc[rw][cl] * p[rw][cl]); /* Calc 

G &Ampt soil moisture defecit */ 
} 

} 

Savg[tm -1] = -1.0 * (m * (log(Qbi_v / exp( -1.0 * Gamma)))); /* avg. defecit */ 
for (i = 0; i < 60 ; i++) { 

S [i] [tm -1 ] = Savg[tm -1 ] + (m * Gamma) - (m * topval[i]); 
if (S[i][tm -1] < 0) 



S[i][tm-1] = 0; 
SUZ[i] [tm-1 ] = 0; 
SRZ[i] [tm-1 ] = 0; 

} 
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for (rw = 0; rw < TROW; rw++) { /* create topmodel avg. ks array */ 
for(cl = 0; cl < TCOL; cl++) { 

if (topsoil[rw] [cl] > 0.0001) { 

srw = floor((rw / 5.0)); 
sci = floor((cl / 5.0)); 
i = (int) floor(topsoil[rw][cl] / 0.5); 
ks_top[i] = ks_top[i] + (kst[srw][scl] / count[i]); 
SRZ[i][tm-1] = SRZ[i][tm-1] + ((SRMAX[srw][scl] - (thetai_v * thetafc[srw][scl] 

* pe[srw][scl] * zr[srw][scl])) / count[i]); 

} /* end function */ 

/* function to calculate distributed infiltration */ 
double infiltration(double ksg_v, double sfr_v, double M_v, double P_v, double Ft_v) 
{ 

double Fi = 0.0; 
double Ftp = 0.0; 
double Fip = 0.0; 
double Fp = 0.0; 
double F = 0.0; 
double delt = 0.0; 
double time = 0.0; 
double dF = 0.001; 

time = tm * dt; 
if ( ksg_v < 0.00001) 

ksg_v = 0.0001; 

/* initial infil. rate */ 
/* potential infil. vol. */ 
/* potential infil. rate */ 
/* Infil. depth at ponding */ 
/* Infil. depth during interval */ 
/* time duration of ponding */ 
/* time at beginning of interval */ 

/* beginning of interval */ 
/* Don't allow 0 Ks */ 

Fi = ksg_v * (((sfr_v * M_v) / Ft_v) + 1.0); 

Ftp = Ft_v + (P_v * dt); 
vol. */ 

Fip = ksg_v * (((sfr_v * M_v) / Ftp) + 1.0); 

/* calc init. infil. rate */ 
/* calc potential infil. 

/* calc potential infil. rate */ 

if ((Fi > P_v) && (Fip > P_v)) { /* no ponding throughout */ 
Fp = 0.0; /* Fp = cum. infil. at ponding */ 



delt = 0.0; 
F = Ftp; 

} 

/* delt = time duration of ponding */ 
/* Ft = cum. infil. at end of interval */ 
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if ((Fi > P_v) && (Fip <= P_v)) { /* ponding part of interval */ 
Fp = (ksg_v * sfr_v * M_v) / (P_v - ksg_v); 
delt = dt - ((Fp - Ft_v) / P_v); 
F = Ft_v + (P_v * dt * 0.5); /* initial guess for Ft */ 
while ( fabs(F - ((ksg_v * delt) + Fp + (sfr_v * M_v * log((F + (sfr_v * M_v)) / (Fp + 

( M_v * sfr_v)))))) > dF ) 

F = ((ksg_v * delt) + Fp + (sfr_v * M_v * log((F + (sfr_v * M_v)) / (Fp + ( M_v * 

sfr_v))))); 
} 

if (Fi <= P_v) { /* ponding entire interval */ 
Fp = Ft_v; 
delt = dt; 
F = Ft_v + (P_v * dt * 0.5); /* initial guess for Ft */ 
while ( fabs(F - ((ksg_v * delt) + Fp + (sfr_v * M_v * log((F + (sfr_v * M_v)) / (Fp + 

( M_v * sfr_v)))))) > dF ) 
F = ((ksg_v * delt) + Fp + (sfr_v * M_v * log((F + (sfr_v * M_v)) / (Fp + ( M_v * 

sfr_v))))); 
} 

return F; 
} /* end function */ 

/* function to calculate infiltration excess runoff */ 
double inf_exc(double P_v, double Ft_v, double Ft0_v) 
{ 

double q; /* rainfall excess */ 

if ((P_v * dt) > (Ft_v - Ft0_v)) 
q = (P_v * dt) - (Ft_v - Ft0_v); 

else 
q=0; 

return q; 

} /* end function */ 
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/* function to udate root zone storage */ 
void SRZ_update(void) 
{ 

} 

int i; 

for (i = 0; i < 60; i++) { 

/* printf("%f\n", top_inf[i][tm]); */ 
if (top_dist[i] >= 0.00000001) { 

if ( (SRZ[i][tm-1] - top_inf[i][tm]) < 0) { 

SUZ[i][tm] = SUZ[i][tm-1] - (SRZ[i][tm-1] - top_inf[i][tm]); 
SRZ[i][tm] = 0; 

} 

else { 

SUZ[i][tm] = SUZ[i][tm-1]; 
SRZ[i][tm] = SRZ[i] [tm-1] - top_inf[i][tm]; 

} 

} 

} 

/* end function */ 

/* function to update unsaturated zone stotage */ 
void SUZ_update(void) 
{ 

int i; 

for (i = 0; i < 60; i++) { 

if (top_dist[i] >= 0.00000001) { 

if (SUZ[i][tm] > S[i][tm-1]) { 

Qse[i] [tm] = SUZ[i] [tm] - S [i] [tm-1 ]; 
SUZ[i][tm] = S[i][tm-1]; 

} 

} 

} 

else 
Qse[i] [tm] = 0; 

/ *printf( " %f\n ", Qse[i] [tm]); */ 
} 

/* end function */ 

/* only do if class has members */ 

/* function to calculate draingae from unsaturated zone */ 
void Unsat_drain(void) 
{ 
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int i; 

for (i = 0; i < 60; i++) { 

if (top_dist[i] >= 0.00000001) { /* only do if class has members */ 
qv[i] = (ks_top[i] * exp( -1 * (S[i][tm-1] / m))) * dt; /* units of cm. */ 
if ((S[i][tm-1] > 0) && (qv[i] <= SUZ[i][tm])) 

qv[i] = qv[i]; 
if ((S[i][tm-1] > 0) && (qv[i] > SUZ[i][tm])) 

qv[i] = SUZ[i][tm]; 
if ((S[i][tm-1] <= 0)) 

qv[i] = 0; 
SUZ[i][tm] = SUZ[i][tm] - qv[i]; 
/*printf("%f\n", SUZ[i][tm]); */ 

} 

} 

} 

/* end function */ 

/* function to update saturated zone storage */ 
void S_update(void) 
{ 

double Qvavg = 0.0; /* basin avg unsat. drainage (cm) */ 
int i; 

for (i = 0; i < 60; i++) 
Qvavg = Qvavg + (qv[i] * top_dist[i]); 

Savg[tm] = Savg[tm-1] + (dt * Qb[tm]) - Qvavg; 

for (i = 0 ; i < 60; i++) 
S[i][tm] = Savg[tm] + (m * Gamma) - (m * topval[i]); 
if (S[i][tm] < 0) { 

S [i] [tm] = 0; 
} 

} 

} /* end function */ 

/* function to calc Qs */ 
void Qs_runoff(double cells_v) 
{ 

int i; 
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} 

int rw, cl; 
int srw, scl; 

for (rw = 0; rw < TROW; rw++) { 

for (c1= 0; cl < TCOL; cl++) { 

if (topsoil[rw][cl] >= 0.0001) { 

srw = floor((rw / 5.0)); 
sci = floor((cl / 5.0)); 
QieTot[tm] = QieTot[tm] + (Qie[srw][scl][tm] / cells_v); 

} 

} 

} 

for (i = 0; i < 60; i++) { 

QseTot[tm] = QseTot[tm] + (Qse[i][tm] * top_dist[i]); 
} 

Qst[tm] = QieTot[tm] + QseTot[tm]; 

/* end function */ 

/* function to calculte flow rates */ 
void flowrate(void) 
{ 

Qielnt[tm] = QieTot[tm] / dt; 
Qselnt[tm] = QseTot[tm] / dt; 
Qslnt[tm] = Qst[tm] / dt; 

} /* end function */ 
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